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GRAVE”

NOT TO THE “SONS”

Mr. Blethen Corrects An Im
Two Fine Concerts Held In Camden Woman Is Elected
S. Rounds Aptly Serves Up the Universal Appeal of
W.
pression Regarding Com
President of Ladies of the
Local Churches Sunday
Community Chest—Last Night’s Meeting.
munity Chest Appropria
G. A. R. At Portland.
Evening.
tion.
Highest honors came to a Knox

Children’s concert were presented
Campaign Chairman Walter S. dally, In its 25 years of real com
most pleasingly in two of the city’s County woman, Mrs. Lena Aldus Rounds struck the keynote of last munity service.
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
Strong of Camden, at the election of
Capt. George Simons told a great I There seems to lie some misunder
churches Sunday night. The serv officers held in Portland Thursday night’s meeting of supporters and
ices were marked by full attendance by the Ladies of the Grand Army of corporators of Community Chest story of splendid development for the standing regarding the allotment of
when he said “Could all the citizens local Salvation Army Branch. He the Community Chest Funds for the
and keen appreciation. The heavy the Republic, Department of Maine, of Rockland have heard the reports showed its great advance in every de
support in part of the Civil War Me
at
their
State
Convention.
Mrs.
shower Just prior to church time
given here this evening $20,000 could partment, in most cases numericalI morial Association. The impression
You want automobile COLLISION insurance,
Strong
has
been
active
in
the
affairs
IP ••* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* ••• *•* ••* ••* *•* M failed to dismay participants or au
•••
•••
of the Department for a score oX have been raised, and raised easily.” growth approaching or passing 100 ! Is abroad that this allotment was to
so that you will be protected against DAMAGE
•••
.Wishing, of all employments, is the — diences.
years and comes to her new office ad And Mr. Rounds spoke truly, because per cent. He told of the remarkable the Sons of Veterans, and this is an
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist mirably qualified. The past year she every member of the good-sized success achieved by all the several error that should he corrected.
*•* worst.—Young.
••*
TO YOUR OWN CAR—we don’t blame you.
'*•
* | the following program was pre- has served as senior vice president, audience departed inspired with the departments of young people’s work
The property, or memorial, which
| sented by the youngsters amid a
and how the Rockland branch had , all probably know Is the G. A. R. lot,
and prior to that has diad the offices splendid record made by Community
gone from the lowermost rung of the , building and memorial Hag pole, lo
Chest in its first year of existence.
tastefully arranged flowerland stage:
You don’t want the policy offered by other com
COAL MEN ORGANIZE Song by the school; Childrens Day
The meeting was held in the com ladder to the proud perch of division j cated on Union street, extending
fortable auditorium of the new High leader in one year. Capt. Simons from Limerock to School.
i Prayer, Louise Dolliver; "Welcome,”
----panies, because you either have to pay a pro
This was formerly owned by the
F. R. Spear Member of the Wln,iel<1 chatto; solo. Gladys
hapmun: exercise, ’’God's Little
fcdwjn Libby Post, No. 16, G. A. R„
hibitive premium or else you have to deduct $50
"
Chapmai
REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE ROCKLAND COM
and they wishing to make It a me
Executive Committee — Children,” six beginners; recitation,
or $100 from each and every claim—we don’t
MUNITY CHEST ASSOCIATION, INC.
Virginia Richards; solo, “One Little
morial to Ihe soldiers and sailors of
Standardizing
Sizes.
Sunbeam,” Carol Gardner; exercise,
the Civil War deeded It to the Sons
From June 10, 1924, to June 1, 1925
blame you.
"Message of the Flowers;” recitation,
of Veterans after the incorporating
Fred R. Spear, Charles T. Spear "The Children’s Day,” Helen Matt
Amount pledged in Campaign, July, 1924 ..................... $16,200 00
of the Civil War Memorial Associa
and William Sansom were in Water son; recitations, Charles Emery and
Number of subscribers, 15C0.
tion deeded to the Association, as in
We have a special proposition SOLD BY NO
ville last Friday to help reorganize Marion Vlnal; collection, four boys;
Amount to be collected ............ „............................................
1,174 74
a measure trustees for the public at
OTHER COMPANY—low cost—and you don’t
the Maine Coal Dealers’ Association. song by the school, "In God’s Care;”
(Of this amount to be collected the Treasurer esti
large, as a memorial to those who
Mr. Spejir was elected a member of recitation, Richard Havener; exer
mates that about $250 i$ doubtful of collection by
took part in the struggles from 1S61
have to deduct $50 or $100 from every claim.
the executive committee.
July 1st)
cise, the beginners’ class; solo, Vir
to 1865.
William A. Clark of Boston, presi ginia' Brown; recitation, Francis
Receipts:
Contained In the transfer of this
Subscriptions paid to June 1, 1925 ....,......................... $15,02\26
dent of the New England Coal Deal Havener; recitation, Dorothy Deproperty are certain specific re
Disbursements:
,
ers’ association gave a talk on the muth; recitation, Lawrence Robin
strictions. It shall not lie sold, and
Paid Administration and Campaign
The “American Companies Only” Agency
new system of sizing anthracite son; recitation, "The Violet," Annie
shall be used for patriotic purposes.
Expense ........................................................
$1,730 91
coal. He said that the anthracite McClure; solo, Richard Anderson;
That Edwin Libby Post and tlie Ed
Paid Stenographer ....................................
42 00
miners met sometime ago for the recitation, “A Happy Day," Marga
win Libby Relief Corps shall have
Paid Rockland Chamber of Commerce
purpose of agreeing on the size ol ret Hutchinson; recitation, "Summer
the right to occupy It as their head
Stenographer’s Services ...........
75 00
tl.e screens and the new system will Is With Us,” Agnes McClure; recita
quarters aa long as they exist as or
Paid for Printing, Telephone Tolls
eliminate the wide variety of sizes. tion, “Some Good Advice,” Donna de
ganizations. The building shall be
and
Incidental
Expenses
....................
328
54
1
Anthracite
retail
dealers
have
been
Rochemont;
recitation,
"A
Basket
ol
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE STATE OF MAINE
known as Union Veterans Memorial
buying coal for the past live years Bible Flowers," group of girls;
Hall. There shall be no liquors, or
LOWEST RATES
LOCAL CLAIM SERVICE
Total Expenses ..................................
$2,176 45
‘ when that carrying the same name "Open Wide the Gates of Summer,
gambling allowed In any part of the
Paid
Participating
Organizations:
i might vary an inch in size.
Thelma
Day;
recitation, Esther
building.
425^4 ain Street.
Home for Aged Women ................... ,...........
$2,202 00
Rockland, Maine
Mr. Clark said that the public will Chapman; duet, Gladys Overlook and
There are no restrictions to the
Rackliff Fund .......................... ........................
910 00
notice the difference especially on Thelma Day; recitation, Virginia
letting of the building to other or
American Red Cross—Rockland Branch .
4,021 98
the nut size.. The coal is prepared on Brown; recitation, Alvary and Stan- Mrs. Lena A. Strong, New State
ganizations, the rentals to lie applied
President of the Ladies cf the
Dental Clinic ...................................................
500 OO
a sheet steel screen with holes in the! jey Gay; recitation Vtvian Oaks;
to the upkeep of the property.
G. A. R.
Salvation Army, Rockland .........................
4,130 20
screen 11-16 of an Irfch in size and a] recitation, Thomas and William
Thus, you will see tlie property
Civil
War
Memorial
.......................................
504
82
I 20 per cent variation in the size is Milligan; song by the school; re
virtually belongs to the citizens at
Earl
Haskell
Loan
.........................................
200
00
permitted for the finer coal. Follow- i marks and benediction, Mr. Allen.
large and not to any organization, or
of Department Secretary and other
George Cole and Newhall Relief ...............
10 CO
Lng i«; a summary of a bulletin read
♦ • • ♦
WHEN IN TENANT’S HARBOR VISIT
body, and It is up to tlie patriotic
positions. The State sessions of the
by Mr. Clark regarding the sizing of
Sunday was Children’s Day at the patriotic bodies brought a great dele
bodies and the public to support and
Total disbursements*................................
$14,655 45
coal:
> First Baptist church and the audi- gation to Portland and achieved much
keep intact this Memorial.
“With a view to establishing more, torium was adorned with field and real progress.
The objects of the Civil War Me
Balance on deposit....... „..........................
$ 369 81
definite standards of sizing and garden flowers to welcome the
morial Association as set forth in tho
Respectfully
submitted,
>
Mrs.
Strong
was
born
in
Camden,
preparation of anthracite the An-1 young members of the Sunday
article of Incorporation in part are:
thracite Opera tor’s conference has School. The concert chairman was daughter of the late Fred 1). Aldus,
Homer E Robinson, Treas.
"The purpose of tills Corporation
The best equipped plant in town with all modern
recommended to the industry that | Miss Winola Hichan and the child and her mother, active and intensely
Is the creation of a Monument and
the standards adopted by all produc- i ren performed their parts with Interested in tilings patriotic at the
QUOTAS FOR PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
appliances and conveniences
Memorial Association to receive,
ers, effective April 1, 1925, include eagerness and enthusiasm. The pro age of 80 years, is a participant in the
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY CHEST ASSOCIATION
hold, control and manage such Real
present convention. Her father was
broken
coal
over
a
round
mesh
gram:
»
Estate and Personal Property as
FREE AIR-FREE WATER—FREE CRANK
For the Year Ending July 1, 1926
screen of 3 7-16 inches; egg, 2 8-18
Prayer, Rev. B.‘P. Browne; recita a member of the famous Company
was conveyed to Anderson Camp,
Inches; stove, 1 9-19 inches; chest tion "Your Turn,” Katherine Cole A. Fourth Maine. Regiment, which
Proposed Budget as follows:
No. 7 Sons of Veterans of Rockland,
CASE SERVICE—LADIES’ REST ROOM
nut, 11-16 inches; pea, 8-16 inches.” recitation, ‘‘God’s Dear Garden,' went out of Rockland and he served
Old Ladies’ Home ......................................................
$1,800 00
Maine, by Edwin Liby -Post, No. 16
Salvation Army
........................
4,061 04
Erma Fickett and group: recitation two enlistments with distinction, so it
G. A. R. and by them to this Associ
Red Cross ..........................................
........................
4,700 00
"The Shepherd Kind,” Miss Hagar’s is seen that the daughter comes
ation, etc.”
Radcliff Fund ....................................
........................
910 00
class; recitation, ‘‘Fruits of the rightly by her patriotic enthusiasm.
At the present time all bodies ex
72-TS
During
her,
High
Sclfool
days
in
Dental
Clinic
....................................
........................
500
00
Spirit, Mrs. Frohock’s class; song by
cept the Edwin Libby Post occupy
Camden Lena Aldus was interested
Civil
War
Memorial
Association
..................
400
00
the junior department, “Children’s
ing the building are paying rent, all
in tiled. A. R. and witli the formation
Children's Playground ..................
430 00
Praises;” recitation, “The Holy Sab
they can afford In proportion to their
of Joel Keyes (Jrant Circle, Ladles
Boy
Scouts
........................................
........................
2,500 00
bath,” Donald Saunders; recitation,
membership.
The rentals at pres
of the Grand Army ’of the Republic,
At the Sign
"God is Love,” fouiseof the primary
ent amount to $600 per year, and the
became a charter member, its young
North National
$15,291 04
department; responsive exercise by est.
operating expense including some
She has filled all the offices of
Campaign and Administrative Expense ..................
$1,600 00
junior department; song by the the Circle and is active jis a past
necessary
repairs
amounted
to
Ceotingency
and
Emergency
Fund
.........................
608
96
juniors, “Children. Birds and Flow president.
$1107.71 for the. past year, of this
When it fame to getting
ers;’’recitation, “The Treasure Box. married Lena Aldus selected a man,
amount $504.82 was received from
JUST THINK IT OVER—
Total ...........................................................................
$17,500 00
six girls; recitation, “Give,? Beulah Leo F. Strong, "who had the same pa
the Community Chest.
Callahan: offering; recitation “Sum-1 triotic interest as shown by the fact
It Is the hope and objec t of the
You need the assistance of a good bank to
mer Days,” by four children: recita-1 that Mr. Strong is an honorary mem
Association to make this property
tion, “Smiles,” Richard Whittemore: i ber of the Ladies of the G. A. R. and School building and music was fur modestly claimed that this fine record self sustaining, and I am of tlie
do business with.
nished gratuitously by a High School was due to freedom from financial
song, 4‘I’ve Two Little Hands to i an attendant of the convention. lm
opinion that if the plans of the As
We need new depositors in order to increase
Work For Jesus,” Grace Grant : reci- | mediately (Tfier her installation Mrs.’ I Orchestra led by Saul Polise and worries and the conveniences of the sociation trustees can be carried
our business yearly.
tation, “The Lad of Galilee," Everett I Strong appointed Mrs. Florence Cur comprising Abram Fein, Arthur Orne new plant, but the prolonged ap out It will be made so.
Frohock; recitation, "How to Help,”! tis of Camden as department secre and Miss Marion Marsh. President plause testified that the audience
The building is In need of consid
Having dealt fairly and safely with others
Priscilla Saunders; song, “Gather! tary. Mrs. Curtis has served as sec A. W. Gregory of the Association pre thought a deal of praise was due erable repairs, and some alterations
for over 71 years why not place your account
Them All for Jesus,” primary de retary of the convention. Mrs. Lil sided and prefaced the order of busi Capt. George Simons and his plucky to put It In condition so that It can
ness with a few introductory words
wife.
with us to our mutual advantage?
he used for other than the present
Love for Home—you see it partment; recitation, “Living Deco lian Lincoln and Mrs. Annie Bowden, surveying the happy record of the little
The dramatic story of Charles purposes, and it seems only fair for
rations, Dorothy Magune; congrega both of Ctimden, served as conven
year past and the present friendli Radcliffe, the Rockland boy who
Resources over $2,000,000.00.
tional
singing
—
“
Jesus
Loves
Even
tion conductor and assistant.
everywhere
ness so evident on every side toward joined the Canadian Expeditionary the public through the Community
'
Me;” benediction. Rev. Mr. Browne.
Community Chest. “Rockland is the forces, suffered Injuries which crip Chest to contribute to this purpose.
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
G. H. Blethen.
only city in Maine so far to have the pled him for life and has since waged
The birds of the air and the beasts
courage and good Judgment to try a an unsuccessful fight for compensa
Limit*.
td United States Depository
of the field are home builders.
United States depository for Postal Savings Funds.
Community Chest.
She has found tion, was told by Mrs. A. ,F. Lamb, . STANDARD TIME IN CAMDEN
The thinking man does as much for
it good and will hang to it,’’ he said secretary of the Red Cross. Mrs.
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
his family.
amidst applause.
Lamb iold of a year of vicissitudes Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET
And it’s sensible, too.
|rhe Camden Herald of June 11
Edward W. MacDonald, secretary, for her charge, but wound up by say
If you live in rent, you pay for a
made the official report for the Rock ing that he was now more comfort reports the town meeting of June 6
home at least twice in a life time.
land Community Chest Association able than for years, very happily and
and showed the many advantages comfortably housed in a tine home as follows:
While all you can show for it is a
“The special town meeting called
accruing to the city through its op and supplied with all the necessities
worthless bundle of rent receipts.
last Saturday to reconsider the ques
eration.
He
showed
first
that
the
and
luxuries
conditions
lets
him
enjoy
An account with this Association
tion of Daylight or Standard Time
several participating organizations
Miss Louise Sawyer told the story
has been the starting point for many a
was held in tlie Opera House at 2
not
only
have
operated
at
less
ex

of
the
Red
Cross
activities
of
the
year
snug home,—-for the education .of chil
p. m. Standard Time.
When the
pense,
but
have
in
every
instance
in

In
a
charmingly
graphic
manner
and
dren,—for business advancement and
meeting opened there were about 300
creased
their
efficiency
and
capacity
was
frequently
interrupted
by
ap

future independence.
J. H. Montgomery was
due to the fact that those in charge plause. She stressed the dental and present.
were freed from the constant bur baby clinics as well as paying tri elected moderator. The warrant Is
den of raising the money wherewith bute to the general practitioners sued by a notary public was read.
ROCKLAND LOAN &
to function.
He proved that the dentists and eye, ear, nose and throat The polls were declared open for four
hours, nnd balloting proceeded In the
Chest has not cost Main street a specialists.
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
penny—this due to its service in elim
Orel E. Davies was very properly good old-fushioned way without a
ROCKLAND, MAINE
inating unworthy petitions, and fur chosen to plead the cause of the Chil cheek list. A good time was enjoyed
Write, call or phone and have them erected before Memorial Day.
72-Tkf
thermore he pointed out the real sav dren’s Playground, a project in which By all."
Dealers in All Kinde of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
There the report ends. The steam
ing made through uvoidlng duplica he is vastly interested. In his char
Telephone Connection
tion of effort and campaign ex acteristic humorous way he touched roller evidently, crushed out the re
penses. The cost of administration the high lights of the four happy sult of the meeting In the report,
A large stock of Cemetery Memorial* in Marble or Foreign and
has been materially lessened through years of the ground’s existence (all which, as a matter of news, is to the
Native Granites; ready to be lettered for your Cemetery Plot.
OLE EyiNRUDE’S
careful organization and centraliza ups in this case) and to what it had effect that 1079 votes were cast, with
tion.
He showed the service value done added what it is doing and what a majority of 211 for Standard Time.
New
Tills vote confirms tlie vote of the
of the Chest In setting one family it hopes to do.
man up in a small business, thus sav
The champion of the Boy Scouts annual town meeting, when every
T-tt
BAST UNION, MAINE
ing his self respect, and in its emer was none other than George B. Wood one had a chance to vote by the
T’HESE remarkable shingles —the light-weight
gency help rendered • another moth and he and his project received a check list, and the majority for
* have been severely tested Motor of greatest
erless family of seven children which great hand.
In that convincing, Standard Time was 12, many not
power. Easily car
was left destitute during the coldest earnest way of his Mr. Wood pro voting on It.
on buildings in all parts of the ried wherever you
The special meeting called in the
winter weather when fire wrecked ceeded to sell 200 people to the Boy
country for many years. Their go. Fastens inaptly
their home.
He went on to show Scout proposition in five minutes, evening, when many do not go out,
to
any
boat
and
attractive red, green and bluehow the various groups which had proving how sorely this city needed resulted in a majority of 7 for Day
pway you go.
black slate colors never fade.
formerly operated at random now something to offer its boys during tiie light, the cheek list not being used.
ALWAYS
worked in harmony, shoulder to formative critical years of adoles The meeting of June 6 when all had
The slate gives spark-proof pro
“Starts with
shoulder witli the Chest headquarters cence. He proposed a complete sepa a fulr chance to vote ap;»roved the
WORTH PAR
tection against flying embers.
a Touch”
as the clearing house of all the city’s ration of the Scouts from the pres first town vote, and the State law.
/Ylember
Whole Truth.
charitable endeavor.
In conclusion ent church controlled troops, feeling
Consolidated btock Exchange
everytime.
No
rowing,
no
work,
no
Call
on
us
for
samples
and
prices.
AND AT YOUR
Camden, June 13.
bother. Just ride and enjoy the greatest he pointed out the super value of that only by such a condition could
of Mew York
(
FOK SALE BY ’ ”
of water sports. Fish, cruise, explore, remedial and preventative measures the Scout Master reach the boys who
COMMAND
and showed the great strides made by really needed those things the Scout himself as highly pleased with the
or loaf lazily along.
STOCKS and BONDS
ROCKLAND&ROCKPORT race
In the nevz Elto, Ole Evinrudc has Community Chest in preparing bet movement has to give. Mr. Wood reception thus far accorded Commu
Publishers of the
proved he had the vision by expand nity Chest for 1925-26.
built for you a wonder Motor. It stands ter citizens ut the start.
LIME CORP.
Why speculate in schemes
quite alone in power, speed, easy start
In the absence of Treasurer Hi.aer ing his troops to a Knox and Waldo
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
that are doubtful? At
The new directors were elected as
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ing, control and year-in and year-out E. Robinson the report was read by Council. He maintained amid sharp follows; For three years, A. L. Miles,
the Rockland National
which is sent free to
applause
that
it
would
he
easier
to
:
performance
on
all
waters
and
in
all
Auditor C. A. Berry and showed that
Bank your funds are alC. A. Emery. O. E. Davies and W. St
YOU’LL be delighted with
investors upon request
weathers. Ride—then decide.
of the $15,025 received $369.81 yet re raise $17,500 with the Boy Scouts in Rounds; for two years, W. C. Bird, A.
. ways worth par and
a dinner eaten neret
mained in the hank with all hills paid than $15,000 without their name on W. Gregory, (I. II. Blethen and A. L.
available when you want
10 STATE STREET
NEMO’S REPAIR SHOP to date. Certain of the pledges have the beneficiary list.
them. An account with
Orne; for one year, W. H. Butler, H.
Food of proven purity served
Walter S. Rounds, campaign chair E. Robinson, W. O. Fuller and E. F.
not been paid, not being yet due. tiut
us is a good incentive for
S. NILO SPEAR
In the style that will please
accumulating money.
Union Street, Corner Willow Street it is estimated that only about $250 man, In a characteristic speech over Berry.
is uncollectible from any cause, an flowing with humor, rich figures of
you. Appetizing salads and
Telephone 1071-W
amazing record for so large a total speech and plain, honest to goodness
ROCKLAND, MAINE
BRAND NEW
4% INTEREST PAID
and one that speaks volumes of the sincerity, summed up the tine points YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to talk about us.
71-72
THIRTY FOOT
sincerity of the local faith In Com of the Chest and of the campaign t6
on
Tf I had (o live my life again I would
come. "Community Chest, you know,
munity Chest.
have made a rule to read some poetry and
Postmaster G. H. Blethen spoke is a cradle to the grave proposition— listen to some music at least once a week.
SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS
Get acquain^d with our
briefly on the Civil War Memorial baby clinic, dental clinic, children’s The loss of these tastes la a loss of happi
“Bill O’Fare
Association, stressing the fact that playground, school nursing, Boy ness.—Charles Darwin.
In Exchange For Your Old
the Sons of Veterans were not the Seoul, veteran relief, mothers’ aid,
Battery
THE CHILD'S WISH GRANTED
beneficiaries, speaking along the line bedside nursing and finally the Home
Would also make a very desirable
Do you remember, my sweet. absent son.
of the article which appears in an for Aged Women." His plea for per How In the soft June days forever done.
Lobster or Fish Boat
other column.
He 'showed that the sonal support and real work met You loved the heavens so wariu and cleat
R. W. DAVIS & SONS
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
and high.
several patriotic groups paid rentals ready response in every breast.
: : Dealers in : :
when I lifted you soft catne your cry—*
I.
A list of about 150 corporators of ‘And.
which swelled the total receipts to
Put
urn
’way up—’way, ’way up in blue
Milk,
Cream $600, with expenditures upproxima- Rockland Community Chest Associa
sky?”
I
laughed
and
said I could not—set you down.
{ ting $1000.
tion was read by Secretary MacDon
and Skim Milk
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
gray eyes wonder-filled beneath that
ald and approved by the meeting. Your crown
i
The
case
for
the
Home
for
Aged
WHOLESALE
and
RETAIL
MARINE RAILWAYS
106 PLEASANT STREET
Women, one of the highly popular This was the list, with additions, re Of bright hair gladdening me as you raced by.
Agent for
Another Father now. more strong than I,
TEL. 591-4
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
beneficiaries last year, was ably pre- cently published in this paper.
PLUMBING, HEATING
you voiceless to your dear blue
THE RED WING MOTOR
Thomaston St., ROCKLAND, ME. | sented by J. E. Stevens, who told
John W. Overton, campaign direc Has borne
ROCKLAND, ME.
sky.
TEL. 244-W
BOAT BROKERS
65*77
I what Ihe institution had done finan- tor, was introduced* and expressed
—George Parsons Lathrop.
18-tf
117tf

L C. MORAN & CO.

BARTER’S GARAGE

BARTER’S GARAGE at Tenant’s Harbor

North
National

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

“Mark Every Grave”

The Shingle
that net/er

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

curls

Fast
Light Twin

CHAS. P. DOW & CO.

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

CRUISER

Newbert’s Cafeteria

FOR SALE

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.

36-tt

Telephone 702-W

The

Rockland
National
Bank

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA~VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE

TWIN-WILLOW
FARM

1

Every-Other-Da,
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THOSE DAYLIGHT ROBBERIES

The Courier-Gazette

•

\

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Harry Carr, Alias Trepanier, Held For September TermDeputy Condon Fjnda Interesting Piece of Evidence.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Maine, .tone 16, 1935.
Personally appeared Fran a s Lyddle who
on oath declares that he la pressman in the
riffle* of The Courler-Caaette. and that of 'he
the issue of this paper of June 13. 1925,
there was printed a total of 6.457 copies.
Before me,
FhAXK It MILLER.
Notary Public.

The kingdom of God eomelh not
with observation: Neither shall they
say, I.o here! or. Io there! for, behold,
the kingdom of God is within you.—
Luke 17:20.21.

cr«

OPENING THE CHEST

The earnest group of citizens who

last evening gathered in the initial
meeting of the second Community
Chest campaign served to measure
the spirit in which the city generally

is prepared to address itself to the
practical work of making the second

year of the Chest as successful as

its first year.

On another page is

told in some detail the story of the

several beneficiaries which have en
joyed in the year past the successful
operation

possible

under

an

ade

quate supply of funds, a succession

of stories that eloquently testified to
the practicalness and the economy of
the Chest idea.

Director Walter S.

Bounds In his brief and eloquent

testimonial to the object in whose
behalf the meeting was held gave

expression in a sentence to a truth
apparent to every one of his listen

ers:
“I wish," said he, “that every citi
zen in Rockland had been here to
night and heard the reading of these

reports.

They would have raised

this needed sum of money in a mo
ment !”

$

1260
F. O. B. Detroit, tax extra

A distinct departure from the “box
look” associated with the name Coach.
And you never saw so roomy and com
fortable a Coach nor one so beautifully
upholstered.
Jewett studied all Coaches to produce
the finest Coach ever designed. Jewett
Coach is the result.
J

Jewett Coach will outperform any
car within $500 of its price. This is a
proved fact! There’s a Jewett Coach
waiting to prove it for you. Just phone.
Hydraulic four-wheel brake. (Lockheed type)

M .light extra CM

JONES & KNIGHT
Sales and Service (E. 0. Philbrook & Son Garage)
Telephone 466-W
632 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

Harry Carr, alias Jerry Trepanier,^
of Lewiston, who is said to have told
the officers that he spent 10 of his
last 12 years in confinement was ar
raigned before Recorder Walter II.
Butler in Municipal Court yesterdayafternoon charged with larceny from
the dwelling houses of Mrs. Irene P.
Walker at the corner of Union street
and Talbot avenue and Mrs. Clara
Grant at 184 Main street.
He
pleaded "not guilty," but Recorder
Butler found probable cause and held
the respondent for the September
term of court in the spin of $500 on
each of the two cases.
The officers claim that Carr’s' ar
rest Is the sequel to a series of five
daylight robberies which have cost
property owners upward of $100 and
the public in general its peace of
mind.
/
Deputy Sheriff Percy Condon, to
whom the case was assigned, sus
picious of an ex-convict felt that
his suspicions were verified when he
found that a man, who had been
temporarily a roomer over the New
York Bakery, had disappeared.
Things come about curiously some
times, and an instance was furnished
in this case when Mrs. Jasper Rawley, who leased a room to Carr, found
tinder the carpet and concealed else
where in the room, several articles
for which she was unable to account.
This was before the visit from DeputyCondon.
Among the articles was a purse,
empty except for a grocer’s slip.
She gave It to her daughter Madelyn
to play with, and it attracted the at
tention of her keen-eved playmate.
Elizabeth Walker.
“That’s my mama’s purse,” said
Elizabeth.
"What makes you think so?" asked
Mrs. Rawley.
"There are many
purses like that.”
“But there was a grocery slip In
mama’s," persisted the child.
And there was a grocery slip in
this one, so the identiticatou was
completed.
The articles were turned over to
Deputy Condon who soon had them
all Identified.

Saturday Deputy Condon received
from A. H. Field, chief' of l.ewiston
police, a letter In which was cn- [
closed a photograph believed to be a
picture of the man for whom the
Rockland officer was searching. Mr.
Condon went immediately to Lewis
ton. and with the assistance of Chief
Field, Capt. l’icard and other Lewis
ton officers soon had his man in cus
tody.
Mrs. Walker testified that her
pocketbook was taken while site was
gone into the attic about 10 minutes.
The next time she saw it was wrtien
her daughter brought it to her from
Mrs. Rawley.
The next time she
will see the contents Is a great prob
lem.
Mrs. Grant said that her handling
was stolen from a table in the kitchen
while she was at work in the back
yard.
Its contents included a pair
of glasses, a mirror, a little book, and
a pencil on which she placed a senti
mental value because it had been a
keepsake for a great many years.
Frank A. Tirrel’, Jr., who appeared
for the respondent, offered no de
fence, the case not being in Recorder
Rutler’s jurisdiction.
His client
claims to be able to show that the
money found on the person (about
$50) had been loaned to him by a
Lewiston friend.
Carr is .an undersized man, slim
build, dark oomplexioned. and wears
a pair of tortoise shell glasses with
conspicuously large lenses.
He ap
peared to take the situation vefy
coolly.

President Little lias a straightfor
ward way of making known his
views, and when he declares that the
cause of education in Maine should
Mason Three base hits, Dailey, F.
take precedence of any campaign of
Thomas. Plaisted 2. Ogier, Murphy.
booming the State’s material re
Double plays. Murphy to Jim Flana
gan, Frohock to Pease. Left on bases,
TWILIGHT LEAGUE REVIVED
sources the people are left in no un
Camden 7, Rockland 6, Base on
certainty of mind as to what the
balls, off Manning 3. off Flanagan 2.
gifted head of the University at
Struck out, by Manning 10, by Flana
Seven
Teams
Already
Entered,
and
the
Schedule
Will
Orono thinks about it. "It is silly of
gan 2. by Hopkins. Winning pitcher,
Manning.. Losing pitcher. Flanagan
Maine to talk of growing,” he says,
Start Early Next Week.
Passed ball, Thomas. Umpires. Ken
“when she is neglecting the very
nedy and Stewart. Scorer. Winslow.
thing that will contribute the most
• • • •
retary
and
treasurer
will
be
F.
G.
’Twill be glorious news to baseball
to her future greatness and devel
Damariscotta 6, Warren 4
(“Pete ”) Maker, one of the live wires
The Warren Locals suffered a re
opment—education;" and protesting! fans all over Knox County to know
that the Twilight League is to be (no pun intended) of -the Central verse Saturday when defeated 6 to
that the great institution of which he revived and that the season will com Maine Power Co. staff.
4 by Damariscotta . McLain, a for
is president should be supplied with mence early next week. This action
Seven teams were entered in the mer Boston Twilight League player,i 1
funds adequate to the demands for was taken last night at a most enthu race last night, and there will probab was in the box for the visitors and
service which are Increasingly made siastic meeting of the fans, held at ly be another before the lists close. showed a change of pace which both
The contenders announced are War ered the Warren batters not a little:
the Chamber of Commerce rooms.
upon it, he adds:
Charles Maxey of Gleneove, who ren, Clark Island, ■Chisox, Cempeo, McFarland of Union caught Cross,
“There is no use in longer wasting] ha_s always been an ardent booster Fords. McIntosh Reds and Northends. and it proved a good combination.
our time and energy on uncertain for baseball in general and Twilight
There will be another meeting at The teams will meet again June 27.
ties. All around us other states League baseball In particular, was 7.30 tomorrow night when a schedule Saturday’s score:
shame us by their interest in and re-elected president of the organiza will be arranged.
This is in the
Damariscotta
support of their state universities tion, and working with him as sec- hands of a committee comprisng
ab r ffli po a e
and
colleges.
New
Hampshire
Messrs. Wentworth. Hallowell, Chis
holm, Black, McIntosh, Mealey and Chandler, c ............. 4 0 0 7 0 2
-passed a bill for adequate support of|
McLain, p ............... 4 1
0 2 5 0
Maker.
her university, although she has
The several managers are to select Webster, lb ........... 4 0 0 11 0 0
within her borders Dartmouth Col-1
the players and every endeavor will Francis. 2b ........... 4 1110 1
lege, larger than Bates, Bowdoin t
and Colby combined. Maine lags and
lie made to have the teams on an Giles, ss ............ . ..... 4 2 12 11
1 0 1
equality as nearly as possible.
The Marston. 3b ........ .. 4 2 0
drags—in support of higher educa-;
1 0 1
admission to all games will be free Oliver, cf................. 4 0 2
tion. Her motto, 'Dlrigo,' is a joke—,
1 0 1
and the players will receive no sal Hall, rf............ ........ 4 0 0
likely, unless she awakes, to become]
aides.
Au occasional collection will Richards, If............. 4 0 110 0
pathetic. Do I believp that Maine
be taken to defray actual expenses,
will eventually take measures to
and this nobody will begrudge.
36 6 5 27 6 7
provide her university with an in-J
Part of the games will be played at
come equivalent to its needs? If any]
Warren
Community Park and part at Oak
one had asked me that before the]
ab r bh po a e
land Park, with probably a double- Sawyer, ss, rf ....... 4! 1 0
recent action of the Legislature ft
2 1 f
header
at
the
latter
place
Fourth
of
should htjve answered 'Yes.' N'ow I,
Averill, 2b .............. „ 4 110 12
July
afternoon.
am not at all sure. We can only
Robinson. 5ti........... 4 2 0
0 1 1
Hooray for the Twilight! So say Wentworth, cf ..... 4 0 1
hope that she will.”
0 0 '0
V
we
all
of
us.
We agree with President Little
Walker, lb ............. 4 0 1 12 0 0
• • • •
McFarland, c ......... 3
0 12 2/1
that the University of Maine should
The Finel Standing
Moody, If................. 4
not be circumscribed in its ap
0 0 0
Well, it's all over. Rockiand High Berry, rf................... 2 0 0
pointed field of usefulness through
1 0 1
must content itself with having won Newbert. ss ........... 2 0 0
the withholding of needed funds.
0 6 1
11 solitary game in the Knox and Lin Cross, p ................... 4 0 1
coln League and being saved from
Let us boom Maine by seeing that
the cellar berth only because Lincoln
35 4 4 27 10 7
The brilliant hued
they are furnished him.
Struck out, by Cross 15; by Mc
Academy was equally weak. Vlnal
Bases on ball, Mclaiin 2.
haven and Camden are deadlocked Lain 8.
Sport apparel you
n allotment of the Confederate
Umpire. Thomas.
Scorer, Kennis- ;
for second place. The standing:
ton.
Won ’ Lost
norial half dollars is due here by
see young men wearing— Thomaston ......... 8
0
end of the month. Two million
Yinalhaven ....... 5
3
James Benz, boss finisher at the1
hem will be distributed through3
was here in this cool, capa Camden .............. 5
Seabright Mill Camden, leaves Sat- j
the country, to sell for a dollar
Rockland ............ 1
7
urday for hlk old home in England
ble store before it ‘appeared Lincoln ................ 1
7
:ce. the premium of fifty cents to
where he will reside in the future.]
• * • •
on Main street.
applied to the completion of the
He has been a resident of famden
Camden 12, Rockland 6
15 years and has always been a loyal ]
norial to the Confederacy that is
The final game of the series was
booster for sports, particularly base
lg brought into existence upon
The widelegged, light heart played in Camden Saturday, and it ball. The hoys are ail sorry to have
found easy picking for the home
granite side of Stone Mountain,
him go.
ed trousers—
team. Rockland went hitless until
• • • •
leorgia. The coins hear the like; the 6th inning, and meantime Cam
John
MeLoon
has been elected
ses of Robert E. Lee and StoneThe almost riotous Fair Isle den had been making a fine collec captain of the High School football
I Jackson, and are unique in histion of singles, a double and a triple
Sweaters—
while the visitors were throwing in team in place of Edwin Webber, who
•, inasmuch as they give recogniseveral costly errors for good mens has left school. MeLoon played end
i to great leaders in a vanquished
and halfback last season and proved
truly
callege
type ure. When Rockland finally rallied a valuable man for the team.
The
se and mark another step in the
and launched a real drive, the score
♦ » ♦ *
teration of the barriers that the
shirts—
was 8 to 0 in the home team’s favor
Bill Buckland, the veteran south
Putnam made a fine one-hand
II War set up between the two
catch of F. Thomas' line drive in the paw. who managed I’. C. F. last sea
ts of our country. Let us be glad
The full swing)’ knickock- 2nd, and Frohock performed nicely son will pitch for the Easterns of
juy a Confederate half dollar and
on the three flies which came into South Brewer this year, alternating
ers—
the act testify our appreciation
his third of the outfield. Ogier again in the box with Manager Gil WhiteEddie Johnson, an out
gave a correct imitation of how short- house.
' The Peacocky Neckwear—
i former I,rave enemy with whom
field should be played and led hi« fielder. and Larry laihree, an Infielder,
are now at peace, ail members of
former Eastern league players, also
team in hitting. The score:
have been signed by Whitehouse.
appy and inseparable family.
1
We brought to Rockland a
Camden High
ab r bh itb po a e
whale of a stock of Sport ap
BISHOP OF PORTLAND
Plaisted, 3b .... .. 5 3 2 3 2 1 1
POLITICAL RUMORS
parel—one half of it is outside Dailpv If
2 9 4 o
Rev. John G- Murray of Hart
this store on customers now— Ogier, ss ........ .. 4 2 3 3 1 5 1 Right
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ford, Conn., Gets the Appoint
Davis, lb ........
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2
'hief of Police Arthur H. Field
ment.
but—
Manning, p ....
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T.
Thomas,
c
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4
1
s
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0
1
ate Highway Police in place of
Ames, rf ........
0 1 1 0 1 0
The Right Rev. John Gregory Mur
Sanborn, who is said have used
There Are Better Fish in
Gunnerson, rf . .. 0 ff 0 0 0 0 0 ray, present Auxiliary Bishop of
newspapers so shabbily during
Arico, 2b ........ .. 4 1 0 0 5 2 1 Hartford, Conn., has been appointed
the Ocean Than I lave
Inthrop murder ease. It is also
F. Thomas, cf . .. 4 3 2 5 1 0 0 by Pope Pius to the See of Portland.
hat there will be other appointEver Been Caught!
— — —. — — — —
The Right Rev. John G. Murray was
on the expiration ol' the terms
41 12 14 20 27 14 4 consecrated Bishop of Flavian and
A
>ert J. Greenlaw and Chairman
Rockland High
Auxiliary Bishop of the diocese of
dy of the Public Utilities and
Cool Suits $25.00 to $50.00.
ah r bh tb po a e Hartford. April 23. 1920. He was bora
Highway Commissions, respecTrafton, c ........ .. 3 1 0 0 5 2 0 in lyaterbury, Conn., Feb. 26. 1877,
Palm Beach Suits $16.50.
Jim Flanagan, s s 5 1 1 1 2 3 1 and was graduated from the Crosby
Pease, lb ........
5 0 0 0 8 0 0 High School there. His brilliant work
Varsity Unions $1.00.
FLAG DAY EXERCISES
j Murphy, 2b ....
2 1 1 5 2 1 at Holy Cross College caused the late
Putnam, 3b .... .. 4 0 1 1 1 1 2 Bishop Tierney, of Hartford, to Aend
Spur Ties $o cents.
Frohock, If
.. 4 0 1 1 3 1 0 him to Louvain. After returning to
ckland Lodge of Elks rendered
MeLoon, cf .... .. 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 the United States Father Murray was
lag Day exercises In the Ixidge
Mason, rf ...... .. 3 1 1 9 0 0 0 for a time a curate of St. John's
i Sunday evening, with Esteemed
Jim Flanagan, P 4 1 3 3 0 4 0 church, New Haven. and in Septem
Ing Knight Roy L. Knowlton in
Hopkins, p ...... ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ber, 1900, at the age of 23, he was
chair.
Walter H. Butler as
— —< --- — — — — made professor of Latin, Greek and
emed Leading Knight fittingly
37 6 8 9 24 13 4 German in St. Thomas Seminary. He
ered the history of the Flag and
Camden ......... 3 0 2 2 0 1 (1 4 X—12 stayed there three years, when he
Flag Tribute.
Only a small
Rockland ........ 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2— 6
her of the Lodge's patriotic
V H’l.
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Gregory’s

June Clearance Sale
A REAL MARKDOWN! STANDARD MERCHANDISE
Union Suits,

Genuine

Khaki Pants,

B. V. D.
Union

Summer Underwear,

Suits

Athletic Union Suits,

$1.15

Children’s Play Suits,

Discount

HUNDREDS

8F

OTHER BARGAINS

GUARANTEE CLOTHING $ SHOE CO.
360 MAIN STREET
MONEY

ROCKLAND,
REFUNDED

IF

NOT SATISFIED

MAIL ORDERS FILLED IF ACCOMPANIED BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

JularPrice
1052)

The Latest
Model Family Size
WONDER,/JUNIOR/*

The Best Ironer

The World’s
Leading Ironer
In the first place, this Wonder
Ironer is a real Simplex with all
the exclusive Simplex features.
In addition, the New Wonder
“Junior" Simplex with Table Top

—is convenient and useful every
day of the week.
—is particularly adapted to the
housewife of the small family
and the 6mall home.
—has open end. My! how it irons,
—will save hours and hours on
ironing day.
—is beautifully finished in gray
enamel with white enamel por
celain table top. Looks well in
dining room, kitchen or laundry.
. —you can iron easily and comfort
ably while seated on an ordinary
kitchen chair.
This Wonder “Junior" Simplex turns
the hardest task of the week into a
pleasant occupation. ,

Only by buying now can you get the
advantage of our low terms and the
free oHer of the table top attachment.
Come in NOW and see this won
derful Simplex Ironer.
Don't forget immediately after this
sale the table top attachment will cost
$10.50 extra.

Particularly lor the Small I
and the Small Family

This is your golden opportunity to do
away once and for all with the tired arms, aching
back and utter exhaustion that comes from the
wearisome hand ironing. In addition, you will
secure absolutely FREE OF CHARGE a beautiful
white enameled table top attachment.

DriMng this Three Weeks’
Quick Selling a White Enameled Table
Top Attachment will he included
with each Ironer
Presto! From Ironing Machine to Kitchen Table! A speedy,
efficient and space-conserving appliance, useful seven days of
the week. No need of finding a place for this Ironer. After
you have finished a large week’s ironing easily, perfectly and
quickly, right in your kitchen on the “Junior,” simply lower
the top and you have a substantial kitchen table.

Special Terms During This

Three Weeks’ Offer

$10.00 DOWN

Convenient
monthly payments

Notice the ironer in our lccal store window. Phone tc<#
have your next ironing done by this ironer in your own
home without any obligation.
J

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
ROCKLAND-—Telephone 530.

CAMDEN—Telephone 223-11

ME.

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF TOE TQfS
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 17—Storyland Party, l'Wbhq Library
lawn
June 17—Thomaston High School consniQQcement exercises.
June 18 -Rockland High .School Graduation
In New High School auditorium.
Juno 22—Baptist Vacation Bible Schodl
opens.
•
June 22—Annual meeting Rockland High
School Alumni Association in High School
auditorium
June 26—Ash Point Church supper and en
tertainment.
June 26- Vinalhaven—25Xh anniversary of
Union church.
June 27—Opening Day at Children’s Play
ground.

’if < « 4"' • % '

ONTON

DEPARTMENT STORE
412 MAIN STREET,

Oriental Rugs

ROCKLAND

Starting WEDNESDAY Morning

’Worth Owning

July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Governors at Camden.
July 6--Mouthy meeting of the City Gov
ernment
July 17—Organ recital by James J. O’Hara
at First Baptist church.
July 29—State Assessors meet at the Court
House
July 30—Thomaston— fialith Marshall Clark
Company, Methodist church..
Aug. 12—Ladies Baptist Circle (Rockport)
Midsummer Fair
Sept. 13—Standard Time resumed.
Sept 30-Oct. 2—State Convention of W.C.
T.U. In Auburn

Weather This Week

. Weather outlook for tht, week In
■North Atlantic States: Partly cloudy
with probability of occasional show
ers and temperatures normal or
slfehtly above most of the week.

A school of squid attracted atten
tion at the steamboat wharf Sun
day’ morning.
Miss Helen Sprague Is working In
the Chamber of Commerce office
temporarily, during the Community
Chest drive.

The W. C. T. U. picnic that was to
hive beetf held at Benner Hill
chapel Wednesday, June 17, is
postponed to June 24.
*The alarm from box 38 early Sunday
evening was pulled In by a Miss of
tender years who supposed the ebn♦raption was placed there for her
special entertainment.
“Vocation vs Duty” was the title of
a short story which has recently
won a prize in the Boston Post. The
author was Edith Crasto pitcher of
High street.
Mrs. J. M- Baldrige has bought a
Straight Eight Hupmobile through
George M. Simmons' agency, and a
Ford beach wagon through the
Knox County Motor Sales Co.

Arthur Eaton, former chemist for
tlie East Coast Fisheries Co., is now
located in Suffolk, Va., where he Is
In Qie employ of the Planters’ Nut
J.nd Chocolate Co. I.ikes his new po
sition hut declares there's no place
like Rockland. Me.

Capt. Fred Maloney of Ash Point
and First Mate Hurd started for
Spruce Head the other night In their
motor boat. They did not know the
gas tank leaked but it did, and 36
hours later the wind and tide had
carried them to Yinalhaven.
A Portland newspaper published a
scare-head story the other day to the
effect that Dr. Clarence C. Little,
president of the University of Maine,
might lie the Democratic nominee
for Governor in 1926. The story
brought a scoffing denial from the
Maine proxy.

Counter in hand Fred L. Cheyne
stood at the corner of Main and
Spring strets Saturday evening and
counted 684 automobiles as passing
that point between 6 and 8 o’clock.
Traffic Officer Myron Drinkwater.
who gave a fine demonstration of
perpetual motion in front of the
Thorndike Hotel estimates that the
average for three hours was about
MO.

During his stay in the South last
winter II. A. Daniels made a pleasant
trip on the steamship Concho of the
Mallory Line, which runs between
Key West and Galveston.
Mr.
Daniels casually remarked that he
spent his summers in Maine. 'What
part of Maine?" asked the captain.
"Rockland.” answered Mr. Daniels.
"That so !” exclaimed the skipper,
“that's my home town." And on the
rest of the trip most of the talk cen
tered on their mutual friends in the
Limerock City. The commander of
the Concho, by the way. Is Capt. C.
McIntosh, and he has a very fine
rating with the Mallory Line.

When you buy an Oriental Rug, buy one that has
the qualities which ity&ke Orientals really worth while.
Our rugs are bought piece by piece—for their indi
vidual interest anJbeauty. A rug that we cannot fully
guarantee finds no place in our stock.

lots in—

It is a pleasure to inform you that we will hold our
annual Sale of Oriental Rugs, beginning MONDAY,
JUNE 15, under the direction of

CURTAINS, DRAPERIES,"

Mr. John Peters

LINOLEUMS, ETC.

I

RUGS, CARPETS,

I

Oriental Rugs of all descriptions repaired at rea
sonable prices.

Now rather than
move these goods
we are selling them
at very low prices.

FULLER-C0BB-DAV1S

SPECIALS IN OUR DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT
A strange moth, which was darting
Dr. James Kent who is out of the
city on a business trip will be back in from flower te flower in a Beeih street
garden, much after the manner of
his office Friday morning.
the high geared humming bird, was
Mr. Davis Quits Office To
John Hager of Bowdoin College brought to this office Saturday, and
•,
u
Q
•
___Fomalrl
Handle Business rernaia and Harry Watkins, formerly with awaits classification by Norman W.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis, are employed at Lermond. The moth was placed in a
Suggested.
glass Jar. properly ventilated, and
Gregory’s.
with several sprigs of flowers to
City Marshal Luke S. Davis, tendAdam Cole oi this city graduated serve as its menu, but in spite of
ered his resignation to Mayor Snow I this week from the Philadelphia Col- these preparations has been In a
yesterday morning, with a desire to lege of Osteopathy after a very suc- state of virtuous Indignation.
b. relieved as early as possible, that
four-year_course.
'Baccalaureate services were re
he may devote his entire time to the
John Peters the oriental rug king,
vived Sunday after a lapse of sev
rapidly Increasing business of his js making his annual vl-.it at the eral years.
The ceremonies were
bicycle shop. Mr. Davis was elected Fuller-Cobb-Davis store, to which he held in the High School auditorium
in March, 1924, and has made a cour- ha« becn comingjor some 30 years, and were well attended. The Seniors
in cap and gown were marshaled im
teous, reliable and diligent official.
OUo p Frankl)n and Mlsg Bernice
pressively by Nelson Crockett and
There Is a strong sentiment in fa- Kveiyn Procter have filed marriage listened to an able sermon preached
vor of having Deputy Marshal Walter intentions at the city clerk's office. hy Rev. Walter S. Rounds of the
1. Ferhald fill out the unexpired term. Mr. Franklin is a member of the Congregating! church and on "Dawn
—on tlie Hill of Vision," the class
Mr. Fcrnald was one of the most pop- crew at the
S' S' 1>utnammotto.
Rev. O. W. Stuart of the
ular marshals the city ever had, and
„
.
.
♦ ,
.
, .
Extensive improvements are being Lltlefield Memorial church read the
np man Is in closer touch with the made ,n (he basemel)t of tbe v. F. scriptures.
affairs of the police department.
Studley Inc. std-e destined to enlarge
the floor space there 25 percent.
A
Golf at the Country Club takes on
new stove display section is also to a highly encouraging aspect through
The Rebekahs hold a district meet be added.
the engaging of a pro. in the person
ing in Tenant’s Harbor Wednesday
of Clifford Sweeney, who comes from
night. Odd Fellows are asked to vol
A complaint recently received by Portland, where for the past seven
unteer four more cars.
| the fire department authorities rela years he has heen assistant to Alex
tive to the poop-pressure at the Ma- t Chisholm, the noted pro of the PortThe hunch of Oriental poppies that - sonic and Broad street hydrant led to , land Country Club. Mr. Sweeney is
make such u beautiiful note of color an investigation in which the gauges one of the most promising of the
in The Courier-Gazette office this j showed 70 pounds with ample flow. I younger players and his long training
morning are from the Middle street J
-----i qualifies him for efficient service. He
gardens gif the Aliases Burpee, for
Miss Maerice E. Capen graduated will have general charge of the golf
whom all flowers appear to takeope- freni tlie Hanover
(N. H.) Junior course, put the eaddies into training
cial delight in blossoming.
High School last Thursday night, and handle all details in connection
■’---She is a daughter of Mrs. J. H. with matches, etc. His services will
From Los Angeles William S. Capen (formerly Adelaide iDavls of also be available for Instruction and
Healey sends The Courier.Gazette. Rockland) and a niece of City Mar-he will give lessons hy appointment.
newspapers containing elaborate ac- - slial Luke S. Davis.
1
-----counts of the recent Imperial Shrine
-----Friday afternoon was a record
Conclave, and a note saying that he
The Children's Playground is get- breaker of a Joyfest at that happy
was very proud of the Boston Shrine ting away to an excellent start this hunting ground of pleasure seekers.
Band. Los Angeles entertained the year with an unprecedented crowd of t|le Treasure Point' farm of Mayor
Shrlners moat lavishly and all of youngsters on hand daily in spite of and MrK c F snow, for It witnessed
the Hollywood movie stars took part the fact 'that the play director. Miss the annua| picnic of the Senior Class
In the wonderful parade.
Emily Pease, does not report for duty of RocUiand Hlgh school.
The
for another week yet.
young people descended on the farm
The annual meeting and reception
60 strong via automobile shortly afof the Rockiand High School Alumni
The New York express, running' ter noon and at once deployed preAeaoetatlon will be held in the High as an extra, goes into commission' paratory to a rollicking dinner on
School auditorium next Monday night today and will arrive at 9.35 a. m.,1 the shore.
The perfect afternoon
followed by a dance in Hie gymna- leaving at 5.25 p. m. This arrange- 1 was given over to baseball, swimming
•slum.
Marsh’s Orchestra will pro- ; ment will continue In effect until • and games of various sorts topped off
vide music and an excellent program * the summer schedule begins June 29.1 with a delicious supper in the big
has been arranged.
The officers of The Maine Central boats also go on farm houae.
The beautiful sunset
the association are anxious that a june 99.
hours were spent in expiring the
good showing be made on the equip- (
____
picturesque fabled Point, retelling the
ment fund and hasten to say how j The Public Library regrets to an- oft told tales of pirate gold and in
welcome individual donations and nounee that its storyland party specting the many grass grown holes
pledges will be.
I scheduled for Wednesday afternoon left by credulous and brawny treas
Many
has been indefinitely postponed. In ure seekers of other days.
George Ulmer recently unearthed a piace of the party, the children of the mothers availed themselves of the
copy of the Maine State Press, dated' story-hour group are invited to attend pleasing privilege of chaperoning this
July 1, 1875 containing a four-col- a picnic a.t Ingraham Hill, Friday, joyouR bunch in that pleasant place.
limn a©count of the hanging of Wag- ge at the library by 10.30 a. m., every-' and the entire High School faculty
per and Gordon at the State Prison. one bringing their own lunch.
; appeared for supper.*
’The article was headed “Black Frl----------IhTiteHi* “AUff)ffnzr manmand
ThP Fort'V C’Ub W*" brCak U’ CUS'
Over 40 members of the First Bap«« Innocent
lon’ of lunchinS «'eeklV at ,he Thorn- I tist choir motered last night to Snow's

MARSHAL RESIGNS

George Smith, a Rockland boy who.
Is employed in the roofing plant of
Bird & Son, Inc., at Walpole, Mass.,
recently had the distinction of being
placed In charge of the plant for a
week while the superintendent was
absent.
The importance of his as
signment may be judged from the.' Slg^the z.«ntmn ••Oh .ttiv ti
fact 230 men are employed in the reads the caption,
astly and
mill and 75,000 tons of roofing are brutal scenes at Thomaston. Gor
shipped annually from it.
Mr.'
don attempts su cldc and is carried
Smith’s promotions have heen steady
to the gallows Insensible. Wagner
since he entered the corporations' em courageous and protests his Inno
ploy, and it is safe to say that the cence."
end is not yet. The current issue of
the Neponset Review, published hv
The public golf links at Boothbay
the employes of the concern, had thi:i, Harbor
,
are due for another success
item: “George Smith. Beau Brum-?
ful season,- combining as they do
mell of FR„ has ceased beaulng or'
some of the best scenery on the
brammelling.
At any rate, we
Maine coast, and a chance to play
haven't seen that cake-eater's coat in
‘.where there In always a,cool breeze
a long while.”
from the ocean. The prospectus
says of It: “Attractive, sporty, 9hole course, par 35, 3123 yards, grass
tees and greens: abundant water
The Golden Rule ie the
supply: no extra for Saturdays. -Sun
days and holidays." -Women and
Kian’s yardstick.
children are allowed to play on all
days at the regular rates. Caddy
Ku Klux Kian.
service all days, and teachers in at
tendance during July and August.

<ilke Orl11 to lhe extent °f taklng “

CARL HURD
ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR

Suppose You

Place an Ad. Here
And Stop It

If It Doesn’t Pay

HOUSE FROCKS

SILK WAISTS

Small lot “Happy Hom.** House Procke, $1.50 value. Special

One Odri Lot Silk Waists, 20 Per Cent Off Regular Price

pric«.... -.......... -................... ......................................................... .98

SWEATERS

BLOUSES

1 lot, $5.00 to $7.00 values. Special price .........................

$J 0$

Mualin and Dimity Waiate, $1.60 value. Special price

.gg

K. J. SIMONTON CO.
MRS. ELMIRA SMITH

Mrs. Elmira F. (Maxey) Smith,
widow of the late George Smith, died
-June 9, after a short illness, at the
home of her son, Luther L. Smith.
Mrs. Smith was born in Hoi»e, Nov. 9,
1839, and was married Nov. 11, 1862.
Six children were horn of this union
of whom three survive—Austin W.
and Luther L. Smith and Mrs. Char
lotte Spear, all of this city.
Two
grandchildren are living—Arthur B.
Smith of Portland and Mrs. Evelyn
Grey of East Milton, Mass.: also
two great grandchildren—Nathalie,
daughter of Arthur B. Smith and
Ralph ('.rev, son of Evelyn Grey.
Mrs. Smith's married life extended
over a period cf 54 years. She min
gled very little in society, hut was de
voted to her home life.
She was a
great lover of flowers and was laid to
rest in a bed of roses which she so
dearly loved in life.
Although her
chief pleasure was to be at home,
she greatly enjoyed visitors, espec
ially children of whom she was very
fond. The funeral was attended by
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker.

STRAND THEATRE

PARK THEATRE

EMPIRE THEA1 RE

Uncle Tom is as fresh as of yore.
Courageous indeed would he he who
would predict the time when Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s “Uncle Tom's Cabin”
would cease to attract the American
public.
Today it is the oldest
American drama and every year mil
lions of men, women and children
are added to the other millions who.
in the last 60 years have seen good,
bad and Indifferent companies give
this play whose life seems to be with
out end.
The feature picture Is "The Mad
Marriage,” with Rosemary Davies.
"Vanity’s Price," which opens at
this theatre for a two days’ run be
ginning Wednesday, is a distinguished
and powerful drama from the pen of
Paul Bern, featuring a cast of excep
tional merit. Anna Q. Nilsson, Stuart
Holmes, Wyndham Standing, Lucille
Ricksen. Cissie Fitzgerald, Arthur
Rankin and Dot Farley are the fea
tured players.—adv.

History came to fife In all its vivid
realism test night at the Park The
atre. Which is merely another way
of saying that “Tlie Thundering
Herd," Paramount's picturizatlon of
the powerful novel of the same name
by Zane Grey. Jt will be shown for
the last time today.
“Old Home Week," the new Para
mount picture, which opens Wednes
day at Park Theatre for a two days'
run, offers the rare combination of
an exceptionally interesting story and
a brilliant star. It was written by
George Ade, famous American humor
ist, and serves as a slurring vehicle
for that personable and popular
screen idol. Tommy Meighun, who has
a particularly sympathetic part ill
this picture--that of a likeable young
chap who fails to make a success in
Now York and returns to his home
town. The fun begins when the local
citizens get the mistaken impression
that be is the president of a big oil
company of New York.
Whole
some. humorous and human, "Old
Home Week" is the type of photo
play that provides ideal entertain
ment. Miss Lila Lee, Larry Wheat,
Charles Dow Clark. Mat Figman and
Charles Selion are among the promi
nent players who appear in support
of Mr. Meighan.—adv.

Shirley Mason in “The Great Dia
mond Mystery” will be shown for
the last time today. There is also
the 6th chapter of “Idaho.”
One of the most excellent motion
picture casts to 'be seen inany pro
duction this year will be one of the
outstanding features of “The Mid
night Girl,” starring Lila Lee. at the
Umpire which opens a two day en
gagement on Wednesday. Lila Lee,
who has been known and loved
throughout tbe country since, as a
child, first appeared in Gus Ed
wards’ musical revues. Then as
Cudles, the only name by which the
public knew her, she won her way
into the hearts of thousands who
have since been following her bril
liant career with keen interest.
Gareth Hughes, a native of Wales,
who made his debut on the speaking
stage in England, plays the role of
Don.—adv.

The Farm & Shore Investment
Company has heen organized in this
city to conduct a real estate, manu
facturing and mercantile business,
capital stock. 650,000, all of which is
common stock; nothing paid In; par
value of a share, 6100; number of
shares subscribed, three: directors.
Ernest C. Ilavls (president) J. A.
Lewis Frohock of Claremont, N. H.
Jambaon (treasurer), and Henry B. >s clerking at Hotel Rockland. He
Is an experienced hotel man.
Bird, all of Rockland.

Sunday was Children's Day at the
Universalist church and the morn
ing service was largely In the hands
of the Sunday school. Miss Angela
Fossett presided and after the usual
preliminary service the children ol
the kindergarten and primary de
partments marched to the platform
where a ver)- pleasing exercise oi
singing and speaking was skilfully
rendered. The singing by tlie school
under the leadership of Mrs. Lilian
S. Copping was admirable. Blla
Knickerbocker gave a brief talk on
the significance of Children’s Day
after whioh
14
children
were
christened. The floral decorations
were beautiful and the large gather
ing of parents and friends of the
ohlldren was evidence of the un
fading interest in their work. A
fitting close to the service was the
action of the teachers of the school
who voted unanimously to adopt an
orphan In the Near East at a cost o.
J60 a year.

Thia ia the time of year to think about your Porch and Lawn Furniture.

We

have a full line for your inapection.
Thia Hammock outfit complete for

$20.80
_ __

Because of threatening skies Phy
sical Director Phil Jones has post
poned the athletic exhibition, sched
uled for this pfternopn at Community
Park, until tomorrow afternoon, be
ginning at 2.30.

+

School children are showing much
Interest in the summer reading
clubs which have been organized by
the Public Library. Two hundred
children have joined these clubs with
the express aim of reading at least
10 well known books during the
summer. The books to be read have
been chosen and provided by the
State Library at Augusta, which also
awards certificates to those who
complete tbe prescribed work.

Summer Comfort

POSTPONED

camp at Spruce Head for the annual

8pin to Crescent Beach next Mpnday outing and banquet. Camp flies.
noon, leaving Fireproof Garage at ■ garner, sc-ng4 and water sport« were
noon sharp.
An extra large group ! parts of tr.e long to be rer.icr..oe.cd
yester<iay had a rousing time, pro- good time. Those present ive.e Mrs.
t iding plenty of fireworks without I Rachel Browne director, Miss Elsa
any speaker.
Adrlel Bird made the i Hayden organist, Ruth L. Sylvester,
most important contribution.
The Rev. B. P. Browne. Louise Auden on.
Forty Club will not put a team into j Alice Arties, Mrs. Bertha Spofford,
the Twilight League but will play Mrs. Lola Willis. Mrs. Margaret
occasional games.
Halning, O. A. Palmer, F. H. Hain’ng.
----, Raymond K. Greene, Gladys M. Grant.
The work of paving the southern Leola F. Robinson, Katherine L. Keatr.ide of Park street from tlie term!-, inB. Florence T. McMillan, Wilma A.
nus of the existing paving to the ■ Carroll,
Reta Packard, Charles
Maine Central crossing,
begins at j Bherer. Horace
Maxey, Frederica
once. The first task will he to pre-1 Sylvester, Altena Browne. Mrs. Eva
pare the middle of the street for the Greene, Suaan Nutt, Lillian Fifleld,
ear tracks which will be moved Muriel Hooper, Lillian Joyce, Wilbur
thither from the southern side of the Frohock. Bllinor Thayer. Wlnola
street. The new stretch of highway Rlchan, Arnoldl Nelson, Helen Fi
will be like the fine piece of road fleld. Alma Nutt, John F. Hager,
between Augusta and Waterville, Helen Gregory, June Brewer. Tryhaving a foundation of six to eight give Heistad, Faith Ulmer, Maurice
The course is open from May to Inches of crushed rock and a bi K. Snow, Stella M. Snow, Richard M.
November. There are 16 hotels tuminous concrete surface. The city Snow, Evelyn B. Hooper. Rachel
within a short drive of the golf will do the work on its own hook Browne. Jr., Dr. W. H. Frohock. Mrs.
course, and the Boothbay’
Golf with Commissioner J. S. Gardner in Frifcock and Everett Frohock. RousClub ts a popular resort.
charge.
( in* cheers were given Mr. and Mrs.
___
, Snoww for their kindness in offering
iBteamer Westport will not make
Interest continues to grow in the I
uae
her trip to Bar Harhar today due to
holler trouble which develpoed after bearing of June 23 on the State
the Southport had left for Bluehlll Highway between Rockland and
The Southport was recalledfrom | Cooper's
Mills which Is to he held at All kinds of Electrical Woi*
South Brooksville and is taking
pa.'- Augusta at 2.30 p. m. The petition |
done, and all new work done in
sengers and express freight to Bar «'hleh led to the hearing was circuBX Cable.
Huritor and way landings. The West- teted by the t hamber of ( ommerce
port will be on the run tomorrow, and was signed by M. F. Weymouth
PRICES RIGHT
Steamer J. T. Morse made the
first and 872 others. It called the attentrip east on the Portland-Eastport j tion of the State Highway Com mis - j
Call 367-21
.
71-72
run yesterday, arriving at this poit . sion to the rough, badly worn andI at 6 o'clock and at Eastport at 4.27 poorly drained condition of the road,
this morning. She carried a good and prayed their Immediate action,
freight for the first trip and several The petition further stated that theFRED A. CLARK
passenger^. A. B. Sides, vice presi- highway constituted one of the most
dent of the company, made the trip important trade routes into Rockfrom Portland to this city, returning tend. The hearing will be held lr I
EIGHTH SEASON
|o Boston on last night's steamer, the new building adjacent to the.
Ready to serve my old customers
IV. K. Irving, traffic freight agent. Stale House and there will hndonhtand new in a Studsbaksr Big Six
made tlie full trip in the Interests! edly he a Rockland delegation bnj
68tf Telephons 336-1 or 437
of hia department.
hand.
a.

PUBLIC AUTO

BIG UNDERPRICE SALE BEFORE MOVING from our Limerock
street annex into our new quarters in the E. H. Crie store. AU odd

_

MUOflVUB

Other Hammocks from

$7 00 up

Thia Massive Rocker only

$520

In all cases cancer appears at
the place where continued
heat, pressure, or other Irrita
tion occurs.
-Rockland Red Cross.

1926

1886

eneiy grape
E. A. GLIDDEM & CO.

'

WALDOBORO, ME.
BORN
Smith—Roi-klaml, June 15, to Mr. ami Mrs.
Ralph A Smith, a daughter.
Simons— Rockland, .lune 14. to (apt. and
Mrs. George Simons, a daughler.
IMorong—Vinalhaven, June 13, to Mr. and
Mrs I'red Morong. a daughler.

DIED
Hark—Rockland. June/ 14. John Clark,
aged 77 years. 1 month, 20 days.
Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o’clock from Burpee parlor*.
•Gilley—-Rockland, June 15, Mary E. Gilley,
aged 62 years.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o’rtcyk from Burpee parlors
Clifford—Rockland. June 14. infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clifford.
■Stanley—'Rockland. June 12. Alden Con
rad. son of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley.
Vpham—Union. June 15, John F. Upham,
aged 76 years, 7 months, 6 days
IMneral
Thursday at 1 o’clock.
•Hanley—tSouth Thomaston, June 16, Lamont
O. Hanlev, aged 55 years, 7 days.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank everyone who In any
way bellied to make the Fair at Knox Ktavern
a* success.
Women of Knox Klavern.

Also a full line of—

Porch Screens, Window Screens,

Swing Hammocks, Refrigerators
and Oil Stoves

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
283 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND

Tel. 713.

|

ROCKPORT OLD GRADS

Dana Hawthorne, Waldo-j
boro Student, Shines At
Middlebury.

Had Rousing Alumni Ban
quet—Erank H. Ingraham
Was Toastmaster.

Dana S. Hawthorne of Waldoboro
added another honor to the list of
those which he has already gained In
debating and public speaking when
he was awarded the Wetherell prize
for excellency in debating at Middle
bury College. This Is the second year
in succession that Hawthorne has
won this prize which is awarded an
nually to the debater who is ad
judged to have the greatest Interest
as well as proficiency in debating.
Hawthorne is a junior at Middlebury
and a graduate of Hebron Academy
in the class of 1S22.
Since coming to Middlebury, Haw
thorne has won every speaking and
debating prize that he has been
elegible to receive. In both his fresh
man and sophomore years he was the
winne- of the first prize of $50 in
the class speaking contests. Report
ing for debating in his sophomore
year he made a place on the team in
three of the four scheduled debates
and won the Wetherell prize. Dur
ing the past year he was manager of
the team and participated in six of
the eight debates. Including a victory
over the University of Maine and a
two to one defeat at the hands of
Colby. Hawthorne has also coached
the freshman and sophomore speaking
contests during the present year.
Besides his activities in debating,
he has been prominent in publica
tions, having been the editor of the
“1925 Kaleidoscope,” the college year
book, which was published last month.
He has also held the position of newseditor on the staff of the college pa
per.
Hawthorne is a member of four
honorary societies, Sages and Waubanakee, junior and senior societies.
Phi Pi Episllon, Journalistic fra
ternity. and Tau Kappa Alpha, na
tional honorary debating fraternity.

The annual meeting of th© Rock
port High School Alumni Associa
tion was held Wednesday evening at
the Masonic banquet hall, supper
being served at 6.30 by Harbor Light
Chapter, O. E. S., to a large number.
Grace was said by Rev. E. M. Hol
man of Camden.
The menu con
sisted of cold meat, mashed potato,
creamed peas, rolls, cabbage salad, ico
cream, cake and coffee.
The president of the association,
Clifton Lufkin presided over the
meeting and introduced as toast mas
ter, Frank H Ingraham of Rockland
who performed his duties in a very
interesting and pleasing manner.
After motioning that Lester Shibles
of' Orono, State Leader of Clubs,
lead in giving a hand to the com
mittee Mrs. Leola Mayn, Mrs. Bertha
Thurston and Mrs. Mabel Crone in
which all joined heartily, Mr. In
graham took for the basis of his re
marks the first letters of the Rock
port High School Alumni Association
It. H. S. A. A.
‘‘We sheuld use th}
letter R to recall the past; H. hear of
the present;x S. means sustain the
School spirit; A, acknowledge the
debt we ewe ourselves together for
r the benefit q£ the Schools.”
A hand
I was given to the winners of the bas
ketball championship and Brainerd
Paul led in cheers for the class of
a large number, of whom were

WON MANY HONORS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the correct lettern are placed la the white npacea thia pinla
will Kpell words both vertically ami horizontally. The tirat letter In each
word In Indicated by a number, which refera to the definition tinted below
the puzzle. Than No. 1 under the column headed “horizontal” define* a
word which will fill the white apucea up to the first bluck square to the
right, and n number under “vertical” defines a word which will fill the
white squares to the uext black one below. No letters go In the black
apaces.
All words used are dictionary words, except proper name*.
Abbreviations, slana, initials, technical terms and obsolete forms are Indi
cated in the definitions.
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f
he's Well-

‘ ‘l/ou just
know tie's
JVOT Welt

You, too, can have this snappy,
happy, healthy look

There is no reason for you
to look or feel this uay

'Kno\V

CONSTIPATION
means WEAKNESS
Constipation is practically universal among civilized hu
man beings. It is a national curse causing inefticiency and
physical unpreparedness. It causes disease, premature old
age, lessens endurance and resistance, and many times fatal
illness is directly traceable to its obnoxious results. The
clear eye, healthy look, vim, vigor and vitality can ue hud
only when the bowels are free and are moving regularly.

PORTLAND AND NEW YORK CITY
DIRECT PASSOWER SERVICE

S.S. CALVIN AUSTIN

Fare *10.00
I.MI. Portland (State Pi-) Monday, .nd Friday, at 6.30 P.M. (Standard
Tima) da. New York Qty followlna day at 3 P.M. Return—Leaee New Yeek
Sunday* and Wednesdays at 10 A.M. (Daylight Saving Time.)
Special Facilities for Automobiles.

PORTLAND-ROCKLAND-EASTPORT LINE
Mondays and Thursdays
(Standard Time)
Lv. Portland................ 8.00 a.m.
Lv. Boothbay Harbor. .11.30 am.

Lv. Friendship......... 2.00 pm.
Lv. Rockland.............. 6.00 pm.
Tuesdays and Fridays
* Due Eastport-Lubec... 4.00 am.

Tuesdays and Fridays

'D

(Standard Time)
Et. Eastport-Lubec... 6.00

pm.

Wednesdays and Saturdays
Lv. Rockland . ..... 6.00 a.m.
Lv. Friendship........... 8.30 a.m.
Lv. Boothbay Harbor.. 11.00 a.m.
Due Portland ................. 2.00 p.m. •

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC.

KNOX COUNTY FRUIT

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

Blossoms Indicate That This k
LINES, Inc.
1
Will Be a Prolific Year. .
BOSTON & BANGOR LINE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
STANDARD TIME
The optlook for a large fruit crop is Leave Bangor(daily except Sunday)
3S
39
at 2 P. M., Winterport 2.45 P. M.,
38
promising.
The Hanson hybrid
Bucksport 3.30 P. M., Belfast
plums at\d the Red June guve a heavy
5 P. M.. Camden 5.45 P. M„ Rock
bloom. 11 think the Burbank fruit
land 8 P. M., due Boston following
Dr. Caldwell’s
buds were injured to some extent by
morning about 7 A. M. Return:
FT
>w
*5
Leave Boston 6 P. M. (Daylight
the extreme cold during the winter,
Saving Time).
when the mercury fell 30 below zero.
hr
tt
Leave Rockland (dally except Mon
SO
present.
Usually 20 below zero kills the Bur
day) at 5 A. M.
Camden 5.45
The Family Laxative
Milford A. Payson ’25 gave a witty bank buds.
During the past three
A. M„ Belfast 7.15 A. M., Bucks
57
56
nd interesting account of the Sen
port 8.45 A. M., Winterport 9.15
-—promptly relieves constipation. It is not a bitter medicine
iors’ trip to Washington and how the years the Hanson hybrids have borne
A. M.. due Bangor 10 A. M.
nor a griping, nauseating, uncomfortable physic. It is a
money was laised. He told of their abundantly, while the Burbank and
eo
61
BAR HARBOR AND
sight seeing in Boston, New York other plums were a total failure last
pleasing liquid combination of Egyptian senna, pepsin and
BLUE HILL LINES
year.
xnd
Philadelphia
and
the
Capitol
city
aromatics that Dr. Caldwell, with his long and extensive
63
uid of the’r meeting with President
Golden Drop is a good, hardy plum
Leave Rockland (daily except Mon
A practice, found effective and an aid to Nature in perform
Coolidge—and in behalf of the class and gave, a full bloom.
They seem
day) at 5 A. M. Returning leave
ing her proper functions when the bowels were mist© by Western Newspaper Union.)
thanked everyone who had helped to be free from black knot.
I have
Bay Harbor 1 P. M. and Blue Hill
F treated through improper food, lack of exercise, and indif
them to take the enjoyable trip.
several ot this variety and they have
12.30 P. M. for all landings in each
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Mr. Ingraham referred very feel never shown any signs 6f knot. The direction.
ference to physical sanitation.
1— Meadow
1—Highly decorated
ingly to the late Henry L. Withee Hanson hybrid plums are the nioRt
Sailings dally from India vraart
2— North America (abbr.)
6—Separated from
•—Extent
VHEM
---Gently Restores The Bowels
who had served so often and well as reliable plums that 1 have tested, and
Boston, for New York at 5 P. M.
11— Plan of a story
3— To weep
TENANT’S HARBOR
To Health
toastmaster of the Association and 1 have fruited so^ie 40 different va
(Daylight Saving Time).
4— Twelve months
12— Printing measure
Children's night was observed re
The first dose will gently ease the
14—Wool for knitting
6—Exclamation of regret
Charles Sylvester, vice president of rieties.
The fruit is not quite as
cently
at
Puritan
Rebekah
Lodge.
A
bowels to action and as Nature re-.
6— To burst
16— To strike the hands together
the Association who was ever active good as the Japanese and European
large number was present and a very
7— Preposition
17— Addition to a letter (abbr.)
sumes her proper functions, the dose
Vinalhaven and Rockland
for the interest of the organization sorts, but as they fruit abundantly
pleasing
program
was
presented;
also
18— Meadow
20—Tumultuous
8— One of the senses
may be gradually decreased. Yourbowels
ind asked {hose present to rise and every year and are quite free from
10—Dry
11—More
Steamboat Co.
22—Conjunction
23—To stun
delicious refreshments were served.
should act at least twice daily. If they do
stand with bowed heads in memory block knot, and bear the next year
13—Fermented drink of water and
25—Condemns
26—To peel
not. you need Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin.
Calvin Smith is a guest of his
10.000,000
bottles
sold
annually
prove
its
of these two men, after which all after they are set. they should be
honey
27—Challenge
The direct route between
father, Harrison Smith, of Waltham
effectiveness. Used nationally over 30 years.
15— Secluded corner
29—New Zealand parrot
oined in singing the old High School grown wliere other sorts are unre ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
Mass.
BO—Large post
16— State of unconsciousness
It is sold everywhere medicine is sold—
song written by “J. M. R.”
Miss liable.
VEN. STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S
Joseph McNeil and Mr. Gifford of
and guaranteed. Try it at our risk. Your
BI—Without feeling
17— Undeflled
Clara Walker presided at piano
About every variety of apples gave
druggist will return your money if it fails
ISLAND
Attleboro, Mass., are guests of Mr.
19—Mohammedan call to prayer
B3—People
34—Angry
John M. Richardson, past principal a full bloom
to do as promised.
Last year was noted
35—Fluff from yarn
McNeil's grandmother, Mrs, Anne
21— Pedal digit
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
of the R. H. S. was asked to-speak as a great Spy year. They are full
87—To love inordinately
22— A hindrance
24—Learned
PBPSIN SYRUP COMPANY
Long.
In effect June I, 1925
>n “The Difference Between Teach of blossoms this year and if they set
40—To prohibit
41—Pig pen 26—Wise, prudent
Monticello, I Ulnofe
Rev. Perley Miller preached the
WlCAlDWmKOTpP^
(Subject to change without notice)
43—Hazard
28—Printing measure
ing and Real Work.”
Mr. Richard we shall have two Spy years In suc
baccalaureate
sermon
to
the
St
VINALHAVEN LINE
30—European river
45— Leather container
son. who is always a welcome gueBt cession, something that seldom oc
George High School Sunday morning.
46— Cry of a sheep or goat
32— Part of a harness
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
curs.
said
somehow
he
could
not
come
t)
The
services
were
especially
inter

48—Abel’s brother
33— Gave food to
Sunday, at 6.30 A. M , and 1 P. M., arriving
The Starks bore a light crop last at Rockland at S A M. and 2 30 P. M.
Rockport with a whole lot of humor
85—For fear that
50—Skill
bi—Longed for 34A—Following
esting.
Tabbutt, Everett S. Watts, Elmer F. novel that was the hit of last year. but rather in a more serious state of year, but the indications are that
Returning leaves Rockland at 9 A. M , and
63— Employ
36—Negative
The road up Watts avenue has Wincapaw.
Class colors are pink This picture was s hown in New mind because three of the happiest they will produce a big,crop this year. 3.30 P. M
64— Belonging to me
38—Correlative of either
been put In fine condition and is.
STONINGTON
AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
York
only
last
week
and
made
a
and
green
and
the
class
flower,
pink
89—Biblical character who sold his
55— To make grating sound
years of his life had been spent there, About every McIntosh tree bloomed
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
much appreciated by both autoists carnation.
56— To be aware of
birthright
The final closing of the great sensation.
Saturday conies and Po„|j not get over thinklnB ri full, but Will they bear full?
Sunday
at
5
30
A. M., Stonington at 6.30,
and pedestrians.
68— Continent of western hemisphere 40— To differ
school for the summer holidays will the Victor Fleming productien of the days he spent in the big yellow
Last yziar they blossomed well, not North Haven at 7.30, due at Rockland about
Eureka Lodge, F. and A M., ac(abbr.)
41— T** strike with hand
8
50.
Jack
London
’
s
greatest
dramatic
be a picnic held at Lincolnville Beach
schoolhouse on Diamond hill.
He so heavy as this year, but most of the
69— To give pain to
42— A quick pull
companied by Naomi Chapter, O. E.
Returning, leaver Rockland 130 P. M.,
on Friday of this week.
novel, “Adventure.” This is the said tlie strongest memory he carried fruit blighted when it w4s very small North Haven at 2 30, Stonington aJ 3.40, due
60—To consider
62—-Crippled 44— To osculate
S„ will march to the church Sunday
Once more the St. George High story of how a brave girl wrecked away from Rockport was that of their and the crop was light,
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5 P. M.
45— Animal of desert
46—Finest
63—Hollows out
Before
X
morning, June 21, where St. John’s
B. H. STINSON.
baseball team has been victorious, the on a lonely South Sea Isle fights loyalty to each other and to the grew the McIntosh the Pippins, Spys.
47—To care for
49—Approaches
Day services will be observed.
General Agent
51— Three *eet
game Saturday morning with the through stirring adventure to love schools.
Wolf
River
and
other
varieties
were
School
teaching
and
the
District meeting of the Rebekah
Boletlon will appear la next Issue. 52— One who performs
Thomaston boys at Port Clyde scor and happiness. The man who made business in which he is now engaged free from scab; but now all varieties
MAINE
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Lodges will be entertained by Puritan
65—To regret
57—T1»y
Eastern Standard Time
ing a record of 5 to 3 in favor of St. “The Call of the Canyon,” "Code oi are all real work, but he considers scab that grow near the McIntosh.
59—His majesty (abbr.)
Rebekah Lodge next Wednesday George.
I
Trains Leave Rockland foi
the
Sea
”
and
“
Empty
Hands
”
will
61—Mother
The
scab
Is
not
confined
to
the
fruit.
teaching
the
pleasantest
though
not
June 17. afternoon and evening.
Augusta, A§7.00a. in., f7.45 a. m., tl.lOp. m.
direct. The picture is made on an the most profitable occupation one The twigs, fruit spurs and last year's Bangor, A§7.00a. ni., |7.4'»a. in., tl.lOp. m.
One ot the greatest recent engi
ioston, A§7.00a. in., |7.45a. m., fl-10 p. m.
extremely
elaborate
scale
and
feat

growth
scab
and
die.
can
he
engaged
in.
Mr.
Richardson
WALDOBORO
neering feats in Knox county was the
Brunswick,A§7.00 a. in., |7.45a.in., fl.10 p.m..
Solution to Thursday', Puzzle
Many trees are injured by canker, J5.25 p. .ni, fo.35 p. in.
erection of a 90 foot smokestack with
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Smith ures a specially selected cast with complimented Mr. Payson on his fine
EAST FRIENDSHIP
A§7.00a. m., |7.45a. in., fl.10 p. m.
a base weighing a ton and a half, by were in Waterville to attend tlie Pauline Starke as the plucky hero description of the Washington trip. and now is the time to cut It out. Lewiston,
A S
York, tl.lOp. m., J5.25p. in.
Harold David of Massachusetts has
ine.
Mrs. Leola Mann who was next called The trees that were operated on a New
master
mechanic
Jack
Caven
at
the
graduating
exercises
at
Colby
Col

Philadelphia,
J5.25 p. ni.
arrived for the summer.
R I Q A
upon also complimented Mr. Pay- year ago this June are healing nicely. Portland, A§7.00 a. m.. |7.45 a. in., fl.10 p. m.,
quarry of John Meehan & Son, Clark lege. Miss Ellen Smith is a mem
EL EC?
Mrs. Iva Wallace and Miss Edith
|5.25. p. ni , f5.35p. in.
I
think
the
canker
should
he
cut
out
son
and
told
a
very
pleasing
anecdote.
Island, the largest paving concern in ber of the graduating class."
APPLETON RIDGE
Washington, |5.25 p. in.
Lawry of Friendship called on Ella
E RRBAFf E C TS
Frederick Richards when asked to in June to get the best results. Scab Waterville, A§7.00a.m., t7.45a.m., tl.lOp. m.
the United States. This company, of
Edward Purslow of Brookline,
Morton Wednesday.
Several from here attended the speak on “Navigation" said "those and canker are a great menace to the Woolwich, A§7.00 a. m., f7.45 a.in., fl.10 p. m.,
(MQotMMso r esIstun which Thomas Hocking of this place Mass., has been visiting Mr. and
Aletha Thompson and Henry Vose
commencement exercises of U. H. S. days are gone forever,” and expressed vigor and lieaJth of our apple trees. J5.25p. m., f5.35p. m.
S_TA R sHr E
is superintendent, employs over 225 Mrs. Charles Leach.
of Thomaston were callers at A. V.
at Union Thursday evening. Lucy himself as being glad of the opportu Of the two enemies I think scab is the f Daily, except Sundays. § Sundays only and
Ms
n'io'wedSe l ated|
men, 10 or more of which are paving
Mrs.
John
Aspinwall
of
Newburg,
passengers provide o\vn ferriage Bath to Wool
Grafton's Friday evening.
nity of being present. A piano duet greater.
wich. + Daily except Saturday.
cutters, necessitating three locomo N. J. was in town Friday en route to Moody was one of the graduates.
nJ
‘ '
Mrs.
Mary David is visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
\V.
M.
Newbert.
Eliza

For
some
reason
there
are
hut
few
by Miss Clara Walker and Mrs. Ma
tives and several miles of track her summer home on Bremen Long
L j£SfiS P A R E D!
BERRY & SMITH, ofBangor
friends in Damariscotta.
beth
Stanley
and
daughter
were
In
caterpillars.
rion Richard.i was enjoyed.
About 75 autos are parked around the Island.
O R I onHc a t|
Mrs. Lizzie Wotton of Cushing was
Belfast Sunday.
Most varieties of apples began to
Ralph Buzzell. chairman of the
plant
dally.
Mr.
Caven
is
considered
At
a
meeting
of
King
Solomon
’
s
HXLP1LAVE818 E LIL
SA1LMAKERS
a guest of her daughter, Mrs. Emma
A. H. and L. N. Moody have re
School Board was next called u|Min open their blossoms May 22, the Spys
a past master when it comes to work Lodge Friday evening, the M. M. de
Morse, last week.
OP EMjP I men to
□00 of this kind and when he is not busy gree was conferred on A. Russell cently bought a pair of work horses and said it was the first time he had five days later; but before the other
Successor* to
D R OO PMC AN D Yj
Augustus Anderson has gone • to
had the privilege of being present at varieties were out of full bloom, a
erecting derricks, etc., he Is engaged Griffin, Roy A. Ludwig and Han y (>. of Mr. Scott.
George W. Mugridge
Mrs.
Frank
Hart
and
daughter
Burnt Island where he has employ
N N S■H I L 6
an alumni meeting find referred to large percentage of the Spy blossoms
on the mail route between Rockland Spear. Supper was served by the
TENTS,
FLAGS
ment on the Coast Guard Sta
A S S|
and Clark Island and called,the most ladies of Wiwurna Chapter, O. E. S. spent last week with relatives in the excellent work which had been were open, giving a chance for cross AWNINGS,
Bnn
Burkettville.
tion.
The early varieties of TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS
done by Principals Burns and Hale, pollination.
congenial driver on the road.
Mrs.
Paul
F.
Dusha
and
Victor
Misses Lucy and Alice Moody went and felt that the schools were an plums and apples remain in bloom
A. V. Grafton and Will Demuth are
The graduation exercises of St Dusha have arrived at their sum
____ ______________________52-tf
to Lincolnville Beach Friday with the honor to the town. Charles A. Cav long enough to pollinate the late
painting Maurice Morton’s house.
SUNSET
George High School will be held next mer home here for the season.
Union
High
School
on
a
school
picnic
Walter Anderson is building a
ones.
anaugh of the School Board followed
DR. T. L. McBEATH
Mrs. Annie Eaton of North IJeer Thursday evening, June 18, in the
F. A. Hovey was in Portland last
The W. W.'s met with Elizabeth Mr. Buzzell and spoke of the many
garage for Emil Niemi.
Most of the pear trees blossomed
Isle spent Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. church followed by a ball In the I. O week.
Stanley
Tuesday
afternoon.
The
work
Osteopathic
Physician
Carl Fales Was In Rockland last
reasons why he was interested In the well, but the Sheldon produced the
O. F. hall.
Prescott Eaton.
Stuart C. Hemenway and Misses was on carpet rags.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
week.
schools and was hoping to see a big largest bloom. Last year was a pdor
The many friends of Mrs. Nancy
Mr. and Mrs. James Haskell of
W. M. Newbert and A. G. Pitman ger High School. ^He felt that Rock pear year, but this year promises a
Ttltekent 136
Lewis Delano has bought a Ford. North Haven were recent guests of (Watts) Wheeler are glad to hear Nancy and Caroline Hemingway of
S3 UNION MTm ROCKLANp, ME.
Mrs. Mary Lakso and son Leo and Mr. Haskell’s grandmother, Mrs. A. D. that her health Is a little Improved Syracuse. N. Y., have been guests at were in Camden Friday.
port should feel proud of the class full crop.
Graduate of American 8ohool af
Helena Pierce and Miss Libby of which was graduated under Prln.
Mrs. Austin Orne were out of town Lufkin.
The farmers in tills section will do
after a long sickness.
She is with ‘Glenhurst.”
Mrs. Maurice Jenness and Maurice Rockland were weekend guests of Hale. Earl Dow the new member oil more Spy raising this season than
Oateopathy
Friday.
Mrs. Mary Williams is the guest of her son In Cambridge, Mass., and all Jenness, Jr., of Manchester, N. H., Elizabeth Sprowl.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doe spent Fri her mother, Mrs. Ada Southworth.
the School Load also spoke in his ever before. In my experience I find
hope to see Jier here again for the
DR. JAMES KENT
are visiting Mrs. Cora Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert and usual witty manner closing his Inter spraying more effective 111 the con
day evening with Mrs. Stanley Cope
An item last week stated that Mr summer as usual.
Mrs. Cora McLain, Richard Cast Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley and esting remarks with an anecdote.
trol of scab than dusting.
With
land.
Osteopath
Whitney Wheeler who attends Co
and Mrs. Blake were at Dunham’s
ner and Howard Kimball. Jr. were daughter attended church at South
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Vose of Point. It should have been West burn Classical Institute at Water
Everett E. F. Libby when called Starks and Spys I get Just a-s good 38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Montville
Sunday
morning.
among
those
who
attended
the
grad

Thomaston were guests of Mr. and Stonington.
upon, suggested that under the initial results with dust, and I don't know
ville and Henry Allen of Colby Col
TeleDnona 323
J6-tf
Several from here attended . the S. to whica the toast master made but better. Last year I used dust on
uation exercises of the Class of 1925
Mrs. William Demuth Friday.
Mrs. Lena Gross has returned from lege are home for the summer vaca
baptismal
services
at
Georges
Pond
Lincoln
Academy,
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Niemi were In a visit in Rockland.
mention should be added service, and the Spys and the fruit was fine. Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
tion.
A strong Dill is on at the Star Tlie- Liberty. Sunday afternoon,
South Thomaston last week.
thought it would be well for some of The packers said mine were the Iiest
DENTIST
Word has just been received from
Mrs. Blanche Simmons Is in atre this week. Tonight will be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
A.
Field
of
Oak
Ralph Doe was in Rockland Fri Private Clifford Eaton of Parris Springfield, Mass., a guest of her sis
the Alumni at least to visit the High they had seen, with one exception.
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
shown
the
presentation
of
“
Are
land
are
guests
of
her
brother,
A.
L,
School some time during the year. Edwin Mathews' Spys were packed in
day.
Island, S. C., Co. 881 that he has had ter, Mrs. Mabel Rose. She will re
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
Mrs. Walter Butler of Cushing to undergo an operation for appendi main there until the last of June or Parents People,” adapted from the Sprowl and family.
Mrs. Carleen (Brazier) Nutt sang a the orchard and for that reason they
________ ROCKLAND. ME.
89tf
thought
his
showed
up
a
little
better
called on -Mrs. Harold Allen Satur citis.
solo
very
sweetly
accompanied
by
A post card sent to the above the first of July.
Then Mrs. Rose
than
mine.
One
advantage
dusting
W.
A.
JOHNSTON.
REG.
PHO
Miss
Walker.
Mrs.
Everett
Libby
in
day.
address from his friends would be will accompany her home and will
Miss Beatt-ice Miller is sick with appreciated while he is ill and conva spend the summer tylth her mother,
response to the toast master said that has. It doesn’t injure the foliage.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
Spraying with lime sulphur checks
while Mr. Richardson was speaking
tonsilitis.
lescing.
•
Mrs. Rinna Andrews.
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
the
growth
of
the
foliage
when
the
Miss Aletha Vannah is spending a
and
referred
to
the
yellow
school
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Miss Esther Dodge arrived last
The next regular meeting of Naomi
leaves
are
small.
A.
K.
Gardner
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
building
on
the
hill
she
had
been
few days in Thomaston.
week from a Massachusetts business Chapter, O. E. S„ will be held next
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
claims
that
there
is
not
much
differ

tiiinking
back
and
figured
that
for
23
college, to spend the summer with Friday evening.
LARGING.
This
will
be
the
years either as a pupil or teacher she ence in the results of spray and dust.
Three Crow Lily Chop Formosa her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
last
meeting
until
Sept.
3
as
the
June
is
probably
the
best-month
in
370
Main Street, Rockland
had
been
climbing
the
hill,
a
record
Tea with Ice and Lemon.- -adv.
Dodge.
1
chapter proposes to close for a sum
the year to prune trees.
There is
which no one present could equal.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and little mer vacation.
Mrs. Rinna Andrew
Lester Shibles. State leader of only one objection—the grass under
son Raymond of Newton, Mass., ar and Mrs. Alice Murphy have charge
DR. E. W. PEASLEE
Clubs spoke of his travels over the the trees. But grass should he kept
rived Saturday to spend tlie summer of arrangements for refreshments and
down
by
mulching
by
cultivation.
State
iu
the
work
in
which
he
is
with Air. and Mrs. Henry Haskell. entertainment and a good time is in
Dentist
One important point in pruning is Tuesday and Friday Evenings by
engaged and of the different audi
Mr. Haskell’s health necessitated that store for all who attend. All visit
to
give
the
sun
a
chance
to
color
and
ences
which
he
addressed,
of
the
he leave the city to recuperate in the ing members in town are cordially
Appointment
meetings which he attended and flavor the fruit. Pruning largely on
country.
They drove through in Invited.
Anybody Who Has Not (jown condition like I have certainly Club
Tel. 38.
375 Main St.
Rockland
tlie
north
side
of
the
trees
brings
tlie
the
different
phases
of
his
work.
their truck.
Office Hours; 8:30 to 5:00
Sunday,
St.
John
’
s
Day
will
be
ob
Tried
This
Remarkable
knows
what
real
suffering
is.
I
dldn
fruit
where
the
sun
can
reach
it.
Mr.
Shibles
told
several
very
interest

Tuetdey and Friday Eyenlnie 6:30 to 9:00
The inter-island semiannual Sun
The service will be at
.. J. •
rt
L. T
1
h'ave any appetite at all and many ing incidents in his important work. Much can. be done by proper pruning
day school convention was held in the served here.
Medicine
Uugnt
io
Lose
tlmes it waa Simpiy meiess tor me to
10.30
a.
m.,
at
thy
Baptist
church
and
to
keep
the
trees
low
and
spreading.
Mrs.
A.
Belle
Skinner
of
New
Roch

Advent church at Sunshine last Wed
No Time In Doing So,’’ sit down at the table. 1 didn’t seem elle, N. Y., recited two selections Low topped trees can be sprayed
nesday.
The weather was rather the sermon will be delivered by the
C
Ml
D *•
to get any strength from the little 1 which were much enjoyed.
ARTHUR L ORNE
Mrs. much better than high ones.
I discouraging but a goodly number regular pastor. Rev. Mr. Miller. The
Says Mrs. Uostie.
did manage to eat, and was so weak Skinner is an impersonator of rare
C. A. Miller.
‘‘crossed the bar” and enjoyed the Masons have Invited the O. E. S. to
-----’ and frail that my housework was a ability and is always warmly greet
Union, Me.
Insurance
helpful addresses of the speakers. accompany them. It Is requested tiy
Successor te A. J. Erskine A Oo.
The presence of Rev. O. J. Guptill was the worthy matron that all member; CAN DO HOUSEWORK burden to me. 1 had the most awful ed in her old home town.
NOW WITH EASE
through my Hack. too. and often
Supt. and Mrs. H. C. Hull sent re
EAST WASHINGTON
noted with a good deal of pleasure be at the masonic hall at 9.30 a. m
<17 MAIN ST.............. ROCKLAND
felt like I Just couldn't go another grets at not being able to be present.
Rev. Perley Miller delivered the
and it is very gratifying to know that
E. Burnell Overlock closed a ten
step.
Brainerd Paul led in cheers for toast
he is hack in Hancock county. The baccalaureate sermon for the St
“It just seems almost too good to master Frank H. Ingraham. Reports week term of school at West Wash FRANK H. INGRAHAM
George High School last Sunday Enormous Demand Is Break
program was a very good one.
ington last Wednesday and went
be
true
tome
enjoying
such
wonder

of secretary and treasurer were read
Attorney and Counselor at
morning at the Baptist church. There
ful health again, and that’s why 1 by Mrs. Mabelle Crone and accepted Thursday to M. C. I.. Pittsfield
ing
All
Records
In
Sale
of
was a large attendance.
Some
where he attended the graduation
Law
am
so
grateful
to
Karnak,
for
this
HOPE
very pretty and appropriate selections
This Sensational Medicine. new medicine brought me the relief The roll was called and well respond exercises of his former school.
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINg
ed to.
The nominating committee
Albion Allen attended the G. A. R were sung by the choir and a voca
Mrs.
Lottie
Mears
of
Burkettville,
Talapaonea—Office 468; House 693-R
that nothing else would. It has actu consisting of Mrs. Addie Jenkins,
encampment in Portland last week duet by Mrs. William Gillis and Mrs.
Still they come, one amazing re ally given me such a wonderful ap Miss Mildred Packard and Milford Is spending a few days this week
He made his headquarters with ills Willis Wilson was beautifully ren
witli
her
daughter.
Mrs.
Edith
Light.
dered.
The school was ushered in port of recovery to health through petite 1 can hardly eat enough and Payson reported tlie following offi
son George and family.
Work began this week on the E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Mrs. Rose Wilder and sister Miss their march by Russell Monaghan of the use of the sensational medicine, you may know how well everything cers for the ensuing year: President, State road under the direction of
ones Hours: I te 3 ssd 7 te • P. M.
agrees
with
me
now
by
the
fact
that
Karnak,
after
another.
It
seems
that
Mrs. Mabelle Crone; vice president, road commissioner W. W. Light.
Frances True of Massachusetts are the sophomore class and the march
RetMeett uatll I A. M. tad ky Aeeelatme*
was played by Mrs. Norma Hawkins, the powers of this astounding medi 1 have gained ten good pounds in Mrs. Elizabeth Libby; secretary and
at Mrs. Wilder’s cottage.
Mrs. Moore is assisting Mrs. Veda
Ttltekent IS4
past-graduate of the school. The cine will never be fully known. It is weight. I feel Just splendid in every treasurer, Mrs. Mabel Heal; chair Johnston this week with her house
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Wadsworth
THOMASTON. ME.
of Somerville, Mass., are in town for Seniob Class have sentrout some very Jusf such reports as that of Mrs. Al way and can do my house work with man of executive committee, Mrs. Le  work.
ease.
Karnak
lias
been
so
wonderful
bert
Dostie
of
10
Leeds
street.
Lewis

ola Mann. The following committee
attractive
Invitations
to
their
the season.
Eugene Cunningham and friend of --------a,------------------------------------------- —
Eugene Harville of Sedgwick is in graduation exercises to be held ton, Me., that is convincing the peo in my case 1 believe I ought to tell was appointed to sec what can he South Jefferson were recent guests
ple
that
Karnak
is
without
an
equal
about
it,
for
it
will
doubtless
prove
done to help the High School: Ev
A. C MOORE
Thursday evening at the Baptist
town for a few days.
the means of many others getting re erett E. F. Libby, Mrs. Addle Jen of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott.
Marston’s or as a medicine.
Mrs. Ralph Newcomb and little church at 7 o'clock.
assembling
W.
M.
Prescott
has
finished
lief
from
their
troubles,
too.
”
“Anyone who hasn't tried this re
kins, Mrs. Annie Moore and Mrs.
daughters, Fairlyn and Dorothy of chestra of Rockland will furnish mu
Piano Tuner
’
TESTING
shingling “The Little Brown House"
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu Marion Richards.
South Braintree, Mass., have arrived sic and at the close of the exercises a markable medicine, Karnak, certainly
WITH THte MAINE MUSIC CO.
REBUILDING AND
for
the'
Misses
Moore.
for the season. Mr. Newcomb is to ball will be held in I. O. O. F. hall. ought to lose no time doing so, for sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
REPAIR WORK
The class roll includes William B. they Just can’t help but get a world Thomaston by McDonald's Rexall
join them in a few days.
EXPERT ADVICE
What the Democratic party needs
If police can find out where the
L R. CAMPBELL
Dancing every Tuesday night in Archer. Kathleen Barter, Henley C. of good from it," declares Mrs. Dostie. Store; In Union by Gordon-Lovejoy Is an honest-to-goodness disarma present crop of Broadway play
“
Why.
I
just
never
dreamed
any
Day,
Wilho
Elgland,
Myron
M.
Hup

True’s hall. The traveling is good
wrights
get
their
local
color,
the
joint
ment
conference.
—
XTovidence
Jour

Attorney At Law
Co.;
and
by
tlie
leading
druggist
in
medicine could he so wonderful.
and so is the music by Dean’s four per, Wilho A. Lamplnen, Charles B.
ought to be raided.—Detroit News.
nal.
■71 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND. MB. ,i
, ____ _
MAINE
“Anybody who has suffered from every city.—adv,
ROCKLAND,
Morris,
Charles
C.
Stone,
Carroll
E.
Try it.
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WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

The Battery Boys Get Gen-,
eral Orders As To En
campment.
State and regimental plans for tho
annual encampment of the 240th
Coast Artillery Regiment -of the
Maine National Guard, of which
three Knox County companies take
part, are announced in complete
form In orders Issued this week.
Special Orders No. 61, Office of the
Adjutant General of Maine, pre
scribes the date and place of the
camp, at Fort Williams, Maine, July
6 to 20. Col. George E. Fogg of
Portland is designated as camp
commander.
‘‘An advance detachment not to
exceed two officers and 27 enlisted
men will proceed to Fort Williams
July 4, 1925 to prepare the camp,"
says the order. "This detachment of
men may be held July 21-22 for the
purpose of taking down the camp
and storing canvas.
“The authorized allowance for
subsistence is 50 cents per day for
each existed man, and if exceeded
will have to be met from funds other
than Federal or State.

TALKS
WHERE TRAFFIC IS A REAL PROBLEM

Dodee Brothers
COMMERCIAL CAR
Ten years of skillful and conscientious
engineering have been invested in this
sturdy vehicle.
Dodge Brothers will always protect this
investment by steadily enhancing the car’s
exceptional value.
There can never be any relaxation in the
policies, practice and ideals which have been
the comer stone of Dodge Brothers success.

4j U. £.- U.

Fifth Avenue, New York, is
one of , the world’s great avenues.
It is one of rite world’s busiest
streets.
The picture above was taken on
the corner of 38th Street and
Fifth Avenue. It shows two lines
dt parked motor cars and four
additional lines of traffic, two
running north and two south.
Buses which operate more
slowly than passenger motor cars

complicate the handling of traffic
on this street. From this picture
it will be seen how difficult it
would be to cut around a bus.
Heavy vehicles are not per
mitted on this street except dur
ing certain hours. Cruising taxi
cabs are not allowed at any
hours.
The handling of traffic on this
great street is expertly done and
the credit must go to Now York’s
finest—the traffic officer.

"Tlie course of training will follow
the approved program of instruction
from the Commanding General, 1st
Corps Area. Programs of instruc
tion will be 'so arranged that no
duties except necessary guard and
fatigue will be performed after sup
per. Evenings wlll.be left free.
"Each officer participating In the
camp of instruction will receive the
pay and allowance of an officer of
the same grade In the 'U. 'S. Army,
Guard Duty—Will be performed by
and enlisted men paid In accordance
MacMILLAN PLANS
o 6.30 a m.,
battery from 6.30
with Section 47. Tlie Military Law
when there will be a relief. At
of 1923.
the entire battery will Famous Explorer Will Go To
"Under Section 44, Military Law guard mount
be present.
of 1923, approriate prizes will be
Amundsen s Relief If He
The officer of t he day will be deawarded to the organizations of tlie
Is Not Heard From.
tailed from the guard battery for
340th Coast Artillery under such
regulations as prescribed by the the day and he is resixmsible.
(Speaking at a luncheon given in
G. O. 3, announces the program of
Commanding Officer, 240th Coast Ar
his honor at Falmouth Hotel, Port
tillery, approved by the Adjutant training. According to its provis1- is. Monday, July 6, will be occu- land. a few days ago, Lieutenant
General."
Commander Donald B. MacMillan
General Orders No. 2, Headquar p 1 after the arrival of the units at
lu.t Williams, In making camp. said that if Ronald Amundsen had
ters 240th Coast Artillery, provides
Muster and inspection take place not been heard from by the tiii'.c the
for the regulation and administra
Immediately after supper, followed M<cMiilar expedition reache 1 Etnh
tion of the camp.
by a band concert at 7.00 and a con he would go direct to Cape Columbia
The meat of this order is included
ference of officers and non-commis by airplane in seach of him, and if
in the following excerpt which give
sioned officers at 8.10.
not found there he would head di-,
a general idea of the management of
The next four days, artillery drill red
; the North Pole in hopes ot
the camp:
will occupy each morning. There picking h rn up on the ice.
Morning reports are required to
This is the first intimation that
be delivered at the Adjutant's office will be competitive rifle shooting by
Rev U S Pa» Off
battery teams all afternoon.
For MacMillan would fly to the pole.
at 7.15 a. m., except Sunday when it
IMITATION GRAPE - NOT GRAPE JUICE
the rest of the command, supervised Concerning Amundsen, Commander
is 9.45.
«
athletics and group games at 1 p. m., MacMillan said that it was hard to
Officers call will be sounded at
infantry drill at 4 p. m., retreat pa tell from the newspaper reports the
12.45 daily exjept Sunday. All of
rade at 4.50, guard mount at 5.35. I amount of food or gas he had on
ficers of the regiment will report at
There will be a band concert each | hand.
the regimental headquarters at that
evening at 7.
NU GRAPE BOTTLING CO.
“Amur.dsen has left us completely
time unless duty prevent's.
Saturday morning there will be ar- |1 in the dark,” said Commander MacMall — Battery commanders will
tlllery
drill
as
usual
and
no
required
TEL. 780-M
ROCKLAND
10 PARK STREET
Ml/lan. “He likes to do it. He has
detail a man to report at regimental
duties thereafter.
a habit of startling the World with
headquarters at 12 noon and 5.45 p
Sunday, July 12, church service the unexpected.
When he discov
ni.. dally to receive the mall for their
will be held at .9.15 and organization
ered the South Pole he had an
organization.
SIZZLING IN AZIZIA
OWL’S HEAD
photographs
taken
at
10.30.
In
the
• . • •
nounced that he was leavirfg for t’.e
afternoon, band concert at 3.25, at
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Young and
North Pole.
Nothing was heard
Passes—All members of the bat
4.50
escort
of
the
color
and
regi

daughters of Haddonfield, N. .1., ate at Here's a Place Said To Be tery designated for guard duty will
from him until news was flashed that
mental
parade,
and
guard
mount
at
their cottage for the summer.
be restricted to the camp during their
he had arrived at the South Pole.
Hotter Than Death Val- tour of duty from 6.30 p. m., to 6.30 5.35.
Fitink Young of the same city is
We do no.t know how to help him be
Monday
and
Tuesday,
July
13
and
also here for the summer.
a. m. Battery commanders will con
cause he has left us completely in
ley.
14, will be wholly occupied with
Mr. ind Mrs. George Kenney and
trol the pass privilege to their men
the dark.
service target practice witli the big
Mr. and Mrs. King and baby of Rock
when not. on duty under the super
“When he left for the North Pole
guns and mortars at moving targets.
“Azizia bristles with “z’s;” so vision of battalion commanders.
land and 'Mr. and Mrs Merle Sylves
An evening band concert is sched Amundsen said in the event that any
ter of Belfast spent Sunday with Mrs. does ‘sizzling,’ and there you have
Punctuality at places for duty is
thing happened to his plane that he
the story of this inland toun of required. Officers will make them uled for each day.
Florence Dyer.
At
Wednesday will be occupied by po would trek for Cape Columbia.
Edwin Conary of Brewer visited at Italian Tripoli in one word,” says a selves thoroughly acquainted with
this time of the year I believe this
Owl’s Head Light last week, the guest bulletin from tlie Washington, 1). C., orders and regulations. Ignorance ot lice inspection of batteries and com would he impossible unless he was
headquarters of the National Geo orders will not be accepted as an ex pletion for battery teams, in tlie
of Capt. Holt.
morning, and in the afternoon a visit within a hundred miles ofiland, and
4.
Miss Dorothy Arey returned to her graphic Society.
cuse for failure in duty. A check of the various units to tlie batteries even then lie would have almost In
home in Vinalhaven after making an
‘‘Tliat Azizia fully deserves the will be kept on all batteries.
to “which they are assigned for war surmountable difficulties to overcome.
extended visit with her uncle, Capt. adjective is apparent,” continues tlie
Competitions—Cups will be given
If he arrived at the Pole I am con
Young.
bulletin, “from th,e fact that it has as follows: Governor Baxter Military service, followed by parade at 4.50, vinced that he will never return.
guard mount at 5.35 and band con
Wilbur (love is spending the week just shouldered our own Death Val
« « • •
Trophy. To the battery for twice at
cert at 7.
. in Vinalhaven, guest of Miss Doro ley from first place as the world’s
taining the highest military rating
"It is up to us, however, to search
Thursday
will
be
given
over
to
a
thy Arey.
hottest place.
A sheltered' ther at the annual tour of duty. Tills
“war Condition period” and the solu for him and we will go direct to Cape
Mrs. Holt had fine field straw mometer at Greenland Ranch in
was won in 1923 by Battery
of tion of a tactical problem, and for Columbia from Etali by airplane.
berries June 3 for supper and the Death Valley, on Julj’ 10, 1913.
Rockland and by Battery A of Port
eight hours a state of war will be Eighteen years ago I left a cairn
spot where she picked those berries reached 134.1 degrees Fahrenheit,
land In 1924.
Th* State of Maine
provided with food enough for five
simulated.
just 42 days before had a bank of which stood as the world’s verifiable
attendance trophy—to the battery
This would be
snow ever it.
Friday morning, the 17th, there men for two weeks.
record until the Azizia temperature— which has the largest percentage of
From Cape Co
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. York, daugh 136.4 degrees—recently announced,
will be a riot duty exercise and bay available for him.
their normal maintenance strength
ter Grace and son Melvin of West Pe was obbserved last summer. ’
onet training, and the afternoon will lumbia to the Pole is only a distance
attending camp. The State of Maine
nobscot visited relatives here over the
be taken up by a critique of target of 413 miles, which we could easily
Was Turkish Military Headquarters gunnery trophy (motor) to the bat
weekend.
They drove through in
practice for the officers and- liberty make with our specially equipped
“Azizia is little more than a desert tery of the first battalion whicli for the men. Band concert as usual amphibian planes and with our radij
their car and when Sunday came it
<oujd let the world know the results
turned out to be a real family re village—the North African equiva makes the best score during target at seven.
union not planned for. T he relatives lent for our ‘wide places in the road,’ practice. State of Maine gunnerySaturday morning the regiment in five minutes.”
Commander MacMillan said there
from out-of-town who were present —but it is strategically located about trophy (Guns) to the best battery of will’ parade in Portland, and there
were Mrs. B. W. Studle.v of Glen- 25 miles inland from Tripoli City and the second battalion which makes will be no duties in the afternoon. was no point in any one going to the
cove, Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore the Mediterranean. It figured im the best score during big gun prac A sail about Casco Bay Is scheduled Pole as Commander Peary had left
and daughter Lillian, Mr. and Mrs. portantly in the guerrilla warfare tice. State of Maine athletic trophy for the enlisted men.
no doubt as to its discovery.
He
Leonard Aines and daughter Mildred between the Italians on one side and to the battery winning the most
Sunday morning there will be said that tlfe trip outlined for his
the Turks and the Arabs on the other points In athletics. Pine Tree State church service at 9.15 and at 10.30 party would be much more difficult
of Rockport.
- that went on from 1911 until recent trophy to the battery which attains the troops will be paid. There will than a trip to the Pole and that the
Mrs. Florence Dyer, Mrs. Charles'
Ross and daughter Helen spent Sat ly.
When the Italians landed in the highest mark In precision in be a band concert at 3.25 p. m„ fol distance he would travel for the un
urday in the city.
Tripoli and the Turks fled from thaj close order infantry drill, 25, best lowed at 4.50 by escort of the color explored Crocker land was greater
appearance at Inspection and parade,
The Owl’s Head Inn opened yester
than to the Pole.
He stated that
and regimental parade.
25, sanitation as rated dally by the
day.
The manager, Mrs. Trescott,
Monday, July 20, camp will be after tlie search for Amundsen the
surgeon,
25,
promptness
at
all
forma

expects a good season. She brought
broken Immediately after breakfast original plans of his expedition
tions as rated dally, 25, a total of
with her, her cook, waitresses and
and the various units proceed to would be carried out.
100 points. State of Maine rifle team
chauffeur.
Commander MacMillan let it be
their home stations.
trophy
to
the
battery
having
win

Richard Dyer is working at the
known for the first time that the
ning
team
in
the
rifle
competition.
Bancroft School.
Government had made plans to have
State of Maine trophy for mess man
Mr. and Mrs. Ward of Thomaston
the Dirigible Lqp Angeles ready so
agement
to
battery
having
best
mess
were in town Thursday evening call- derground dwellings of the extreme that it could reach Etah in two days
management
as
rated
daily
by
sur

ing on their daughter,
in the event any disaster should over
geon and ills assistants. The War
Wotton.
come tlie party.
ner-Demerritt trophy to the best
George F. St. Clair has returned to or 10 fept under
He said the expedition had been
pistol shot in headquarters battery.
town after spending the winter in I through very small openings
eliminated of any possible mishap
Winner will have name engraved In
Haddonfield and vicinity. He is go ohambers hollowed from the
as far,as humanly possible.
He said
cup.
ing in business with his father, glomerate rock of tlie region.
that if Amundsen’s airplanes had
George W. St. Clair.
“Azizia and the country in which
been constructed as those he wiil
Muster—All officers and enllsti
Mrs. Jennie Wotton is working at ' it lies have two totally different astake greater hope for his being alive
men of tlie regiment will nttei
GAthgannon Lodge.
i pects, tliat following the rainy sea
could be felt.
Ashley Young who has been work son of winter, and that during the muster at their buttery parade tl
t * » »
ing at Vinalhaven, has returned much longer dry season. After the first day of the camp, Immediate
“
We
will
carry
three ampebian
home.
rains large regions are covered with following supper. No one will I
planes will us,” Commander Mac
Mrs. Stone Mrs. Hattie Currier and &rass which supports flocks of sheet excused.
Millan said.
"Two will always re
A post exchange will be operate
Miss Grace Currier of Sabbatus. art and numerous camels. In summer
main together and one held in re
visiting at lite home of Mr. George most of the country seems a hope during the camp and the profits dis
serve, which will be constantly ii:
trlbuted afttong the nine batteries I
iW. St. Clair.
less desert of golden sand, gray
touch with our ship, and will be use l
proportion
to
enlisted
men
present.
scrub, rocks and heat.
for transporting food and fuel. Tlie
Sanitation—Regimental surgeon is
Truth is not only stranger than
Pleasant’ Refuge in Reach
planes are so constructed that’ by
responsible to the regimental com
fiction, but also it is a stranger to
simply pressing a button we can
“The Italians, who now have mander for the sanitation of the
more people.—Memphis Commercial
lower platoons, wheels or skids as
Tripoli pretty well under control camp and for the hygiene of the
the nature of tlie landing demands.
have built a railway from Tripoli command. There will be thorough
The plane that Amundsen has Isonly
City through ^Azizia and on tafo th( inspections of all departments.
Lowe Brothers Hard Drying
equipped with pontoons."
Floor Paint is made to with
Jfbel, 15 or 20 miles to the south
Tents,
kitchens,
latrines and
It was due to this fact that Com
stand the hard wear that
The Jebel is usually considered r grounds will be inspected dally after
mander MacMillan said he feared for
Idtchen floors receive. It docs
mountain* range, but in reality it is breakfast and policed. The regi
not scar or mar. It is easy to
his safety, as at this time of the
the clifflike escarpment of the Sa mental supply officer will act as po
keep bright and new. It dries
year there are not the open water
hara Plateau, broken into gigantic lice officer for the camp and when
hard and stays hard.
spaces which will exist whenthe Mac
steps, which has all the appearance needed he may call out the guard to
Millan expedition reaches the North.
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION of a mountain range from thg low perform such fatigue duties as may
In discussing the search for the
ground to the north. The ‘ lowei be necessary.
Eaofern 7ru»f £/</<., Aarifor
£af. 1&01
unknown land, which he estimated to
Fidelity Bldg., Portland
levels of the Jebel are hare and sun
Automobiles will not be brought
No high sounding promises, but con
cover over 1,509,090 square miles.
baked. hut higher up is the pleasant into camp without special permis
sistent and continuous needed service
Commander MacMillan said tliat on
green of olive groves. The leve sion of the regimental commander,
night and day, everywhere In Naw
his latest trip North he had seen the
England and New Jersey.
parts of still higher steps are car and written application must be ap
HARD DRYING
1400 garagea. 300 attorneya at yoar call.
land as plain as he could see the peo
peted with luxuriant grass during a proved by battery and battalion
No charge beyond annual fee of $10.
FLOOR
PAINT
ple he was addressing. "We chased
considerable part of the year.
commanders. Autos in camp with
Offices In Boston, Portland, Bangor,
it for five days, only to see it plainly
Manchester, Worcester, Springfield,
You will be pleased to know
‘“Tlie top of the Jebel Ilea about out permission will, be seized and
Hartford, New Haven and Providence.
in the mofnlng and to have it
how quickly and cheaply you
2.000 feet above sea level. On it* held until the close of the camp.
Protect Yourself, Your Wife and Family
disappear at night.
It may be a
can do over your kitchen floor
No intoxicating liquor is allowed
with this practical finish.
mirage and it may not, but I am fully
ail camp and the discharge of fire
convinced that the land exists. The
Stop in any time or call us
Gharian, a place of importance ir arms, except in the performaace of
tidal conditions show this and scien
on the phone.
Agents and
Roman times. Near by are the ruins duty is forbidden.
tists bear me out in my opinion.”
of Roman villas. If Azizia increase? peddlers will not be allowed without
Commander MacMillan pointed out
in importance because of the rail written authority from the regiment
H. H. CRIE & CO.
the fact that the discovery of the
way, Gharian may become its, [Jimla al headquarters.
South Pole was a simple matter as
Battery commanders are ordered
to whose cooler and greener, upper
ROCKLAND, ME.
compared witli ine North Pole, due
levels those who must live in the messes and provide special dishes
to the ice and land conditions.
He
desert town may flee during the siz to give special attention to their
said that Amundsen had agreed with
from day to day.
zling summer heat.”

Screen Commercial Car $910, f. o. b. Detroit
$960 delivered

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
TELEPHONE 124
54 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

p. Ml.,

A FLAVOR YOU CANT FORGET

Tmishfifyow
l&tchenTh)or

him on this.
He pointed out that
VINALHAVEN
the South. Pole was discovered after
The schools closed Friday for the
three attempts, blit that it had taken summer vacation and the following
300 years of expeditions before the teachers have returned to their
North Pole was reached.
homes: Miss Arlene Bennett to
Commander MacMillan
cleared Jonesboro, Miss Georgia Piper, Bel
away all doubt as to where his offi fast, Miss Marie Oliver to Nohlehoro.
cial departure from the United States Miss Luella Holmes to Swan’s Island
would be.
He said that tlie S. S. and Miss Huggard to Houlton.
Peary will leave Boston Navy Yard
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Flfleld attended
for Wiscasset on the noon of June 17, commencement at University of j
where it would meet the Bowdoin Maine'of which their daughter Doris I
which will come up from Bath.
was a graduate. They arrived home '
A navy tug and airplane will ac Wednesday accompanied by Ray- |
company the Peary from Boston. mond Lunge of Kennebunk who is
MacMillan’s departure from Wiscas their guest.
set will be made at noon June 20.
The Variety Club was entertained
Plans now completed insure that Tuesday by Mrs. Lorenzo Bunker.
this farewell extended to him will
Mrs. Clara Smith was in Rockland
be one of the most impressive ever Monday.
extended to a departing explorer.
Lane’s Orchestra held a rehearsal
Scores of small craft, motor and sail Wednesday evening at the home of
boats will meet MacMillan, on board Mrs. Clara Pendleton. Refreshments
the Peary, and escort him to Wis were served.
casset. At Wiscasset, Gov. Ralph O.
Mrs. Angus Hennlgar was In Rock
Brewster, and council and other land Wednesday to visit her daugh
State officials will bid him official ter. Mrs. Max Conway who recently
farewell.
Upon his departure the , underwent on operation for appendi
small craft will surround the ,Bow citis at Knox Hospital.
doin and escort her towards MonheFernald Ames entertained a stag
gan Island.
Here the last farewell party at his bungalow Wednesday
will be extended by salutes from thw flight* in honor of A. M.. Moody of
armada of small craft and the release Rockland.
of thousands of captive red, white
Union church choir practice was
and blue toy balloons with streamers held Saturday evening at the home of
of “Success, Good Luck.”
Miss Bertha Miller.
Plans are to give Commander Mac
W. Y. Fossett, Aubrey Ames and
Millan an official banquet and recep Melville Smith returned Wednesday
tion at Newagen Inn, Southport, on from Portland where they attended
the evening of June 19.
This will Canton Field Day.
James Smith is employed at the A.
be attended by the Governor and
representatives of the various organ & P. store.
Helen Rolff Smith & Co. have fitted
izations of the State.
Army and
Navy officials and others prominent up an out of door ice cream parlor
in connection with MacMillan and his on East Main street where they are
life and his work, will also attend. serving nifty lunches, etc.
•Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Dalzell and
This plan lias not been definitely de
cided as yet as the committee is daughter Lois and Eleanor Dyer of
waiting word from Commander Mac Rockland were in town the past week
to attend the commencement exer
Millan.
cises of High School.
They were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Teale.
Mrs. Ada Morse Grose of New York
was in town the past week to attend
MICKIE SAYS—
the Vinalhaven High School Alumni
banquet.
HEP, 'IW' £ROS3WOW>
Miss Imogene Calderwood of Cali
j PUXXLES ARE BAFFUUGtGUUFF,
fornia is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.
S. Black.
BUTT WAT PUIXLEJ AAE IS
Miss Ruth Vinal of Rockland who
has been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
HOW WiBRfiHAUX5> V3H SEUO
W. F. Lyford returned home Friday.
OUT C) ‘t'OWU FER. PRivniua,
Mrs. Harold Johnson of Portland
00 HO ADMSWSlHGc W ALV,
was in town to attend the graduation
exercises
of V. H. S.
She returned
AH' THEU GOMPLA1H TViAT TVi
home Saturday accompanied by her
HOME PAPER. AILTf
little daughter Avis.
Donald Coughlin of Rockland- has
PROSPEROUS LOOKIUGt'.
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Shields the past week,
t, Another Vinalhaven hoy makes
good! Douglass Littlefield recently
graduated from the Lowell Institute
of Technology at Boston.
He spe
cialized in electrical engineering.
Virginia Black and Thelma Mullen
are to graduate from Gorham Normal
School this week.
Charles Johnson of Brownville who
has been the guest of Miss Alice Lib
by left Thursday for Springfield,
Mass.
Allan Drake and son Marshal of
Cincinnati, <)., are at the Breakers.
Lane’s Orchestra which furnished
music fo • the graduation exercises of
Nortii Haven High School Friday
evening. June 12 was accompanied by
a large party who attended the exer
cises, reception and hall.
The pupils of Miss
Bennett’s
school, second and third grades.
Washingtonu building have the fol
lowing record for attendance: not ub

sent during the year, William Wahlinan: one-half day absent, Maurice
Teele, Walter Wahlman and Carl
Williams: absent one day during the
year, Bertha Healey.
Not late dur
ing the year: Jennie Tuomi, Carl
Williams, Frank Tkiomi,
Evelyn
Young, Emily Winslow, Bertha Heal
ey, Douglass Gilchrist and Maurice
Teel.
Ernest Arey, nephew Edmund Arey
and Theodore Seft of Cincinnati^
arrived Sunday morning.
Sunday evening at Union church
was devoted to a children’s concert
with tlie following program: Prayer
by pastor, Rev. A. G. Henderson;
singing by the choir; recitations,
Ko'hert Littlefield, Erdine Chlderwood; singing by children; recita
tions, Junior Dyer, Cleo Drew, Lou
ise iRurgess, Alton Hopkins; vocal
solo, Carolyn Calderwood accompan
ied by her brother, Neil Calderwood;
recitations, Carolyn Dyer, Elizabeth
Hopkins, Eugene Hopkins, Pauline
Smith; vocal solo, Ruth Brown; rec
itations, Paula Peterson, Corinne
Greenleaf, John 4’hilles and Avis
Webster; chorus by the children;
recitations, Pauline Sanborn, Athene
Thompson, Aura Williams; solo,
Martha Beckman; recitations, Martha
Thompson, Bertha Healey, Ruth
Brown; singing by choir; recitations,
Gertrude Peterson, Ruth Wahlman,
Harold Chandler; solo by Mabel Eric
son and chorus by children; recita
tions by Elizabeth Grey, Edward
Smith, Gwendolyn (Nelson, Maxine
Burgess; singing by the children;
recitations, Miona ILoyde, Dorothy
Cobb; singing by the children; ben
ediction. Horace Bray was organist
and Mrs. Arthur Arey at the piano.
The man who whistles, says a pro
fessional sunshine spreader, never
swears. On the other hand, there are
his hearers.—Detroit News.
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In Everybody’s Column

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

WANTED

Wanted
WARTED—Housekeeper or girl for general
housework
MRS. WALTER H. BUTL»»
72-tf
Tel. 1047-W.
_______
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
iMUS. RUSSELL BARTLETT.
Tel. 569-M

Mr. and Mrs. Marold Phinney have
returned from their wedding trip to
Advertisements hi this column not_ to ex
ceed three linqs inserted once for 25 cents.
Northern Maine and after visiting Mr.
3
times f ir 50 cents. w Additional lines 5
^UTCHESS
Phinney’s mother will go to make
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
»2-«4 ..
TROUSEl^their home in Massachusetts.
times.
Six words mgke a line
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of two.
Mrs. Lizzie Perkins from Windsor
Apply to M4BS SNOW at Hhibllc Library ^be
10* i Button, »19#
is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Anfore Saturday.
Lost and Found
nis.
WANTED—Representatives
everywhere.
Mr. and Mrs. James Howe and Mrs.
LOST—Brown licaikU liar, Friday, on Ocean Sell Hosiery. Underwear, Dresses to Wearer.
Rose Faley were down from Belfast
r Paclllr street.
MlLlMtKlI HALL, 21 Easily earn 81.00 per hour
All
or
part time.
We will set up a New
icean street.___________________
1 B Samples furnished.
KEYSTONE
MILLS.
Wednesday evening visiting Mrs.
Amsterdam,
N.
Y.
72*74
LOST—Two sheep
Recently shorn. Dis
Charles Burgess.
Kineo Range, size 8-20
appears
Wednesday.
June
10
HERMAN
WANTED
Middle
aged
man
to
look
after
Lydia Hopkins spent the weekend
ALTO. R F. U . Vniun, Ma. _________ 71*73 our business In this territory.
Tleasant po
with Mrs. Herbert Howe.
and allow you more
sition.
.
Experience
unnecessary.
Fine
prop
Tost—oil public highway between Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conant are
and Danijxiacotta, aniall female French ter osltlon for retired merchants, and business
than your old range is
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Hazel
rier dug 5 Brtndle tn color, left ear broken, men. or anyone looking for something To
OAK
long tall.
Answers to name of “Tootsie.” llable; on rparo or full time basis.
Yeung at Yarmouth.
Before re
71-73
worth and give you
Finder please notify me and receive a lib LAND NURSERIES. Manchester, Ct
turning home they will spend a few
eral reward
MRS. ELIZABETH SHAlll'.
WANTED—COOK—Middle aged woman to
days at Old Orchard and Orono.
Telephone (Portland) Forest 577A-W.
go to camp at lake near Rockland for July
credit on a new Kineo
and August. Must lie good all around cook
Hamilton Hall will attend the Bow
Send full particulars as to experience, salary
doin College commencement exer
expected, etc., in first letter.
C. H. M . cate
Summer
Cottages
and
Board
cises at Brunswick this week.
tuuder-G'azette.
71-tf
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Montgomery left
IF YOU hare a cottage to mt or uestre
WANTED—Ward maid at KNOX HOSPI
summer boarders, advertise the fact tn thia TAL. Rockland
yesterday to be present at Harvard
71-73
HE most comfortable
paper where thousands will read of It______
College' Commencement, at which
PARTNER WANTED—I have complete fur
thing that mortal man ever
TO LET—FOR
SI MMER ^Property
at
time their son Hugh will graduate.
for a restaurant or lodging house and
North Haven. Me . Ideal location, north shore, nishings
has a chance to wear is a pair
want 50-50 partner to operate
Apply RES
Marcus Chandler left Sunday to
on top hill, with gentle shipe down to ocean. TAURANT. Courier-Gazette.
Tank Extra
* 70*72
of loose-fitting Dutchess knick
Wonderful view
Air cool and refreshing
motor to Wellesley. Massachusetts
WANTED
—
Position
by
Gardener
with exerbockers.
First-class cook ran lie furnished
For
where he will attend commencement
price and further details address ADDIE perlenc! »n hedges, lawns, vegetables, all
exercises of Wellesley College.
And so popular arc knickers
JAMES BERRYMAN, South
CARVER, North Haven._______________ 70*72 kinds repairs.
Mads
in
Bangor
Thomaston
70-73
Mrs.
E.
A.
Robbins
will
attend
Wel

that one has a chance to wear
COME TO MAINE—Summer home at Spruce
lesley College commencement today.
WANTED—Boy 13 years old would like a
Head near Rockland.
i tere land, tt-rooin
them on almost every occasion.
cottage style house. 37 ft. plazas, stable ur good homo where he could earn his board.
Z. M. Dwinal spent Friday in Lew
Once you put on a pair of
garage. 20x28.
Beautiful view of bay and Inquire at LIBERTY. MAINE, R F. D. No 2.
iston.
ta,anils.
Nice road 18 mile stores, churches Box 71_______________
____________ 70*75
Dutchess linen knickers you
J. H, Montgomery has been acting
and postofllce.
To settle estate only I100P.
WANTED—Clerical position by thoroughly
Telephone 713.
ROCKLAND.
283 Main St.
will never want to take them
H. L. STEVEN'S, 102 Lliuerock St , Rockland.
as judge in Rockland.
Best references.
TEL
Me___________________________________ 70-72 competent man.
off again, they are so light, so
Theodore Hatch has returned home
87-12 Camden or BOX 307, Rockport, Me.
TO LET-Cottage at Crescent Beach for _____________________________________ 69*74
easy and so smart.
from Harvard University where he
the month Pf August. Apply to C. A ROSE
has been specializing In engineering.
WANTED—Position as bookkeeper or ste
CO , Rockland, Maine.____________ 50-tf
Other materials as well as
nographer, regular or substitute.
TEL.
\fter a vacation here he will prob
with
a
liberal
training
and
experi

linen and every pair cut full in
ST. GEORGE GRADUATION
Saturday on all the lights around the
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic. (Swan’s 726 W.________________
62*tf
ably leave for Chicago.
Islaad,
6
rooms,
oak
finish,
well
built
;
sightly
ence
in
teaching
gives
ample
assur

the style that the Prince of
WANTED—2 men for freezer, one splitter;
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Conley left Main streets. They make a most at ance that the ‘Hand to the Helm’ of
location
close
by
shore
Garage
and
outThe 22d annual commencement of buildings, water in house. Acre and half 3 all round fish men
Wales has made the thing.
PORT CLYDE FISH
Friday for a few days fishing at Ca- tractive appearance and add a seem
ingly necessary touch of beauty. The Milo High School will indicate suc St. George High School will be held of land. Fine place for summer home. At AND COLD STORAGE CO._____________ 61-tf
pen’s, Moosehead Lake.
All Dutchess Trousers for
a
bargain.
Address
DR
I.
B.
GAGE,
At

cess and maintenance of the pres Thursday night, with the following
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
Raymond Rose is driving a new boxes contain ferns, geraniums and
play, for dress or for work wear
lantic. Me
57*tf kltteus.
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
a few flowers of bright colors. The ent high standard of the school an program:
Chevrolet sedan.
JOHN
8 RANLETT, Rockyllle, Me.
42-7
like armor. Drop in and select
MM£R
BOARDERS
—
A
ccomni
tdatlons
for
SUM
other year.”
town
is
very
grateful
to
the
Garden
Invocation
................................
Rev.
P
Miller
Mr. Euglly is building a new house
a pair oi care-free knickers.
At the regular meeting of Fred A. Salutation ............................... Wilho Lamp in en eltfit.
Club for their fine idea and their
Maine.
Address
EMERY
B
HART.
Thomas

on Park street.
History ............................ Everett Watts
For Sale
Norwood Relief Corps, held last Fri Class
40-tf
Class <>nin>t>ler ...................... William Archer ton. Me
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dangler are in work.
day evening, the report of the dele Oration ........................................ Wilho Elgland
The
Lockharts
have
opened
their
FOR
SALE
—
Mare, weight 1500; also 2Camden for the summer and will be
• horse mowing machine
Beech Hill Rock
gates to the Department Convention Address to Undergraduates . Kathleen Barter
Haskell & Corthell
Miscellaneous
at’the W. J. Curtis home, Penobscot cottage at Lake Megunticook for the
Class
Prophecy,
...Henley
Day,
Charles
Stone
port.
FRED
L. PARTRIDGE. R. F. D.
In Portland last week, was read by Presentation of Gifts ............ Charles Morris
season.
Rockland
72*80
avenue.
Miss Virginia Simpson is home Mrs. Emma L. Torrey and much en (Class) Presidents Address ...Myron Hupper
TOMATO PLANT3 $2 per 100—same rate
CAMDEN, ME.
The Camden Athletic Club opens
Apply E. A.
FOR SALE—Standing grass
Postage extra.
1 lb. per doz.
joyed. Mrs. Torrey brought back Class Will ............................... Elmer Wincapaw by dozen
from
Gorham
Normal
School
72-74
its baseball season next Saturday
Valedictory ................................ . Elwyn Tabhutt C. M THOMAS, Rockland_____________ 72-74 WOTTON. 175 Rankin Street.
Miss Ruth Alexander is at home honors to her Corps by being ap- Address
............................. Prin. M M Erskine
having as opponents the popular
1923 FORD TON TRUCK; good battery;
ARTESIAN WELLS DRILLED anywhere In all weather cab; Springfield stake body.
after teaching school in Hope the pointed as Department Instituting Address ........................... Supt. F L. S. Morse
Hazzards of Gardiner who are well
Have beat equipment.
No damage A1IBOTT-S GARAGE. Union, Maine
72*lt
J and Installing Officer, and was also Presentation of Diplomas .... F. L S. Morse State
from fire.
Write for rates, long experience.
known here.
Rising will be on the past year.
Edward
Farnham
of
Bowdoin
Colelected
as
one
of
the
delegates
to
the
PEARL
CRO('KKETT.
Brooks,
M
e
72*83
FOR SALE—1 Player piano, I upright
mound for the new Camden team.
CONCERNING LOBSTERS
piano, both in fine condition—1 Edison phon
National Convention at Grand RapPAINTING—Inside or out.
Paper hang ograph, good as new. V. F. STUDLEY INC ,
All graduates of Camden High lege was in town Saturday.
Fifty-five Masons turned out for ids. Mich. Other delegates attending
Bes| of work.
G. H, COLE, 7 G^y Music Dept . Rockland, 283 Main St
j School should be present at the
71-tf
The yobster fishing season for 1925 St Place
Tel. 273 3.
72*74
Alumni banquet tonight.
Every drill and inarching Friday evening ing were Mrs. Minnie Wellman, Past
FOR SALE—4'nbbnge plants, also tip cart.
in Yarmouth County, X. S„ is now of
at
the
Trotting
Park
in
preparation
,
Department
Patriotic
Instructor,
and
FULLER
BRUSH
COMPANY
is
able
to
use
class is holding a reunion, so get toA. H. ROBINSON, 12 Wadsworth St , Thom
WARREN
The drum corps Press Correspondent, and Mrs. Ca- ficially closed and statistics show that two men as salermen. Men with cars pre aston.____________________ 7J-73
together and show that old spirit for St. John’s Day.
ferred.
Salary and commission
No de
led
the
marching
and
commands
were
cildia
L.
Caln.
At
the
close
of
the
Dr. H. A. St.C. Chase has had elec- you used to show when rooting for
FOR SALE—German Po’lce Pup*.
Seven
Wri e'Fl LLBR BRUSH COMPANY,
it was the biggest in recent years. liveries
given by Alphonso Prince and Harold Corps meeting a memorial service
Males $20.
Females $10.
Tel.
Portland, Maine, for interview.
71-73 weeks old.
ric lights installed in his rent which C. H. S.
During the three months, tne fleet of
162.
MRS HAROLD H. NASH, Camden.
Corthell.
;
was
held
for
one
of
the
G.
A.
R.
is occupied by C. R. Over lock and
IF
THERE
IS
ANYTHING
YOU
WISH
to
Those desiring information about
Me.
.Melvin
Heights.
________________
71-76
Raymond Poulin of Dexter, a grad- members—Rufus Black of Deer Isle, lobster smacks operated for the Con,- buy and can’t fit d th“ person who has it to
family.
circuses in Maine this season can in
FOR SALE Double tenement house and
uate of the Massachusetts College of Marine and Post charters were solldated Lobster Company carried sell, just drop us a Hie and we will find it barn.
The students of Warren High quire of E. B. Clark, clothier.
Hardwood floors, bath room. Gurney
516.000 pounds of the crustaceans for you
Or If yov Lave any thing to «?ell
All in gqod condition
School
enjoyed
a
picnic
Fri
we will find you a cuatoiter
For particulars hot water heater
Benjamin Matthews, Jr., enter Pharmacy, and a registered druggist, draped. It was voted to have a re- from points aloRg the shore to Bos
Lot
240
feet on street, 135 feet deep, 12 nice
7i>»72
day afternoon at South Pond as a tained at a salmon dinner last Friday has entered the Boynton Pharmacy cess from July to the first Friday ton. while the Yarmouth Line steam write BOX 108, Rockland. Maine
\o
ing
fruit
trees,
raspberry
and blackberry
night in September.
fitting close to the school year. They evening.
REDUCTION IN PRICE OF WOOD:
This particular fish was for the summer.
bushes.
Handsome shade trees, one of the
Dr. and Mrs. A. F. Green are oxMr. and Mrs. Fred W. York, ers brought to Boston. 16.357 pack
Birch Edgings, fitted, i>er ft ................. $2 «•>) best locations in town.
were accompanied by Miss Ruth Bes- the result of Benny's expert angling
13 DUNN ST, Thom
What Soft Wood Slabs, fitted, per ft ............... 1 50
aston.
Phone 153-3 or 254-J Rockland.
pected home Wednesday night from daughter Grace and son Melvin, mo ages, against 9,652 last year.
sey, assistant and Principal Hazen on his recent Moosehead trip.
is likely to .be the largest cargo Fitted Hatdwood. per ft.............................. 2 15
72*74
lt
three
weeks
’
fishing
trip
at
Shin
tored
from
West
Penobscot
and
Ayer their instructors, who are well:
Fitted Hadrwood. per cord ...................... 14 00
Summer visitors have arrived in
brought
by
a
smack
was
delivered
at
FOR SALE—Shotes
C. B. TOLMAX.
were calling on relatives in town
SOUTHEND WOOD
Plenty of Shims.
liked and much to be commended for fuU force the past week and it is Pond and Moosehead Lake,
Boston by the Speedwell from Ab
71*73
R 1-113.
70-72 Warren. Maine.
Tel 462-J.
YARD. C. F. Prescott.
Mrs. Charles Thompson went to Sunday.
the fine work they have done at th£ with great pleasure that Camden welbott’s Harbor, with 17,000 pounds.
FOR SALE—Cabbage plants—Danish Bald
SHOE
REPAIRING.
AUTO
TOPS
repaired
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and
High School.
I comes former visitors and the new Portland last Thursday, called there
• • • •
Head. Fla; Dutch and Copenhagen
Inquire
and renewed
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR
C. R. Overlock laid a cement floor in ' ones and only hope they will stay late by the serious illness of her brother daughter Lillian. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
A live lobster, scarlet in color, ar ING ( O', 11 School Street, Odd Fellows Block, at LIBBY PALADIX’O’S BARBER SHOP
ard Ames and daughter Mildred
_____________________
71*73
the cellar of E. L. Teague s house last , and gO through the season with a firm Willard E. Cole.
Rockland.
69
tf
rived at Newark, X. J., last week, in
A letter was received last week were guests of relatives in Owl’s
week and did some outside work for desire to return again next year.
"HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING—We are
FOR SALE Wood lattice suitable for trcl- ’
a shipment from Portland.
The au
prepared, io execute your order for hemstitch
him. This week Mr. Overlock is em The many cottages are opening with stating that Winfield Knight, a Cam Head Sunday.
or summor house: also oak store table.
thority on shell fish at the American ing and picotlng in the best possible way. lis
Apply ( RIE S GIFT SHOP___________ 70*72
ployed in Union laying cement walk a new life of summer. May the habit den hoy now in the employ of the--------------------Museum of Natural History in New We have just installed a new Hemstitching
i TKTIQM
for that town.
FOR SAVE-Horses, both drivers and
Leave your orders at our trlmspread and increase the popularity United States Government had been
York, when notified, said that a red Machine
nhng department and tliey will be prompt'y workeis—?ewen lmnles, with rigs and a num
“Trials” is the theme of the Wed of Camden as a summer resort and qhosen to accompany MacMillan on
lobster
was
a
freak
among
lobsters
ber
of sfdd e horses.
GEORGE M. STMTLLER-COBB DAVIS.
69-tf
filled
Mr. Knight is
The James Fossett store at I nion,
nesday evening service at the Bap an ideal spot for wholesome recrea his Polar expedition.
X’ONS, 23 Tillson Ave , Rockland. Tel 4-W
skilled in radio and the art of elee- whlch has been rlosed
st,me tinle similar to the albino among humans.
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or rewired.
tist church.
On Thursday the ladies tion.
70-72
trical appliances and has made hie is being remodelled and will be known He stated that the museum has a blue Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
of the Baptist Circle will meet at the
The Campfire Girls under the
FOR SALP—One 7-room bouse, one stable
lobster and asked that the red lobster Te). 538-3. L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOUD ST
He was as the "Riverside Lunch Room,
church parlors. A public supper leadership of Miss Mal>el Boyman name famous in this line.
and
Mheds.
large
garden.
Buildings
in
good
57 if
which will be open for business be presented to the museum.
repair
Would make a good hen farm. This r
will be served at 6 o’clock standard.
and Miss Frances Alexander spent selected to install equipment on the Thursday, Jjine IS. Good meals will
SEWIWC MACHINE needles Tor all makes is located on Vest Meadow Road.
Government planes being taken on
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St.Claire Chase the weekend at Megunticook Lake.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE GO , 4118 Main St
One 3»»-aere Held, with barns and sheds
be served, which will be all home
._______________________________ 55-tf the’ecn. right In "ity limits.
arrived Friday from Newton Centre,
GEORGE M.
The Pulitzer yacht "Discoverer’’ is the trip which i« a big responsibility cooking.
Also a complete line of j
SIMMONS.
23 TUhon Ave. Rockland.
Tel.
Mass.
Mrs. Chase will spend the launched for the season and equipped and one of great trust showing the
LAWNMOWERS— bet us overhaul anil
W
70-71 '
sharpen your machine now.
We call for
season here, joined by Dr. Chase as with a new motor tender and row faith of the authorities in his work. confectionery, soft drinks, cigars,
cigaretts and tobacco, and the de- I
and deliver.
ROCKLAND HARDWAKE CO..
FOR SALE -Bay mare, weighs 1050, goes
often as his business permits.
boat, launched Friday from the Arthur Mr. Knight* is married and has one licious Coon’s ice cream, which is
408 Main St.
55 J to saddle, work or drive; bike buggy, also
Mrs. Nancy Eastman and daughter Wagner boat shop.
daughter.
Mrs. Knight was Miss
pony.
Price right to right party.
MILTON
Dorothy Grow o”f Camden. "The only i kno" n as thc -'b“vhlesS Flavor.-adv.
AWNINGS MADE TO OROER. prices rig.n. PHILBROOK, Head-of-the Bay. Tel. 58-6
Miss Clara Eastman have opened
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Babb and Dr.
truck and wagon covers; tents, curtains,
_______________________________
70-7 2
flaw
in
Mr.
Knight's
undertaking
will
their home here for the summer va and Mrs. Frank Bisbee returned Fri
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND
flags, boat coverings and awnings a special
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
FOR SALE—Four foot and fitted dry hard
cation.
ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. I’ O Box
«4-«
ll’tr
day from a trip to Moosehead Lake l>e the necessity of leaving Mrs. Trucking and Moving.
wood; also slabs, long or stove length. De
441, Rocklind, Maine.
5ft-tf
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Over lock: ac which was taken in Dr. Bisbee’s car.
Knight and daughter behind during
livered R. W. BU7ZELL, Rockport, Me.
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, ph ot e<ig< ,
companied by Mrs. F. E. Brown, Miss
___________________________________ 70*72 „
A new concrete sidewalk is under his long season in the far XortW.
covered
buttons,
plaiting
PHYLLIS
ToLJennie Brown and F. C. Brown of construction on Cross street from Great pride is felt by all Camden
FOR SALE—Bungalow Cottage.
New
MAN MORSE, 359 Malo St.
Tel. 868-M
Thomaston motored to Prospect Fer- Central to Washington. With a new friends on the progress of "Win"
Lot 75x64
Few minutes
1-tf within 2 >ears
walk
from
electrics.
State
road
and
salt
rey Sunday on a picnic. Visitors are road and the walk raised eight inches since his graduation from Camden
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods al water
Beautiful location.
A bargain at
accorded the freedom of the govern this stretch will be a great improve High in 1919.
the Rockland Hair Store. 33ft Main St
Mail Slftftft if taken at once. TELEPHONE 862-M
ment reservation there and permitted ment over its condition of the past
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
Rockland Box 1005.
69-tf
z
to wander at will through the fort few years.
ROCKPORT
FOR SALE—7-room house; fire place,
where a most interesting day can be
NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given to all piazza, city water, large barn; 2 hen pens,
Miss Alice Keene is at home for the
persona Interested that on and after tips date ’4 acre land—near town Apply to WALTER
spent.
Maynard Graffam of Topsham Is
vacation season.
-^June 15, 1935—1 shall not be responsible MORAN, 70 Beechwoods St , Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Sawyer, Miss
for any MII3 contracted by itoy wife Grace
It will be of interest to Camden in town.
___________________ _____
69*80 *r
Evelyn .Sawyer and Miss Mary Jame friends of Harold S. Currier to know
Louise Stockt»rldgc, she haying decided to
Miss Gudrun Heistad and Erling
FOR SALE—Motor boat in good condition.
live apart from me
(Signed).
son left this morning by motor for that he graduates this month from Heistad are at home from Lebanon.
19
feet
over
all,
3
h.
p
Mianus
engine.
Price
72*74
GUY STOCKBRIDGE.
Gorham where they will attend the the Co„ege of Chiropractors in Uav. X. H.
$75
J. 4’ SPAULDING, South Thomaston.
____________ _________________________ 69-74 •'*
graduation exercises at the Normal enport, Iowa, after a three year
Miss Lillian Brann, who has been
To Let
Did you ever stop to consider that every car you
School of which class Miss Arlene course. Mr. Currier is the son of Mr.
FOR SALE—6-room house, small barn,
SPECIAL ALL THIS WEEK
teaching
in
Livermore
Falls,
Is
at
suitable for garage, nice lot, cellar.
5
Sawyer is a member.
TO LET—I ’pstalrs apartment, corner Union minutes walk from M. C R R. station. Will
and Mrs. Herbert Currier of Cross home for the summer vacation.
meet
on
the
road
is
a
used
car
and
by
purchasing
Little Barbara Aehorn is visiting street, and attended Camden High
and Grove street.
MRS. LANDHRS, 100 sell at bargain for quick sale.
C. F.
Campbell's Soups till kinds, 3 for
Miss Grace Butterfield will he em
Union St.
Tel. 334-W.
72-tf PRESCOTT. 12 Prescott St___________ 68*73
a good used car your investment is a great deal less
her grandmother, Mrs. Ellsworth School. He then graduated form the
23c’.
ployed at "Whitehall” during the
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for light VFOR SALE—Cabin motor boat 25»4 ft long.
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, 3 pack Borneman where she will spend the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy summer.
than
a
new
car
in
the
actual
service
that
you
will
housekeeping; all modern.
Adults only 7 feet beam and draws 2ft feet.
first few weeks of her vacation.
9 h. n.
and was employed for some years by
ages for 25c.
25. Ocean St
MILTON M. ORIFFTN.
Tel Knox No. A-4805.
Can be seen near .1.
The Damariscotta baseball team Chandler's Pharmacy. After several
receive?
Joseph Young and Ralph Went-'
I7DM
72*tf A Jameson Co.’s Store.
P. & G. Soap White Naptha, 6
68*73
played Warren at the
Warren years in the pharmacy business he worth have opened their new garage i
cakes for 25c.
TO LET—Tenenwnt at 45 Masonic St Ev
FOR SALE—8-room farm house in East
grounds Saturday afternoon with a decided to take up the study of Chiro- at Highland Square.
Every
one
of
the
following
cars
are
as
repre

erything new, first class in every respect. Warren.
Ivory Soap, 4 cakes for 25c.
37 acres land, 15 acres adapted to
score of 6-4*in the visitors’ favor.
The "Upstreamers” have returned
Garage.
Suitable for two or three adults blueberries; school nearby.
K. B. CLARK,
practory and the 20th of June will
Clicquot Club Ginger Ale. 2 bottles
sented or your money back.
The Fords of Rockland will play receive his diploma.
E K.JJOULD- TeL32G.
71-73 Warren
from
a
week
’
s
camping
trip
at
Lake
Tel. 191-21 Thomaston.
63*73
Mr. Currier
for 25c.
Warren tonight at the grounds here married Miss Ava Allen, formerly of Megunticook. They were chaper
TO LET—R. Fred Crle house, corner Ran
FOR SALE—A new Jewett coach with 4- -r
Rumford Raking Powder, 1 lb. can
kin and Broadway.
1st class condition. wheel hydraulic brakes and balloon tires.
1916 Overland Touring........................ $ 45.00
on Cook street. The game begins at Camden and is the father of two chil oned by Alton Crone. Milford PayModern Improvements.
Apply OKIE’S (iRT This Is the latest Jewett production with the
for 25c.
5.30 daylight saving time.
SHOP.
70*72 wonderful 55 h p. engine.
dren. All hope his new venture will son and Ross Spear,
1916
Chevrolet
Roadster
......................
60.00
"Evaporated Miik, 3 for 25f.
AU hills are
Clement Moody, Jr., is employed be successful.
Russell
Thurston
of
Boston
is
vis

$1415
Rinso, large, 19c. A. & P. Store — as assistant at the Atlantic and Pa
TO LET—The Daggett house, 198 Rankin the same height, to this car on high.
1917
Buick
Racer
....................................
80.00
delivered
J,
T.
GAY,
Waldoboro.
64 - tf
street
Suitable for small family of adults
Arthur Huse leaves today to attend iting relatives and friends in town.
adv.
cific store.
AiM»ly
to
MRS
G.
K.
MERRILL,
309
Bread
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and
FOR SALE—Oak dining set, table. 6 chairs,
1921
Ford
Coupe
.................................
120.00
Bowdoin College Commencement and
way.
7l;f sideboard, china closet; also osteopathic ta
Chester Wyllie has been having a the reunion of his class.
Mrs. Cacildia Cain motored to Port
THOMASTON GRADUATION
HUB1917
Buick Touring...............................
120.00
TO LET— FurnisheR 5-room cottage on ble; mahogany bureau, store sign
few days vacation from his duties
The W. J. Curtis family are now oc land last week.
__________ 66-1f
beautiful stretch of shore, one minute walk TON-TUTTLE BOOK CO.
as rural mail carrier.
John Lane of Whitman, Mass.,
1917
Hudson
Touring
..........................
125.00
from general store.
Purest drinking water. w FOR SALE—Deliver)’ body for ton truck;
cupying their summer estate on Pe
Diplomas Will Be Presented To 23
Extensive repairs have been made
TKL 97I»»M Rockland.
69 " nearly new; will sell cheap
who is visiting relatives in Camden,
nobscot avenue.
Also pastur
Tomorrow Night—The Program.
1920 Ford Ton Truck, stake body . .. 140.00
to the Georges River Mill .tenement
C. E.
TO LEf—One furnished front room at 10 age for cattle to let for the season.
Walter Rich, Sr., arrives Monday was calling on friends in town Sun
near the power house, formerly oc noon to join his family for the sum day.
GROTTON,
Rockport.
Tel
Camden
14-3.
PLEASANT ST
69*tf
1920 Nash Touring...............................
165.00
The eommeneement exercises of cupied bv Chester Castner and fam
___________________________
___________
59 -tf
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Daucett,
TO LET—Furnished front room
All mod
Thomaston High School will be held ily and work there is not yet com mer vacation at his estate overlook
1920 Buick Touring.............................
215.00
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms,
ern.
Reasonable price.
Apply 474 MAIN
daughter Thelma and son William
ing Lake Megunticook.
' in Watts hall tomorrow night, when
ST., (over. N Y Bakery).
62*’f 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
pleted.
1920 Buick Touring................................ 225.00
The 4th grade children gave a flag of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
improvements; one of the best locations In
I diplomas will be issued to a class of
Miss Xorma Packard is the guest of drill at Cleveland hall Friday after Thurston and Lewis Daucett were
TO LET—Furnished tenement 1st floor, all the city; In first class condition throughout.
!t 23.
The program follows:
1922 Ford Panel Delivery.................... 235.00
modern. F. L SHAW, 47 North Main St
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn for several noon under the auspices of the G. A. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby
Call or TELEPHONE 2S7-J, 28 SPRING ST
69-tf Rockland, Me.
s;Vtf
March “The Monitor” .................... Orchestra days visit.
1921 Dodge Touring.............................
250.00
R. ladies and Miss Lueine Arau, Sunday.
Prayer ............................. Hw -losctih W Strout
TO LET—5 -room tenement, modern im
Politicians who promise to save the teacher, in observance of Flag Day.
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, aeveral
Misses Katherine and Ella Pottle
I liorus “Valorous Knight.” (Wagner)....
provements.
DR. BARTLETT, 41 Llmerock used upright pianos, good condition. L. T
1921
Studebaker Touring.....................
275.00
............................................... School Chorus farmer always make the condition It \vas open to the public.
of Milwaukee. Wisconsin, while on a ,
St
Tel. 982.
71-73 CHASE, 45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
that the farmer is to save them first.
1 Salutation "Education for Wliatl"
1920
Dodge
Sedan
..................................
350.00
tour
of
the
Eastern
States,
were
Friday
evening's
social
al
the
'.................................. Wilma Cushman —Shoe and Leather Reporter.
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house ________ ____________________ 23-tf
keeping.
Call at 12 ELM ST.
67-tf
Methodist vestry was the last one of guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. St.Clair!
Class wni ....................................... Elva Spear
FOR SALE—AU kinds of wood delivered
1921 Nash Coupe....................................
375.00
Instrumental quartet- "The Swan" ..........
T J. CARROLL,
the season and they have been great and Mrs. E. A. Wentworth for sev- •
TO LET—A good size modern house with anywhere, also lumber.
.................................................... Saini-Saens
Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
1924 Star Coupe ........... ..........................
450.00
oral day8.
•
apace In .good garage if desired.
Inquire Thomaston, R. F. D
ly enjoyed by the young people.
Ruth i'iilshury. Raymond Beattie, Gladys
_
_________________
67-tf
at 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
67-tf
Mrs. K. M. Dunbar attended the
Everybody is entering the spirit of
bong. Pougtas Vinal
1923 Dodge Panel Truck......................
625.00
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
Hi,torv ....................................... Ramos Feehan
TO LE.T—Two furnished apartments at La
Boys' Day with all their pep.
Next meeting of the Warren High School'
Second Oration "Old Maine Portiftcationa”
Losa. Grove street.
ERNEST C DAVIS, at cement cellar; modern Improvementst large
1923 Dodge Sedan ..................................
625.00
Friday is the date and nothing has Alumni Association last Friday eve- j
New grocery business well stocked
.............................................. Vernard Ai llorn
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
67-tf garden.
M. G. GURNEY. 3 Park St.. Camden.
37-tf
ning.
been
left
undone
to
give
all
the
boys
llilet—"Some Day Again" (Green) ...............
1921
Hudson Sedan...............................
650.00
TO LET—My furnished house during July
...............................vda Davis. Ramon Feehan
in town one of the best times ever.
There v
he a special communi
FOR SALE—My home at 24 Pleasant St..
and
August.
MRS
ELLA
BIRD,
25
Maple
Selected Essay- "School Spirit" .Gladys bong
1924 Jewett Coupe ................................ 750.00
IJZXIE F HAHN
62-tf
Business Men, Board of Trade, Ro cation of St. Paul’s Lodge, F. & A.!
SL___ Tel 143-3.
. 66-71 AU modern.
Piojd.eey .....................-.......... Raymond Beattie
tary. in fact men and hoys alike will M.. next Sunday to attend St. Jolin’t !
Chorus-- "On Wings of Song" (Men
p0R SALE—Residence of the late Ca^t
1923
Hudson
Coach
...............................
750.00
TO LET—Furnished rooms—llvfng room,
delssohn) ................................. Senior Class
~
all be the same age for a day so Day service at the Methodist church ,
kitchen, sjied. flush closet. Adults only
72 Chyles E. Hill, Middle Rt BeUl...
Class Gifts ..................................... Helen Young
1923 Oldsmobile Sedan......................... 800.00
CAMDEN STREET
Tel. 335-1
57 tf THUE L. ORNE. 41T Mala Bt.. Rockland.
When you begin to earn "Whoop 'er up" and get ready for a Sunday morning. All members of
Valedictory—"Edna St Vincent Millay" ..
______________
17-tf
TO LEV—Furnished room with bath.
54
real old rousing Jubilee.
........................................... Ruth Pillsbury
the lodge are requested to meet at,
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plaits,
MASONIC ST
Rl-tf
You should begin to save.
Every one of these cars is in good condition.
Presentation of Diplomas.....................................
Dean’s Orchestra played for the the Masonic hall at 10 o’clock and all
bulbs, hardy lllHes, floral sprays, pillows,
........................... Slept. Charles E. bord
Islesboro graduation and ball last sojourning Masons are invited to at- !
wreaths made up at vary reasonable prlcae
Class Ode ....................................... Settlor Class
It will pay you to buy your car from a reliable firm.
Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
Used Cars
week.
Benediction ................. Rev Percy .1. Clifford
tend. An invitation has also been
where In Knox County. CLARK’S FLOWKR
March “Hippodrome" ..................... Orchestra
Mrs. Ethel Burkett was outdoors extended to the members of Harbor
“Terms if desired.” “We will trade your old car.”
SHOP, 382 Main St opposite Thorndike Ho
Saturday for the first time since her Light Chapter. O. E. S.
The members of the class of 11125
FOR SALE- OOIMJE COLTE—This car I tel. Rockland
Tel. 1636-W
38 »f
bought new from Dyer’s Garage last October,
long sickness.
From the Bangor News of June 8'
are Vernard Elbridge Aehorn. KayFOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, In good
have
mett
it
about
ft
months,
run
35ft«
miles,
, .Next Sunday is thc day now set we clip (he following, which will be (
L.
F.
nirentl Langtry Beattie. Maynard Em
a little beauty and a dandy car. all equipped. cultivation. Feal money maker.
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Tel fi«5 2
35 tf
aside for Father’s Day and will be of interest to many of our readers: 1
Radiator shutter, motormeter, clock, stpp CHASE. 45 Middle St.
ery Beebe. Lucille Burnham Burns,
plates,
extra
tire
and
tube.
Will
discount
appropriately remembered by Cam "Pursuant to the fact that the prin
FOR SALE—House cornet of Central and
Doris Hilda Clifford, Alice Aurelia
$350
This Is a real opportunty in a closed (Mechanic Sts . Rockport.
F. A. PET ER
A strictly mutual savings den churches. Give- "Dad" a little cipal of the Milo High School, A. W.
Collamore, Wilma Catherine Cush710 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 896
car. F II. THOMAS. Camden
72-74 BON. Rockport.
66*71
smoke or something to keep him Jellison, will not be with us an
n.an, Ada May Davis, Kamos Chap
hank
spruced up and happy.
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND ERRANDS
other year, after due consideration
man Feehan, Evelyn Shirley Goldey,
FORD TOURING CAR; new top, new tires,
C. O. HARin good running condition
Plenty of power, done promptly. Go anywhere.
Ralph Merrill entertained guests the present sub-master, Herbert W.
William Weeks Hodgkins Hall. Ches
ADEN.
Tel. 156 M or 629-.T
1-tf
easy on gas and oil.
Price $65
at ltis High street home over the Ingraham was given a unanimous
ter Merrill Hunt, Ruth Trowbridge
Ford H ton truck; good shape ; low price
DEPOSITS
weekend.
election to the position. He will
Lermond, Edgar Whittemore Libby,
We have 2 Ford engines and other parts
cheap, j.
J. J. Collins and guest motored take up his duties at the beginning
Made during the first four
Gladys MacBaine Long, l.ura Alberta
MOTOR
ROLL ROOFINti $1
FORD REPAIR SHOP, 151 Pleasant St ,
from Boston Saturday and are at of the 1925 fall term. Mr. Ingraham
.Morse. Ruth Douglas Pillsbury, Helen
Rockland, Me.
71-73
days
of
the
month
will
Mr. Collins' summer home on the has made many friends during his
PER ROLL
Rebecca Robertson. Shirley Clara
FORD '/2 TON TRUCK, new body, all in 1
stay with us and is well qualified
draw interest from the first shore road.
Robinson, Elva Mae Spear. Dorothy
good shape, can buy at right price; also' SLATE SURFACED $2. Pm- Roll
S. N. Butler and family spent the for the position of principal. He is
Dodge 250ft lh. truck newly painted, stake
Clive Thorndike, Douglas Brown \ iday of that month.
C. A. RANSOM
body, extra long, looks like new.
Mechan
weekend it their cottage, Swan Lake. a great friend of the lw»ys and hisi
n.-tl Helen Antoinette Young.
0>EN EVERY EVENING
ically perfect
CONSOLIDATED BAKING
527 Concord Ave., CAMBRIDGE,
The Camden Garden Club began social activities, athletic ability and
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
Louis Haviland Kalloch. who was
CO . Rockland.
See Mr. MacAUister or Mr.
MASS. D<
placing their light-post flower boxes Interest in all athletics together j
a member of tknss.
recentl}.

John Haskell has employment
with Frank Post on the Thomaston
read, Rockland.
Capt. John Brown and family
spent Friday in Portland, making the
trip by auto
Arthur Johnson and family who
spent the winter In St. Petersburg,
Fla., are at their home on Green
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barnes spent
Sunday with relatives in Spruce
Head.
Mrs. John E. Walker left Monday
to attend commencement at Bowdoin
College this week.
The days and nights of Wednes
day, Thursday and Friday promise
to be very busy ones for the High
School- students and the townspeo
ple. The schools will close this
week. The graduation exercises of
the class of '25 will be held in Watts
hall Wednesday evening. The an
nual banquet and reception to the
graduating class will take place
Thursday evening in the Andrews
gymnasium and the annual ball will
be belli in Watts hall Friday eve
ning. Music by Smith's Orchestra of
Augusta. Balcony seats 25 cents.
Mrs. George Dowling, who was
badly hurt in an automobile accident
Friday is suffering much from in
juries.
Mrs. Stanley Cushing is slowly re
covering from injuries received in
an automobile collision.
William
Manning has arrived
home and as usual has brought
honor with him. He graduated from
the sixth form in the Fessenden
school. West Newton and has his di
ploma and a first honor medal.
Miss Adelyn Bushnell is at home
for a rest and to recruit her health
which was impaired by a severe
sickness last winter. Miss Bushnell
is expecting to remain until August,
when she will leave for San Fran
cisco, Calif., to fill an eight months
contract with the Maude Fullerton
Theatre Co. of that city.
Edith Marshall Clark Co., will be
at the Methodist church July 30.
Miss Clara Young has gone to
Newport, R. I., where she has em
ployment.
An interesting feature of the
alumni banquet Thursday at the
school building will be the Indian dis
play from 6 to 7 o'clock, in charge of
Miss Hilda George. Miss George is a
building will be the Indian display
from fi to 7 o'clock, in charge of Miss
Hilda George. Miss George is
nurse among the Pueblo Indians and
has brought home many fascinating
pieces of their handicraft, wearing
apparel, and utensils. She will re
ceive in native costume and answer
any question concerning the red
brothers
of
her
acquaintance
Banquet at 7, folowed by a unique
entertainment.
Capt. and Mrs. Brown are on a
motor trip to Boston.
Mr .and Mrs. A. F. Ireland and
son Alfred, have arived home for the
Bummer.
The baccalaureate services of the
class of 11125. Thomaston High School
held in the Baptist church Sunday
evening drew an audience that com
pletely filled the auditorium. Rev.
11. S. Kilborn delivered a very prac
tical sermon replete with good ad
vice. Henry Ford and Washington,
were held up as an example of out
standing business men who had
made a success . in business con
ducted upon Chnstian principles. It
was a well worth while discourse.
Mr. Kilborn was assisted in the
service by Rev. J. B. Pitcher, rector
of St. John the Baptist Episcopal
church and Rev. P. J. Clifford, chap
lain of the State Prison. The music
was a feature of the occasion. The
High School orchestra rendered two
selections. Miss Mabelle Brown and
Stanley Cushing sang ‘The Lord is
My Lig’ht:" Miss Brown. Mrs. Marie
Singer. Mr. Cushing and William
Gilchrest
sang “Tread
Softly;”
Miss Brown. Mrs. Charles Starrett,
Miss Evelyn
Mossman rendered
“('lose to Thee.” Two hymns were
sung in which the congregation
joined.

$60.80

SECOND HAND
R A N G E Si

$60.80

Quick Sales

Small Profits

YOUR kind

Tells Price

of knickers

T

$60.80

$60.80

V. F. S TUDLEY INC-

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

"USED

CARS"

“GUARANTEED”

START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

SNOW-HODSON CO., INC.

I
Every-OtEer-Day

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes'Sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.

BATHING SUITS

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Harrington
and Miss Margaret Harrington, ac
companied by Rev. M. W. Reilly of
Brewer are in Worcester attending
the commencement exercises at Holy
Cross College where Leo, son ef Mr.
and Mrs. Harrington, is a graduate.

The season for bathing has arrived and much of
the pleasure of the bathing party lies in the capti
vating loveliness that the gaily colored bathing
suits adds to the picture. Woman will find oppor
tunity to indulge their tastes in our bewitching
display of the newest models of fine quality bath
ing suits. Shoes and Caps.

Mrs. Charles W. Orbeton has re
turned from a month's visit with her
son, Maurice, in Bangor.

Col. and Mrs. W. H. Butler and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold B. Burgess have re
turned from a fortnight’s outing at
Bhin Pond. They enjoyed good fish
ing and made extended side trips in
their car.
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Smart New Flannel Suits, $15.98
Suits that women and misses are wearing for street, business,
and sport wear as well as for the motor trip and vacation.
Coats are in mannish tailored styles with double breasted fronts, tight fitting sleeves and notched rever
collars faced with velvet. Skirts have the new inverted front pleats.
In tan, grey, blue, etc., and with red, green, blue or tan coats with skirts of white.

CUTLER - COOK COMPANY

Jersey Bathing Suits..................... $3.98 to $7.75
Bathing Shoes in colors .'............ $ 1.00 to $ 1.98

346 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Bathing Caps, all colors........................ 25c to 98c

Children’s Bathing Suits, Special................. $1.29

Ellis Mills is home from Syracuso
ffUniversity for "the summer.

THE AFTERMATH
Five Automobile Cases bind
Their Way Into Recorder

Randall Gross of Boston is spend
ing a fortnight's vacation in this
city, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
A. Aehorn.

Butler’s Court.

Figuratively speaking, thc Munici
pal Court room yesterday was tilled
with the odor of gasoline emanating
from Ave eases which were described
at some length In Saturday’s Issue of
True,
A GOOD MOVE
this paper. The evidence was heard
john aylor
The Congregational Women's As- and son Robert of Poultney, Vt., :lre
by Recorder Walter H. Butler, there
siciation will hold its last missionary guests for the summer of Mrs. True's
still being a vacancy
the office of
meeting, for the summer at 3 o'clock parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Gov. Brewster Asks Co-oper Popular Camden Secretary’s
Judge.
Wednesday afternoon at the par at their Ingraham Hill cottage.
ation In Making the State
Important Part In the First on the docket came the cases
sonage. 35 Beech street. Subject:
of Austin Snow and son Herbert of
’ Christianity Creative. A full attend
The Browne Club will have picnic
More Attractive.
Warren, who were charged with oper
Leadership Conference.
supper at Lake Megunticook Friday.
ance is desired.
ating a motor car without a license.
Ali those not solicited call Mrs.
Knox County Is to be well repre The father testifled that he made ap
Mayor C. F. Snow, in common with
Mrs. Otis Parsons of Cottage Charles Swimm.
other Maine executives, has .received sented at the Leadership Conference, plication for license last fall, and said
We open for your selection a record-breaking array of handsome Couch Ham
street, who recently suffered a bad
Miss Vera Studley and Miss Oer- I a timely communication from Gov. June 20 to 27, for not only are there he had always been licensed in Mass
fall and sustained a broken ankle
mocks of every style and price
achusetts.
He
felt
that
he
was
as
and other injuries, will soon be able trude Smith are home from Lassefl Brewster relative to making the State. several delegations of picked fellows guilty as the boy, In the latter’s case,
Miss Studley motored highways more attractive for summer
to he outdoors again. She was at Seminary.
going to attend from thc different for allowing him to drive without a
home with her mother, Mrs. V. F. visitors, as well as the permanent churches in the county, but one mem license, but it was pretty dull for the
tended by Dr. North.
residents.'
Studley.
“A million people will come to ber of the faculty is to be a Knox lad and he didn't want to deprive
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Crockett and
County man.
him of this pleasure, especially as he
L. MARCUS, Prop.
son John returned Tuesday from a
Mrs. Henry Keating has returned recreational delights,” reads Gov. I John Taylor, the popular general had tried so long to get a license
Brewster
’
s
letter
to
the
city
and
town
,
from
Springfield,
Mass.,
where
she
motor trip to Portland.
313-319 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 745-J
Recorder
Butler
recognized'extenuat

secretary
of
the
Y.
M.
C.
A.
at
Cam

"They will spend nearly i
went to attend the commencement ex heads.
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
den, is to have charge of the music ing circumstances, and made the fines
Mrs. Carrie Rhodse and grandson, ercises at Springfield College, from 3100,000.000 within the confines of our at the conference and will give a se nominal ones, $5 and costs.
Charles Pierce, of Somerville. Mass., which her nephew, Franklin McLain Slate and help, directly or indirectly ries of addresses covering the follow
William G. Robbins pleaded “nolo”
are the guests of Mrs. Rhodes' Bass, was a graduate. Mr. Bass was the welfare of every citizen of Maine, ing topics: Group Singing, its uses lo the complaint made by W. C. Luf
We
are
properly
concerned
that
they
one
of
the
ten
honor
students
out
.of
(laughter, Mrs. Frank A. Maxey
in the Church Groups and Boys kin of Glencove, whose car was dam
a class of 90. He plans to enter should enjoy the time they spend Clubs; How to Learn New Songs; aged in Thomaston when Robbins’
JWarrcn street.
FEATHER MATTRESS
I
Clark University In September for with us here in order that they may
Important Points in Conducting Sing truck' collided with it. Mr. Robbins
Now is the time to have your
further
study.
return
for
longer
and
longer
stays
Mrs. Charles S. Hall lt attending
Feather beds made into Feather
____
and bring their friends behind them ing; Songs Popular with Boys admitted that he kept on going, after
commencement at Gorham Normal
Groups; Play Songs and Singing the collision, but thought the two cars
Mattresses; also renovate Pillows,
The Chapin Class wil! meet tonight | and Anally, in many instances, l»eSchool. Her daughter Harriet, is
and Hair Matatresses done over.
with Miss Gladys Blethen, Holmes1 come permanent residents of our Games; Minstrel Shows; Conducting had merely “rubbed mudguards.” He
one of the graduates.
and Promotion, Stunt Nights, Boys made restitution and paid a tine of
All Work Satisfactory
street.
, State.
$5, and costs. Tirrell for respondent.
A. F. IRELAND
■
j “They do not come to Maine to Bands, Young People’s Choirs and
Miss Anna Coombs underwent a
Harold W. Black of Martinsville 72-83 Thomaston, Me.
Sunday School Orchestras.
Tel. 25-5
The \Ladies’ Aid of the LittleAeld read our sign boards or to see the
double operation at Knox Hospital
was
fined
310
and
costs
after
being
Mr. Taylor is especially well fitted
Saturday for.removal of tonsils and Memorial church will meet with Miss rubbish heaps which sometimes exist for this work as he began his mu found guilty of reckless driving. He
Estate of Lavinia M. Snow
appendix. Her condition is reported Edith Candage, Camden street, Wed- among our roads, but they come to sical career at eight years of age. by attempted to pass a Buick touring car
STATE OF MAINE
nesday evening, to work.
enjoy the marvelous beauties of naTo the Honorable, the Judge of the Frovery favorable.
owned
by
Mrs.
Mary
Monaghan
and
bate Court in afld for the County of Knox.
____
ture which are here spread out with becoming a member of the Episcopal
Church Choiir at Sanford.
He has driven by Russell Monaghan, with
Respectfully represents Charles S Hall. In
Miss G. Louise Ayers will display such a lavish hand,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Nordell of Bos
continued in church work until the the result that he crashed into a tele- said County, and Willis Snow of said Rock
“In the 500 communities which you
land. that her and Ada <’ Krebs of Cali
ton and Gloucester are guests of millinery for mid-summer and early
graph
pole
on
one
side
and
the
Buick
present time, studying theory under
fornia, Richard K. Snow. Israel Snow, John
Miss Maude Hall, at her cottage at fall at the home of Mrs. Mary Wig- ■ represent you comprise the entire some of the best instructors and get pn the other. His own car was I.
Snow, Addie E Snow. Woodbury M. Snow,
Point Thorndike. The visitors are gin Spear, Llmerock street, beginning organized territory of the State of ting his practical experience from ruined, and one side of the Buick was Hubert A Snow, Maude Hall and Martha
Dance Under the Thousand Mirrors with
today. Miss Ayers is a former teach- Maine, and If, in your community,
F. Ttitus, all of Rockland. Knox County:—
well known artists.
badly
damaged.
The
accident
took
work with both mixed and male
Helen L. Bain of Riverside, California, Lucy
er at the summer session. University nature Is not marred by the desecraplace
near
intersecting
roads
and
af

quartet. He is a member of the
Loveys of Massachusetts, George L. Bur
At the State Field Day of the D, of California, and the past season has ting hand of man, we shall he sure Temple Male Quartet of Camden.
ter a hand . signal had been given leigh of Alaska, Edward S Snow, Annabel
Snow and Theodore Snow of Winthrop, Mass.,
A. R. in Old Town last Thursday, been associated with one of the fore- that Maine is growing ever more
He is especially helpful and a tai in the car ahead. Mr. Black, who and
Charles W. Snow of New York are the
beautiful and attractive to our visithe State Regent. Mrs. Blaine S. Viles most designers of New York City.
was without counsel admitted that heirs, living in different States, of Lavinia
ented
leader
of
group
singing,
being
' tors from all over the wide world.”
of Boston Playing
appointed a special committee to in
Inspector Wentworth and Russell M Snow, late of Rockland, In said County of
constantly
called
upon
to
handle
big
“With this in mind,” the Governor
Mrs. Emily Hix Faber pf Peoria,
vestigate and submit suggestions
Monaghan had given practically cor- Knox, deceased, iutustate, who left real es
gatherings
of
this
type,
as
he
has
had
tate in said County of Knox, described as
concerning by-laws to present to thc 111., is attending the reunion of her continues, ”1 am enclosing an ab- experience in handling choral socie •reot versions of the affair, but said follows:
—A certain parrel of real estate sit
Advisory Board meeting in the fall class at Smith College. Northampton. stract of the laws relating to the ties. conventions, rotary nights. Ma
that he was not driving more than uated in Rockland, in the County of Knox,
Mrs. C. B. Porter, Old Town, chair Mass., this week. The children were guardianship of our roads from signs sonic gatherings and evangelistic 15 miles an hour, and that he could awl Kate r.f Malar an,I linindiil a, follows
♦ „ii
vxowazi Bi„„..i
"AU my right, title and Interest in and to
man. Mr's. Charles Creighton. Thorn met in Boston Friday by Mrs. Evelyn and rubbish and random brush, and meetings.
not tell from the hand signal uhcthei |h(. Li:i,,r,„.k
„„ ,i„. following deton; Mrs. F. C. Robinson. North An Hix and are now at Crescent Beach shall personally appreciate whatever
young Monaghan intended to stop or scribed premises, same being and meaning one
Mr.
Taylor
spent
18
months
dur
undivided three-eighths part of all thc limeson; Mrs. William H. Fisher, Au where they will be joined by their service you can render to the State of ing the war overseas as a hut secre make a turn.
Maine in preserving the great trust
"V«.,
:..«.. „rock situated on said premises, viz: Bounded
mother next week.
gusta; Mrs. John I*. Deering. Saco,
You e-v,zx,,i^
should have immediately
ap- m
b.|Ih|v X|(.ho|s
He quickly
of the natural beauties of our State tary for the Y. M. C. A.
■iOME OF THE ORGAh
plied your brakes and had your cat of heirs of Lorenzo Sweet ami land of
acquired
a
great
following
among
the
which
have
been
placed
within
your
Wight
Philharmonic
SoeietjJ
will
Henry
Morse:
easterly
l,y
land conveyed by
George Adams is home from Bow
under control." said Recorder Rutler.
hoys
in
khaki,"
so
that
the
demands
WITH THE
hold its rehearsal Wednesday even care."
Thn most interesting case of the Harris S. Morse to Burgess O’Brien and Co.
doin for the summer.
Another letter has gone from thc upon bin. as a song leader often car- day was that in which Miss Phyllis and by them conveyed t<» James A. Creighton ;
ing, this week, at the home of E. F.
HUMAN VOICES
s«..ithcrly by laud of A M Cobb and land of
Governor’s office to the State High i led him over a hundred miles away Celficane of Rockland appeared as re Frank Morse, cast of the Old County Road,
Miss Mabel Greeley of Wiscasset Berry. Grove street.
from his regular assignment.
He
way
Police
calling
attention
to
that
said
promises
being
on
both
sides
of
said
spondent to the charge of reckless
was a visitor In the city .Saturday.
TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Higgs and little provision of the Public Laws of 1925, will give special attention to helping driving. She pleaded “not guilty." road and land of Vinal Allen west of said
road ; and westerly by land of Charles Rice,
. older fellows to acqure skill in leading
daughter
Lucille
very
pleasantly
which
requires
the
State
Highway
MASON BROS.
Inspector Wentworth, who had been land of AuhtIcus Long and the meadow
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Walsh have
singing
in
their
own
group,
as
he
beso-called, meaning her.ehy to convey
gone to their summer home at Birch passed the weekend at their Cregcent j Police to remove all signs, billboards. lieves that music can be made a most attending to official duties on Main brook,
the interest in said llmerock conveyed to me
Beach cottage. They were .Joined panels, placards, posters, notices or
street, Thomaston, witnessed the ac by Harris Staekpo’e as trustee, November 19,
Island, in Casco Bay.
enjoyable
part
of
any
young
people'
Sunday by the following guests; Mrs. other advertising devices, which ob program.
cident which led to the arrest of Miss ISM.
A certain parcel of Real Estate, situated
Pellicane, and his version of it, as
Among the 351 students who re Nellie M. Benner, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd struct the clear view of the highways
SHOWS
SPECIAL MATINEE
in Rockland in the County of Knox and
or prevent their safe use.
N.
Benner
and
little
sow
WlnfleW,
Mr.
told in court yesterday, was that thc ■ State of Maine, and bounded as follows:
ceived the degree of Bachelor of
Matinee 2:15; Evening 7:30
TWO
BOOKS
FOR
BOYS
FOR CHILDREN AT 3:45
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Maxey.
Herbert
I
Beginning
on
the
northerly
side
of
Fleasgirl driving a Ford truck, came out
Arts at Wellesley College com
Dr. and Mrs. William Sharpe of
of Beechwoods street, Friday, on thc ' «"• Slri'"' s”-<•»•»<■<«westerly side
mencement were seven from Maine Maxey and Miss Caro Femald. and
ADDED FEATURE
,x. ,____ .
,
i of a twelve foot mad (said road lying wesMrs. Lester Shibles and son Sfeil of New York are at their Dynamite
The Pioneer Boys of the Missis wleft
hand side of the street. About j (erjy and adjoining land set off to Eliza Ferry
including MUs. 8. Elizabeth Mc
ROSEMARY
DAVIES in
Beach cottage for the summer. The sippi. by Harrison Adams.
Orono.
75 feet below, on Main street, the car as dower, said road being, reserved for the
Dougall of Rockland who lias been
children preceded them several days,
ran into Mrs. Bertha Dowling who »'•,«,nimmhiihm of said lot and also for the
“
THE
MAD
MARRIAGE
”
assistant keeper of the house at Phi
When
a
great
flood
caused
the
Fa-.ii
___ - au,. u
j,- i-a
-i
' accommodation of the tenement over the
Miss Charlotte BufTum has returned having been guests meantime of
fell between the headlights and was ; northerly store belonging to said estate) :
Sigma Society and the Senior at the
Gramp and Mrs. E. D. Spear, Maple Ohio river to overflow its banks de dragged seven or eight yards. The I thence westerly by said Pleasant street, sev
from
a
visit
with
friends
and
rela

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
head of one of thc Freshman houses
stroying many homes and gardens truck did not stop for some little dis enty-four feet to the southwest corner of said
tive!) in Boston, Woonsocket and' street.
In the village.
lot.:
thence
northerly
by
the
westerly
line
of
Providence, R. I.
David Armstrong and some of his tance beyond that. Inspector Went- j said lot, ninety-two feet to the northwest cor
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fuller and Mr.
neighbors built a house on'a flat- worth testified that he heard no horn I ner of said lot ; thence easterly by the north
Misses Rose and Alice McNamara
tuid Mrs. E. D. Spear will attend
Miss
Helen
Fuller
has
arrived
home
!
boat, In which with their families and saw no slowing of speed when I line of said lot ninety-two feet to land con
who atended the commencement ex
—WITH—
after a month's visit in Providence, j the meeting of Maine bankers at Po they floated down the river in search Miss Pellicane saw two women cross- I nected with the northerly store belonging to
ercises of Trinity College In Wash
said estate: thence southerly at right an
R. I.
_
| land Spring tomorrow. Mr. Fuller and of a new and safe place to found a ing the street ahead of her.
gles with said north line sixteen feet; thence
ington. D. C„ are spending the bal
Mr. Spear in their respective capaci
Mr. Keiber, a witness for the State,' e«st(Tly parallel with said north line, four
settlement. Bob and Sandy Arm
ance of the month In Eagle Rock.
was of the onininn that Mi«« Polli- ' feel to thc bct"rp mentioned r ad: thence
The Dorcas Club held its weekly ties of president and treasurer of the
strong have many adventures, hotli was or ine opinion tnat Miss l elli- S(Hll,,er|v ,1V sald road !o „,e flrsl mentioned
Va.. guests of their brother James H
session yesterday most enjoyably at Rockland Savings Bank.
A story quivering with drama, alive with romand, throbbing
by land and water, which prove In cane had plenty of room in which to bounds; together with the buildings thereon
McNamara. They found Washing
Oakland Park.
with suspense ! A picture that will give you something to think
pass a car parked in the street, and that thc owners of said real estate cannot
ton having a record hot spell, and
Mrs. E. S. Levensaler and son At tensely interesting. The mysterious that she could have stopped her car dispose of their separate Interests without
about for a long time to come !
birch hark messages, the assistance
little let-up In Virginia. One of the
10SS.
Mrs. Osgood Gilbert of Boston Is wood are at Twin Lakes, Sebago, for
Wherefore your Petitioners pray that Wilof the friendly Indian, Blue Jacket, in ample time. Witness said that
83 graduates at Trinity was their expected to arrive at Crescent Beach a stay of several weeks.
___ w________
o ______
Snow or some other suitable person be
Mrs. Dowling
Instead_________
of keeping
on
the lost treasure box and wampum across
niece. Antonia McInnis, who re this week for the season.
the street stepped back in front I
t<» sell said real estate at public
ceived the degree of bachelor of arts
.
11
I or private sale and distribute the proceeds,
Capt. George Simons blushed a belt, the smoke telegraph used by Ot. the
truck.
!
jfter
paying
expenses aiming said heirs ac(cum laude).
Judge Elisha W. Pike delivered the beautiful rosy red at Oonimunl'v the Indians, together with the many
“Did you think the car w.as being cording to their resnoctive rights therein,
memorial address at the dedication Chest meeting last night when he animals encountered all combine to operated recklessly?” asked Attorney ' Dated this
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Mrs. Susan Greenlaw- Is visiting of the K. of P. memorial entr&hce to came to the eradie roll section of his keep the reader engrossed In the
Tirrell. counsel for the respondent. !
WILLIS "snow * '
her daughter in Ipswich, Mass.
the cemetery at Eastport Sunday. talk and received a rollicking cheer, welfare of the little band of pioneers,
“I did not.”
KNOX COUNTY :—
RICHARD
,’t
He was accompanied on ths motor for it was only the day before that and relieved when the mysteries are
Mrs. Burkett, who was with Mrs.' „ ,n ''"ur! ,lf
held at Bock!and. ,m
Mrs. William Justice arrived Friday trip from this city by Albertus W. the records had received this inscrip all cleared up and the two boys safe
.
the 12th day of June
BARTHELMESS
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered. That
for the summer and has opened her Clarke and Nathan F. Cobb. The tion: “To Capt. and Mrs. George in their new home after many hair Dowling in crossing the street, testltied that she did not see a car ap- I notice be given, by publishing a copy of said
—in—
cottage.
SlmonB. a daughter, Alice Ruth, breadth adventures. Published hy L. preaching, and heard no horn.
party expects to return tonight.
i I’l’Hthm. with this order therron. three weeks
C. I’age & Co.
successively, the first publication being thirty
“
NEW
TOYS”
Weight 10 pounds.”
Miss Pellicane said that she was days prior to the 21st day of July next, in
I. C. Thurston, a well known Union
. . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce, for;
•
not
on
the
extreme
left
of
BeechThe Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
hiltdness man, celebrated his birth merly of Boston. ate dividing the ■^Mrs. Annie Hall was a weekend
woods street, hut was unable to keep i* Rockland, that all persons interested may ,
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45—DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
day Saturdqy evening by giving a summer between Peak’s Island nrtd guest of her daughter, Mrs. Verne
The Pioneer Boys of the Yellow on the extreme right because of a attend a 'Court of Fn bate then to be boldcn 1
at Rockland, and show cause, if any, why
dinner party at the Thorndike Hotel thc Glover Farm, Mirror Lake, .which Butteese, in Damariscotta.
stone. by Harrison Adams.
school van In the way. She blew the the prayer of said petit ion should not be |
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
Those present were Mr. and .Mrs. I latter property Mr. Pierce bbtight
A tale of adventure teaching many horn repeatedly at the corner, and granted.
Ci Thurston. Mr. and Mrs. J. D, some time ago and renatped Eehb
HOWARD K. GOl’LD, Judge.
Eugene Francis St. Clair of this historical and geographical facts and again when she saw the woman cross
A
true
copy,
Attest
:
Thurston and daughters Florence Farm. His son Fred and the lat city and Mabel Jennie Daucette of made doubly Interesting by the
ing the street. She switched to the
72 T 78
HENRY II FAYSON, Register.
and
Annabelle. Mr.
and
Mrs, ter’s family, of Philadelphia, are also Rockport were united in marriage personal element infused by Dick left to avoid Mrs. Dowling, and the
—With—
Charles Thurston, Mr. and Mrs. Wil at Echo Farm.
Sunday afternoon at the First Baptist and Roger Armstrong and their latter steppeS back in front of the car.
liam Thurston, Sheriff and Mrs.
parsonage, by Rev. Benjamin P. friends. Encounters with bears, buf
JACK HOLT, LO’£ WILSON
After hitting her Miss Pellicane ad
Raymond E. Thurston. Chester
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson have Browne. They were attended by Mr. falo, wolves and Indians keep the mits that she lost her head.
COMEDY
NEWS
Pascal and Miss Lena Cleveland,
arrived from West Palm Beach and and Mrs. Alvin Small, brother-in-law Ixiys hu y on their long trip, while
Mrs. Hill, who was with Miss Pelli
THE THEATRE AROUND
are occupying their Cooper’s Beach and sister of the bride. Mr. and Mrs. the wonders of the Yellowstone with cane in the truck, said that they were
THE CORNER
Miss Ethel Crle of 38 Talbot ave cottage.
St. Clair will be at home after July its hot and cold springs, its spouting moving very slowly—about 10 miles
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
nue, who Is graduating from Bates
1 at the residence on Trinity street. sights give them something: geysers
to re an
andhour
other
awe inspiring
she thought,
and Miss Pelli
College this month, Is one of the
With their teachers and guests a
TODAY
member for a life time and as their cane was blowing the horn.
ANOTHER VIEWPOINT
t Greek dancers In the commence jolly crowd of children of the Junior
Indian foes have no understanding,
Td the fine of 310 and costs an ap- i
SHIRLEY MASON
ment play. "Iphlgcnla In Aulls. congregation of the First Baptist
of tlie various phenomena, the sud peal was entered, and the case goes
This annual play, which has at church had a picnic on the shore al London Doctor Says Low Necks, den spouting of a geyser sets them to Supreme Court.
traded attention all over New Eng ■Ingraham Hill Friday afternoon. In
Short Skirts, Spiderweb Stockings flying in wild confusion, the hoys be
“THE GREAT
The case against Martin Hill, who 1
land. Is one of the prettiest features automobiles they were conveyed to
Aid Health.
Ing thus saved from further en was charged with reckless driving
DIAMOND MYSTERY”
of the commencement festivities. It the picnic grounds where athletic
counter with the savages. Published when he ran Into William Bragg, a '
—Also—
In view of the low edit neck effect, by L. C. Page & Co.
will lie given the evening of June 20 stunts and a ball game under the di
fish peddler on the Camden road near !
on the steps of Coram Library rection of Mr. Brunberg occupied the short skirts and spiderweb stockings
“IDAHO,”
Glencove. collapsed utterly after the
which makes a wonderfully effective remainder of the afternoon. A picnic Which are now the mode, girls have a
Chapter Six
State’s testimony had been presented.
stage, with its stately columns as
supper on the shore was followed by better chance for health than those
Mr. Bragg admitted that he did not
background, and thc smooth green a circus, which had some real thrills. who usually wear too much clothing,
look up and down the road when he
W ednesday-Thursday
of the campus sloping hack from thc Those In charge of the affair were fn the opinion of Leonard Hill of
stepped out from behind his fish cart,
library is a perfect open air theatre Ralph Chaples, Mrs. Frances Ryder the National Institute of Medical Reand there was no evidence that Mr.
w&tftobein,
The dancers in their lovely flowing and Miss Eleanor Griffith, superin search, London.
Hili was driving recklessly. He also
Because of these fads women and
robes add very much to the beauti tendent.
took the injured man to the hospital.
girls permit more of the ultra violet
ful scenes, and this year’s produe
Recorder Butler promptly discharged
Miss G. Louise Ayers, millinery rays to ehter their bodies and jf the
tion bids fair to be one of the best
Featuring
the respondent.
ever given. The play is in charge of designer and formerly summer In fashion continues, he avers, it is
Thomas Melghart at liis best, in a story rich in dramatic situa
JAMES
KIRKWOOD
t prof. Grosvenor M. Robinson, head structor in the University of Cali probable that statistics will eventual
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Tibbetts and Mr.
tions. gushing with action and spouting with humor
| of the department of Public Speak fornia and the past year associated ly show that .they are the healthier of
MADGE BELLAMY
and Mrs. Ralph dark motored to
with
Aitken
Son
&
Co.,
New
York
the
two
sexes.
* Ing at Bates Coliege and one of the
Winthrop Sunday to visit the scene
Beats any cross-word puzzle ever
COMEDY
..FABLES
NEWS
trustees of tlie Currie School of Ex City, will display after Tuesday,
"I have no doubt,” says Dr. Hill,
made
of the recent murder.
JHE
COUMEftMlcnc,
pression in Boston, who Is particu June 18. advanced hats tor mid ‘,‘that in the near future both men’s
—Also—
larly skillful as director and coacli summer and early fall wear, also and wometfs clothing will be de
Mrs. Ensign Otis and Mrs. Louis
MCRUMD
“The Midnight Girl”
| Miss Mildred Francis of the depart hats to order at the residence of Mrs. signed with a view of allowing the
AVardwell of Camden are attend ine
With
VilNff
ment of Physical Education has Mary Wlggln Spear, 33 Llmerock body to receive as plentiful a supply
Wheaton College commencement in
' charge of the dancing.
street. Tel.- 461-J.«-irtv. as possible of the sun’s rays."
Lila Lee
Norton, Mass.
Earle Perry is home from Boston,
where he has been attending Bryant
& Stratton's business college.

T
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A Special Drive This Week on

COUCH HAMMOCKS

STONINGTON

FURNITURE COMPANY
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OAKLAND
PARK
TONIGHT

PERT MYERS’ ORCHESTRA

STRAND

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

a
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I

TODAY
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REALM

OE MUSIC

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art

A

Household

FLORIDA

ROMANCE

How the Suggestion of a Humble Country Editor Led To
Building of Great Highway.

u

"SALIDA’

An editor’s vision—and the editor eluded, and Mr. Stovall went home
Reading an item in the Press tleton campground, as I feel certain
)f ? small town newspaper, at that— 'on wings.'
Herald about the recital given in lie must have been among “those
let! to astonishing results down in
Woke Populace Up
Augusta June 10 by the pupils of present.” I rather think 1 shall hear
Florida, the story of which reads like
Mrs. Maurine Morgan, teacher of from him, and meantime I will quote
‘‘Appeared the local paper with
a romance.
E. B. MacAlllster, who ‘scare’ headlines In poster type:
violin. I was interested to note that from a short item which appeared in
spent pa’’* of the winter in Florida, 'William J. Conners May Finance
Mrs.. Morgan’s assistant in this re another paper:
B631
discovered the yarn In the Palm Great Highway for Okeechobee,’ or
"Director William R. Chapman of
cital was Gilbert Laite of Bangor,
Beach Post of June 6, and he passes wprds to .......
•..»
.......
.
whose father is very well known in the Maine Music Festivals in a talk
that effect. The caption hit
delicious,
it on to The Courier-Gazette, which I
populace between the eyes and
this locality, being known as the with the Press Herald man at Ban
finds it sufficiently interesting to re- woj<e them with a jolt. Time barely
“parson-salesman.”
Young Gilbert gor today (June 8) stated that he
it.
print.
The story follows:
was allowed for perusal of the arti
Is a student at Kent’s Hill Seminary, had just returned from Littleton
and is said to possess a remarkable Campground where he had one of
cle before Mr. Stovall assembled the
A great many yarns concerning ) citizens in town meeting and unfolded
baritone. It is planned for him to the most successful concerts of his
with a Household Pearl gas and coal
the W’hyfor of the building of a paved his project to them.
go abroad for study. Miss Florence| career. The combined choruses of
road through vthe Everglades by AV.
“Let ua tell Mr Conners.” said he,
Adel, head of the piano department | Presque Isle, Houlton, Caribou, and
range. It does wonderful baking while
Conners have been spun from f in effect, “that if he will merely
at Kent’s Hill, accompanied Mr. Fort Fairfield were present, and gave
time to time by various and sundry ) ‘throw a bluff’ by asking the legislaone of the best demonstrations ever
Laite.
you do other things <
persons who claimed, at the time of ture to give him a franchise for a
heard in the State.
There were
the yarn spinning, that they were , toll road the state may be stimulated
Paul Whiteman, who is the big over 5,000 people in the audience and
light on the inside. But it is doub’- j into building the road, itself."
chief of jazz, puts to rout a common 1,000 cars were parked outside the
ful if more than a scant handful of
That very night a committee wait
belief by telling us that in New grounds.”
folk really know how Mr. Conners ed on Mr. Conners and laid the sug
That is the way Aroostook Coun
York recently there landed a hunter
happened
to
hulld
ills
now
famous
gestion before him.
of big game who had been "doing ty does things ’ There seems to be
highway.
“Weli, I ‘ma.de the bluff' and th*y
Africa” for the last three year’s, and the spirit of co-operation in that
In
a
recent
issue
of
the
Manufac

'called me,’ said Mr. Conners, in tellthe first thing he heard at the dock section that seems woefully lacking
LIVE
Burnt
turers'
Record,
a
true
story
of
the
'ng the story later.
was a jazz band sent down to greet In many other parts of the State
birth of this highway is related, “i-e
Cat, Coal
In his application for a franchise
some returning dignitary. In fact, where Mr. Chapman is striving to
OILS AND GREASES
LAUNDRY WORK
facts in the yarn are vouched for by Mr. Conners proposed to construct a
he insists that he heard one at accomplish so much. Their fairs are
or
W. L. McGriff, manager of the Con highway for Okeechobee virtually to
Quarantine, probably a band that the biggest and finest in the State,
Call 12"
Call 170
Wood
ners properties.
Here is tbe Man- West Palm Beach, a first-class road,
had been sent out in a tug boat. The we know what their horse races are
facturers’ Record story:
THURSTON OIL CO.
52 miles long, to open up a great
poor fellow, accustomed to the quiet and all their local celebrations have
People’s Laundry
territory. His charge would be two
• “Lend Me a Million’*'
of the jungle, got a species of deaf record breaking attendance. They
Wholesale and Retail
17 Limerock Street
cents
a
mile,
which
would
be
only
ness from his sudden plurtge into our have the get-to-gether spirit that is
'I want you to lend me a million
We do all kind* of Laundry
Oils for All Purpose*
about
$1
for
a
round
trip
—
reasonable
noisy city. Everywhere he went—in necessary to make things go across
Work. Family* Washing a
dollars.'
‘
cafes, hotels and theatres—trumpets with a bang.
“So spoke Guy Stovall, editor of and not exorbitant.
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
• • • *
In 24 hours after its introduction
blared and saxophones shrilled.
the Pahokee News, now suspended, 'a
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Corner Park and Broad St*.
Finally he issued a call for volun
The
announcement
that
Mr
little country newspaper' at Okee the bill granting Mr. Conners the
' Shirts, Collars.
franchise
was
enacted
by
th^
legis

teers in search of quiet and peace to O’Hara is to give an organ recital
chobee. Fla., to William J. Conners,
return with him to African jungles during July, with Mrs. Ogarita Rose
owner of a great newspaper, hea-i lature and was signed by the gov
MONUMENTS
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
where there is no jazz although thal Rugg, soprano, as assisting artist,
and director in a number of gicat ernor. and Mr. Conners at once got
Telephone Connection
busy.
As
a
further
Incentive
to
his
TeleDhonr 205
is supposed to be the birthplace ol has caused an anticipatory thrill in
business enterprises and a man
i ®
Gilchrest
Rockland’s musical circles.
While
the great American noise !”
whose name is known in all parts of interest and activity, he Invested 111
FLY SCREENING
thi land, at the latter's winter thousands of acres of land which he
Did you know that Mr. Whiteman neither of these artists needs an in
Galvanized
Black
Monumental Works
has signed up with the Hippodrome troduction, a word in passing is not
home at Paint Beach something over foresaw would be enhanced in value
by the road—42.000 acres of fertile
thereby becoming an actor, so to amiss. Mr. O’Hara has delighted
a year ago.
Copper Bronze
Main Street
the audiences at Strand Theatre evei
“What do you want to do witn |he sbil and 3000 building lots in Okeaspeak?
cltobee: this was his investment in
H. H. Crie & Co.
• • • •
since he accepted the position ol
million?" asked Mr. Conners.
“ ‘I want to build a highway,’ said his faith in the soundness of the new
Rockland and vicinity, after all organist there, his programs which
Thomaston, Main*
456 Main Street, Rockland
road proposition. Most of this land
Mr. Stovall.
seem to have quite a number of have accompanied special feature
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
in the Everglades he has farmed,
pictures
being
of
a
very
high
order.
“
‘
A
highway?
Let's
talk
it
over,
’
those people who are blessed with
shipping last year'150 carloads of
was the answer.
the gift of song—some with the song The programs which he gave while!
“And through this conference a Florida vegetables to Chicago and
that arises from the vocal chord} acting as organist at the First Bap-!
r—- —
BuiltmBake
‘dream’ of ‘a little country editor' be other markets, while also it is ex
and some with the song that come: tist church were splendidly pre
came the actual foundation for the pected that the cultivation of sugar
from the soul and emanates from the sented, so much so, in fact, that it
great Conners highway in Florida, will be undertaken.
pen. And every time we read about has been a common desire to hear
just as much as the marl rock on
Formidable Task
one of these "singers” we are Mr. O’Hara in a real organ recital
Call any time and see their fine improoementt
which the roadbed is laid.
thrilled with pride—the pride of theii a concert, so to speak, with an as
When Better Automobile* Are Built, Buick Will Build The*
Preliminary
study of the work of
"For long Mr. Stovall had been
accomplishment and the pride of our sisting artist, and after many ex
'dreaming' about Okeechobee and constructing the proposed higHway
pressions of desire on the part ol
possession.
F-IS-46-A
‘seeing visions’ of its great opportuni proved it to be a formidable engi
For the past few years Wilbert his many friends and admirers, he
neering
task.
Marshes
and
muckties.
The ‘dreams' in time crystalROCKLAND & STONINGTON
Snow has had our attention, and wc finally decided to give such a con
ized into ambition, and ambition into lands. and even quicksands, formed
have realized that here was a maj cert. It reflects wise judgment on
conviction, that Okeechobee and the the route which the new road was to
who would in the not too distant fu Mr. O’Hara’s part, too, to select as
No road material was avail
adjacent area could be transformed take.
ture stand out from many others in his assisting artist Ogarita Rose
into a great and prosperous section able near at hand, nor was there any
his achievement. So we particularly Rugg. We have heard Mrs. Rugg
if only the right way could be found. road over which to transport such
rejoice to learn that he has been sing infrequently since her marriage
material if brought from afar.
Th»
and
removal
from
Rockland,
but
Was All Right But Isolated
awarded the prize in the alumni
comes more and more necessary 1 A CCOLIDGE TRIUMPH
outlook was discouraging in the ex
those
who
have
had
the
pleasure
to
poetry competition conducted in con
‘What road can we take to pros treme.
There are no drawbacks to music.
nection with the centennial com hear her say that her naturally You
perity?” mused Mr. Stovdll—and his
can’tL lid
have
too
much
of it.
I UU (.dll
» (LUU
Ill
LI(.11
UL
1L. I «—»
, .
,
\ 7 * * T*
W <•
In excavating the West Palm
beautiful
soprano
voice
has
broad

mencement of the class of 1825
There is no residual bad effect like j President s visit lo Minne question answered Itself: ‘A road—a Beach canal, however, marl rock was
ened
and
grown
in
warmth
and
pow

Bowdoin College, the class in which
highway!’ he cried in triumph.
over-indulgence in other things.”
to exist in strata 10 to 15 feet
sota Marked By Decline of “As it was, he saw Okeechobee, a found
Longfellow' and Hawthorne gradu er, that she sings with much style
And then, says the Musical Courier,
beneath tile Everglades muck, and
and
expression,
and
is
even
more
ated. Twenty-five poems were sub
little
city
living
in
the
contentment
Mr. Eastman proceeded to give an
this was spread over the proposed
Radicalism.
mitted. and each poem was judged charming in appearance than oi other 13,000,000 as an addition to his
of ease, almost without tllought of highway route as part of the founda
entirely on its merits as a work o yore.
the advantages which nature had tion.
endowment of the Eastman School ol
Half a million dollars was in
President Coolidge, on his trip to
I have been fortunate in seeing Music at Rochester, which, with the
art. Although several other of the
Minnesot i, from which he returned provided fyr its growth and develop vested in equipment before the actual
25 poems received praise, the decis the program Mr. O’Hara and Mrs. $3,000,000, which he put into build- I
ment.
grow
into
a
city
of
real
im

work of construction could be started.
Washington greatly invigorated
ion for Mr. Snow’s poem was al Rugg are to give at this concert, and ing and equipping the school and Ij physically and enthused politically, portance. Situated at the north end Gangs of men were sent into the
while, of course, this cannot be his original endowment of $2,450,000,
most unanimous.
of
Lake
Okeechobee,
it
had
fine
woods to clear land for a sawmill;
blazed a trail for Senator William M.
Mr. Snow’s poem \Vill be read by made public for some time to come makes a total of $8,450,000, convinc
Butler, chairman of the Republican streets, several churches, two banks then trees were cut and the sawed
Mr. Snow at the exercises to be held 1 am going to tell you that it is go(ng ing proof that his words were no
and
modern
schools
—
but.
it
was
isotimbers werp used to build barges for
National Committee, and members ftf
during commencement at the college to be a treat in every respect. It i: empty ones. The fine thing about it
On the shore of the second carrying material and equipment
the Cabinet, who are planning visits ated.
June 17, and thereafter it will be built to meet the demands of what s. that the conspicuous success oi
largest
body
of
inland
water
in
the
from the nearest railroad to the scene
to the Northwest on various mis
published by the college. We look we term a mixed audience. Mrs the Eastman School, not only as a sions.
I'nited States. 34 miles in length. 32 of operations.
Eventually a rail
forward with pleasure to reading thk Rugg in a letter to Mr. O’Hara teaching institution, but also as a
miles wide and with an average road, 36 miles long, was constructed
The President was accompanied to
poem, and undoubtedly there will be voices the program perfectly, the cultural center about which the en- the Norse celebration at the Twin depthl of 20 feet, Okeechobee was and over 1000 men employed on the
Rockland people who will be fortu same sentiment being applicable to ire art life of ‘Rochester revolves, Cities by Secretary Kellogg, who had ideally located—but, it was alone and work.
nate enough to hear Mr. Snow read the numbers of both artists: "I have will doubtless attract the attention heen defeated for Senator by a radical lonesome.
Not far west from Fort
As a result of this thorough pre
it at the commencement. Mean tried to keep the numbers light of other wealthy men in other cen but who returned home honored by Pierce and northwest of Palm Beach liminary work, actual construction
and West Palm Beach, and in the when commenced, moved quickly,
time, let us extend our congratula enough to listen to on (possibly) a ters and lead them to follow Mr. one of the highest offices in the na
tions to Mr. Snow and tell him how hot night, as well as being worthy of Eastman’s example. Nothing better tion to find himself sharing with the heart of a most fertile country, Okee and all road-building records for
a high-class program.”
happy his success makes us.
could happen to the country ’.
Because
President the plaudits of the people chobee was in a ‘strategic position’— Florida were relegated to the back
• ♦ • •
Mr. Snow, as well as( Edna St.
Construction was started
and to discover unmistakable signs but it was remote and self-centered. ground.
"I
am
not
a
musician
”
said
Gecrge
That
was
the
real
Okeechobee.
Vincent Millay, seems to find in
in June,' 1923, and just one year later
of a continued waning in strength
of
design and
spiration from Maine, especially the Eastman. “I come pretty near to be
A REAL CLAMBAKE
The Dream of Okeechobee
almost to the day, tMe Conners High
of the radical political element in
ing
a
miserable
moron,
because
I
am
rugged coast, and this makes us re
Fifty
that section.
“In his visions, however, Mr. Sto way was opened to traffic.
manufacture are
Qf
Features For
joice, too. for as long as they feel unable to whistle a tune, to carry a
•Mr. Coolidge’s advisers and politi vall pictured an entirely different two miles of finest highway had been
this way and continue to express it tune or to remember a line. But 1
laid
at
the
rate
of
4.33
miles
a
month
cal observers who accompanied him city.
He saw Okeechobee in closP
they will seem like our own, no mat love to listen to music, and in list
altered by
A used
is a
tional B. & P. W. Conven declare the reception to the Presi contact with the world at large, the at a cost of $2,000,000, or $38,461
ter how high up on the ladder they ening. I’ve come to think it is a nec
The undertaking was stupendent was convincing of his popularity center of a great agricultural section, mile.
essary part of life. In other words,
tion In Portland Next among the people and of a healthy with water transportation at its front dous; the achievement was marvclclimb.
v
investment than
for a well rounded life, one mus*
growth of conservative sentiment in door and the West Palm Beach: ca ous.
Month.
I have been hoping my uncle, E. L. have music. Furthermore, music ofthe state since Mr. Coolidge carried It nal near by; with every attraction
2000 Cart a Day
other makes.
Cleveland of Houlton, would write , fers the best way of using time. As
last November.
as a winter and also a su'mmer re
It is now confidently expected that j
With
a
capacity
of 2000 motor cars
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